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ABSTRACT
Jona Puci: AN EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS: THE CASE OF ALBANIA
Under the direction of Prof. Dr. Suzana Guxholli

Unsurprisingly, amid the past recent decades, the economics of determinants of business
performance has been a field in the center of research due to the fact that its pattern is crucial to
the failure or success of a firm and, therefore to the wellbeing and prosperity of a country. Huge
efforts have been dedicated to identify macroeconomic indicators‟ impact on businesses, such as
exchange rates, interest rates, unemployment, credit, inflation and economic stability. Moreover,
factors such as globalization, economic freedom, strong competition, economic crisis,
government policies, monetary policies, and the switch to the economy based on knowledge
from industrial economy have affected the shift regarding the concerns towards economic
entities. The studying efforts have brought upon a pool of data on internal and external factors
covering its trend, interrelation with other factors, and a set of potential forces that determine
them. By accepting this fact, the worthiness and importance of identifying and presenting a
model that incorporates the most relevant factors, in an effort to examine the extent to which
these constructs affect financial performance, becomes clearer.
The research approach of this study is to investigate the enabling drivers of performance for
large companies to support business progress in the Albanian market. Furthermore, the model
includes constructs from the internal environment, or firm specific factors under the control of
the company, and the external environment, which includes macroeconomic factors that go
beyond the control of the firm. To this regard, the broad research question formulated is: What
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are the main factors of business growth with regard to companies in the developing market of
Albania, and do these indicators have the same significant effect considering different measures
of business performance? For this purpose, 264 audited companies from different sectors of the
economy have been examined. The time period considered lies between 2010 until 2017. To
achieve the goal three models are constructed and used considering: ROA, ROE and PM as
depended variables; whereas the independent variables include: capital structure, liquidity,
company‟s size, company‟s risk, management efficiency, GDP growth, exchange rates, inflation
and interest rates. In each case liquidity, GDP growth, and inflation rate were proved to be
statistically insignificant. This means that these variables do not have an important impact on
financial performance of Albanian companies from 2010 until 2017. The results indicated that
size, risk, and exchange rates negatively affect the three metrics used. Differences are with
regard to capital structure use and interest rates impact on each of the metrics.
The studied topic is strongly related to a potential future contribution on the existing literature in
an effort to contribute to the traditional theories of financial performance and as a basis for
further research for other academic researchers. These research findings will be helpful for the
management of companies while making decisions pursuing a continuous performance
improvement. Lastly, a majority of the studies regarding the importance of indicators on business
performance have been focused on SMEs, specific sectors in Albania, or companies in developed
markets. The importance of these indicators in emerging economies, such as the Albanian
market, have not been fully investigated and the deficiency could be more problematic and
serious, considering that in developing countries, there is a greater necessity for economic
prosperity to improve the welfare of its citizens, reducing the differences compared to the
welfare of individuals in developed countries.
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PËRMBLEDHJE EKZEKUTIVE
Gjatë dekadave të fundit, studimi i faktorëve që ndikojnë në performancën e biznesit ka qënë një
fushë në qëndër të kërkimit shkencor. Kjo për faktin se progresi i tij është një pikë kritike në
dështimin apo suksesin e një firme, dhe si pasojë ndikon në mirëqënien dhe përparimin e një
vendi. Përpekje të mëdha i janë kushtuar ndikimit që faktorët makro-ekonomikë kanë mbi
bizneset, si p.sh kurset e këmbimit, normat e interesit, papunësia, kredia e dhënë bizneseve,
inflacioni dhe stabiliteti ekonomik. Gjithashtu, faktorë si globalizimi, liria ekonomike,
konkurenca e tregut, krizat ekonomike, politikat qeveritare, politikat monetare, dhe kalimi nga
një ekonomi industriale në një ekonomi të bazuar në dije dhe në burimet njerëzore, kanë drejtuar
vëmëndjen drejt njësive ekonomike. Përpjekjet studimore kanë renditur një sërë faktorësh të
brendshëm dhe të jashtëm, lidhjen mes tyre si dhe elementët apo rrethanat që mund të ndikojnë
në këto faktorë. Bazuar në sa më sipër, vlera dhe rëndësia e identifikimit dhe e paraqitjes së një
modeli që përfshin faktorët më të rëndësishëm, në përpjekje për të studiuar masën me të cilën
këta faktorë ndikojnë performancën financiare në kontekstin e kompanive shqiptare, bëhet më e
qartë.
Një ndër problemet kryesore që hasin bizneset sot në vendet në zhvillim, si Shqiperia, është
mosmarrja në konsideratë e indikatorëve të performancës. Si rrjedhojë, qëllimet e synuara shpesh
herë nuk arrihen dhe as nuk përfshihen në strategjinë e përgjithshme të biznesit. Fokusi i këtij
studimi qëndron në përcaktimin e lidhjeve ndërmjet matësve të performancës financiare dhe
indikatorëve potencial të kësaj performance duke marrë në konsideratë elementë nga mjedisi i
jashtëm dhe mjedisi i brendshëm. Si rrjedhojë, studimi përqëndrohet në dy cështje kryesore: së
pari, konsiderohen matësit dhe faktorët e performancës në vendet e tjera dhe modelet aktuale në
përdorim. Për këtë arsye, është kryer një rishikim i gjërë i literaturës për të eksploruar dhe
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analizuar matësit dhe indikatorët aktual të përfshirë në modele të ndryshme. Së dyti, studimi
përqëndrohet në Republikën e Shqipërisë, duke marrë në konsideratë matësit dhe indikatorët e
performancës për kompanitë që operojnë në këtë treg me qëllim eksplorimin e mëtejshëm të
temës. Qëllimi kryesor i këtij studimi është ndërtimi i një modeli, për të investiguar indikatorët
potencial në progresin e bizneseve në studim, duke theksuar dhe analizuar lidhjen mes
rezultateve statistikore dhe llogjikës ekonomike. Modeli përfshin elementë nga të dy
dimensionet: mjedisi i brendshëm, ose faktorët specifik të firmës dhe mjedisi i jashtëm që ka të
bëjë me variabla jashtë kontrollit të njësisë ekonomike. Si i tillë, studimi trajton këtë pyetje
kryesore kërkimore: cilët janë faktorët që ndikojnë në rritjen dhe përparimin e bizneseve në
tregun shqiptar, dhe a kanë këta faktorë të njëjtin efekt të rëndësishëm nëse konsiderohen matës
të ndryshëm të performancës financiare? Studimi është një rrugëtim për të ekzaminuar pyetjen
kërkimore dhe për të përgatitur terrenin e ndërtimit të modelit duke konsideruar dymbëdhjetë
variabla: pesë tregues të brendshëm të pavarur - niveli i borxhit, likuiditeti, madhësia e
kompanisë, risku i kompanisë dhe efiçenca manaxheriale; katër tregues të jashtëm të pavarur norma e rritjes ekonomike, kursi i këmbimit, norma e inflacionit dhe norma e interesit; si dhe tre
tregues të varur të performancës financiare – kthimi mbi aktivet, kthimi mbi kapitalin dhe marzhi
i fitimit. Për këtë qëllim, janë analizuar pasqyrat financiare të audituara të 264 kompanive nga
sektorë të ndryshëm të ekonomisë. Koha e studimit përfshin periudhën nga 2010 deri në 2017,
me një numër total të dhënash prej 2,112 observimesh. Regresionet provojnë nje ndikim pozitiv
të efiçencës menaxheriale dhe një ndikim negativ të madhësisë së kompanisë, riskut dhe kurseve
të këmbimit mbi matësit e performancës. Në secilin rast, likuiditeti, norma e rritjes ekonomike
dhe inflacioni rezultojnë statistikisht të parëndësishëm. Përsa i përket ndikimit të strukturës së
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kapitalit dhe normës së interesit në performancën e njësive ekonomike ka diferenca në rezultatet
statistikore.
Kapitulli i parë, hyrja, paraqet të gjithë kornizën e studimit. Fillimisht, sqaron konceptet e temës,
jep një përkufizim të përgjithshëm të bizneseve, rëndësinë e tyre në jetën tonë të përditshme si
dhe në ekonominë në tërësi. Më pas, prezanton qëllimin kryesor, pyetjen kërkimore, si dhe
rëndësinë përkatëse të këtij kërkimi. Pas kësaj, paraqitet baza teorike, mbi të cilën është bazuar
studimi, duke theksuar teoritë e firmës dhe teoritë e rritjes ekonomike. Më tej, analizohet mjedisi
i jashtëm dhe i brendshëm në të cilin operojne njësitë ekonomike, së bashku me elementët
përkatës. Një vëmendje e veçantë i kushtohet matësve të përformancës financiare si dhe
indikatorëve të ndryshëm qe mund ta ndikojnë këtë performancë. Së fundmi, paraqiten kufizimet
kryesore të studimit.
Kapitulli i dytë, rishikimi i literaturës, gjurmon progresin në fushën e indikatorëve të
performancës financiare. Është i organizuar në seksione, duke filluar me një rishikim të
përgjithshëm të temës, interesin e përgjithshëm në këtë sferë dhe më pas sjell informacion mbi të
gjithë variablat e përfshirë në model, duke i ndarë ata në faktorë të brendshëm dhe faktorë të
jashtëm. Në fund të kapitullit është përgatitur një tabelë përmbledhëse bazuar në impaktin që
variablat specifike kanë në performancën e biznesit.
Kapitulli i tretë, metodologjia kërkimore, është një përshkrim i detajuar i metodave të përdorura
në këtë studim. Kapitulli fillon me një prezantim të metodave dhe kornizave të ndryshme
kërkimore para paraqitjes së metodave të zgjedhura. Seksioni trajton mbledhjen e të dhënave,
burimeve, harkun kohor dhe kufizimet përkatëse. Më tej, shpjegon se si modeli është ndërtuar
duke justifikuar përfshirjen e secilit variabël. Së fundmi, theksohet besueshmëria dhe
vlefshmëria e studimit.
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Kapitulli i katërt, statisktikat përshkruese, prezanton një analizë të të dhënave të mbledhura, duke
konsideruar mjediset përkatëse të njësive ekonomike. Tabelat dhe grafikët janë përdorur për të
grupuar dhe klasifikuar të dhënat kundrejt njëra - tjetrës apo variablave të tjerë. Kapitulli ndahet
në dy pjesë kryesore: pjesa e parë fokusohet në situatën makro-ekonomike të Shqipërisë gjatë
periudhës studimore, duke marrë në konsideratë mesataret për çdo sektor dhe për secilin vit të:
normës së rritjes ekonomike, kursit të këmbimit, inflacionit dhe normës së interesit. Pjesa e dytë
fokusohet në anën mikro-ekonomike të bizneseve të zgjedhura dhe shpërndarjen e tyre në
krahasim me popullatën. Edhe këtu siç është përshkruar edhe më lart janë marrë në konsideratë
mesataret për çdo sektor dhe për secilin vit të: kthimit mbi kapitalin, kthimit mbi aktivet, marzhit
të fitimit, nivelit të borxhit, likuiditetit, madhësisë së kompanisë, riskut të kompanisë dhe
efiçencës manaxheriale.
Kapitulli i pestë, analiza e rezultateve, interpreton dhe analizon rezultatet e testimit të modelit
ekonometrik të zhvilluar me programin EViews. Kapitulli përfshin një analizë të drejtëpërdrejtë
të asaj që ky studim vëzhgon dhe mat. Kapitulli ndahet në tre pjesë kryesore duke u fokusuar në
rezultatet e regresionit për secilin model duke krahasuar rezultatet e arritura me studimet e
mëparshme të autorëve të ndryshëm. Së fundmi, paraqitet një përmbledhje e tre modeleve me një
analizë përsa i përket ndikimit të variablave të pavarur në secilin matës të performancës.
Kapitulli i gjashtë, nxjerr ne pah konkluzionet dhe rekomandimet nga rezultatet e këtij studimi.
Është një përmbledhje e të gjithë punës së kryer, duke filluar nga qëllimi kryesor, proçesi i
ndjekur, informacioni i vëzhguar dhe përfundimet e arritura. Me fjalë të tjera, është një skemë në
formë të përmbledhur e të gjithë këtij udhëtimi. Kapitulli skicon disa rekomandime bazuar në
rezultatet dhe përfundon me sugjerime për kërkime studimore të mëtejshme.
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Rëndësia e këtij studimi bazohet në aftësinë e tij për të plotësuar hendekun në literaturën e
indikatorëve të performancës financiare së bashku me kontributet e mëposhtme:
-

Së pari, performanca e njësive ekonomike ka rëndësi të veçantë duke qënë se ndikon në
rritjen e industrisë në të cilën bën pjesë dhe në mirëqënien e ekonomisë në tërësi.
Ekonomitë me industritë më fitimprurëse, mund të përballojnë më mire luhatjet në
mjedisin e jashtëm dhe mund të kontribuojnë në këtë mënyrë në mirëqënien e një vendi.
Ndaj, ne e konsiderojmë investigimin dhe analizën e indikatorëve të performancës
financiare te rëndësishme për shkak të rolit qe këto njësi kanë.

-

Së dyti, studimi përfshin në një masë të gjërë teoritë kryesore të firmës, të rritjes
ekonomike dhe sjell literaturën përkatësë përsa i përket matësve të performancës dhe
indikatorëve përkatës. Ashtu siç edhe literatura sugjeron, performanca e biznesit ka një
ndikim të drejtëpërdrejtë mbi menaxherët, aksionerët, punonjësit, investitorët potencial,
hartuesit e politikave dhe mbi grupet e tjera të interesit.

-

Së treti, matja e performancës identifikon masën me të cilën burimet e njësisë ekonomike
ndikojnë në performancën e saj. Kjo performancë nuk është thjesht një fotografi e
kompanisë në një moment të caktuar, por është tregues i një harku të caktuar kohor.

-

Së katërti, studimi kalon nga korniza e përgjithshme tek qasja specifike gjatë marrjes në
shqyrtim të variablave dhe ndërtimit të modelit. Më pas, kryen një ekzaminim empirik
mbi indikatorët potencial që ndikojnë performancën dhe masën përkatëse të ndikimit, të
përshtatura në mjedisin shqiptar, për shkak të nevojës së këtyre indikatorëve në vendin në
fjalë.

-

Së pesti, shumica e studimeve mbi rëndësinë e indikatorëve të performancës së biznesit
fokusohet mbi njësitë ekonomike të vendeve të zhvilluara. Rëndësia e këtyre indikatorëve
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në ekonomitë në zhvillim, siç është tregu shqiptar, nuk është shqyrtuar plotësisht. Kjo
mangësi mund të jetë më problematike dhe serioze duke marrë në konsideratë faktin se në
vendet në zhvillim lulëzimi ekonomik është shumë më i nevojshëm për të përmirësuar
mirëqënien e qytetarëve. Në këtë mënyrë ul hendekun e mirëqënies së këtyre qytetarëve
krahasuar me ata të vendeve te zhvilluara.
-

Së gjashti, studimi aktual përfshin një numër të konsiderueshëm njësish ekonomike, 264
njësi, në një hark kohor prej 8 vitesh, duke përfshirë të gjithë sektorët e ekonomisë.
Studime të tjera të ngjashme përqëndrohen në një sektor ose njësi specifike si p.sh
ndërmarrjet e vogla ose të mesme.

-

Së fundmi, rezultatet e këtij studimi do të ndihmojnë menaxhimin e kompanisë që
operojnë në Shqipëri gjatë marrjes së vendimeve në përpjekje për të përmirësuar
performancën financiare të biznesit të tyre.

Studimi aktual, është përballur me një sërë kufizimesh përsa i përket mbledhjes së të dhënave,
aksesit të informacionit, kohës dhe parave. Në mënyrë më të detajuar mund të përmendim:
-

Së pari, informacioni mbi kompanitë dhe sjelljen e tregut në Shqipëri është shumë i
kufizuar. Fokusi i këtij studimi janë vetëm kompanitë në territorin e Shqipërisë, por
përfshirja e kompanive dhe tregjeve të tjera (në Ballkan apo Europë) mund të bëhet në
studime të ardhshme për të forcuar rezultatet e gjetura.

-

Së dyti, qasja metodologjike është kryesisht sasiore. Edhe pse nuk ka asnjë problem përsa
i përket rezultateve, studimi nuk mund të eleminojë një humbje të mundshme të ndonjë
informacioni të rëndësishëm. Përdorimi i metodave cilësore, si p.sh intervistat apo fokus
grupet në kompanitë përkatëse apo me grupe të tjera interesi mund të siguronte më tepër
informacion. Studime të tjera që miksojnë të dyja metodat janë të nevojshme në mënyrë
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që tema të eksplorohet edhe më mirë, me qëllim implementimin e politikave më të mira
për të ndihmuar bizneset.
-

Së treti, konceptimi i faktorëve të brendshëm dhe të jashtëm që mendohet të ndikojnë
performancën e bizneseve mbulon aspektet më të rëndësishme, gjithsesi nuk pretendon të
përfshijë të gjithë elementët e mundshëm.

-

Së katërti, edhe pse matësit e performancës janë pranuar gjerësisht si të besueshëm dhe
përfaqësues të fortë të fitimit të njësive ekonomike, ato me siguri kanë mangësi. Ato nuk
konsiderojnë riskun e investimit të investitorëve potencial apo aksionerëve dhe as të
vlerës në kohë të parasë. Gjithashtu, këta matës janë kritikuar për aspektin prapashikues
që i karakterizon. Më tej, norma e fitimit e matur nga kontabilistët, është e limituar nga
standartet e vendosura dhe si rrjedhojë ndikohet nga metodat e ndryshme për vlerësimin e
aseteve.

-

Së pesti, pasqyrat financiare të përgatitura nga njësitë ekonomike janë për efekte
tatimore. Edhe pse studimi mundohet të rrisë vlefshmërinë e të dhënave duke përdorur
pasqyra financiare të auditura nga ekspertë të jashtëm, në kontekstin shqiptar është shumë
i vështirë eleminimi i fenomenit të manipulimit të këtyre pasqyrave. Si rrjedhojë, rezultat
e studimit mund të ndikohen nga niveli i informalitetit.

-

Se fundmi, studimi ndërtohet mbi supozimin kryesor se performanca e biznesit është
jetësore në zhvillimin ekonomik të një vendi.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.Introduction
This chapter introduces the complete study. Initially, it gives a general overview of businesses,
their importance in our daily life and on the economy as a whole. Afterwards, the section
introduces the research aim, question, and the rationale of this study. Moreover, the theoretical
foundation is described by highlighting the theories of the firm and economic theories of growth.
Following, the internal and external environments under which businesses operate with their
respective components are discussed. Special attention is given to the measures of business
performance and the indicators that affect this performance. Lastly, thesis outline and the main
limitations of the study are presented.

1.2.Study Background
The well–being of a society relies upon the economic growth of its industries and its people.
Through the enlargement and the creation of businesses, a country generates employment
opportunities offering a better life to its citizens. Acknowledging the importance of firm impact
on the economy, economists and politicians have dedicated considerable resources for creating
and implementing policies to help its prosperity by ensuring economic growth. Businesses play a
significant, obvious role in the life of individuals as well, and for that reason, successful
businesses are essential for the development of a country (Rajan and Zingale, 1998). Many
researchers consider them as a catalyst in determining political, social, and economic progress
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(Chandler and Hanks, 1993). Therefore, it is necessary for all stakeholders and policy makers,
above all, to comprehend the process and the respective variables that restrict or encourage the
growth of businesses.
A business can be defined as a collection of resources that generate the means to take advantage
of the opportunities and grow (Penrose, 1959). Evans (1987) considers firms as a group of
individuals working together to accomplish a set of common objectives. Other researchers
consider a firm as a system made up of interdependent subsystems to achieve business efficacy
and effectiveness (Burke and Litwin, 2001). Like any system, when inputs are used, (subject to
transformation) outputs (tangible or intangible) are obtained. As a result, the influence of any
factor in a business such as leadership, management structure, culture, economic environment,
etc., should not be considered separated from others. In this economic system, businesses are
seen as cells that affect the health of the whole economy (Glancey, 1998). Ignoring the
environment in which a business operates, may cause losses to the economic entity. These losses
can be materialized as a decrease in the number of customers, decline of the market share,
increase in several costs, decrease in the turnover, etc. Acknowledging all these aspects,
economic entities need to develop strategies with regard to this unstable environment, so that it
can ensure sustainability accomplished by harmonizing social, economic, and environmental
objectives.
It is not surprising that during the past decades (starting in late 1980s) the economics of
“determinants of business performance” is a field in the center of research due to the fact that its
pattern is vital to the failure or success of a firm and, therefore to the wellbeing of a country. Big
efforts have been dedicated to identify and manage macroeconomic indicators‟ impact on
businesses, such as exchange rates, interest rates, inflation and economic stability. Moreover,
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factors such as globalization, economic freedom, the strong competition, economic crisis, the
switch to the economy based on knowledge from industrial economy, government policies, and
monetary policies have affected the shift regarding the concerns towards economic entities. They
have transformed their responsibilities to all stakeholders and the society included. The studying
efforts have brought upon a pool of data on internal and external factors covering its trend,
interrelation with other factors, and generating a set of potential forces that determine them as
well. In spite of these numerous studies, many questions are still unanswered and unsettled issues
are pending; thus, feeds challenge and attraction to the field. Accepting this fact, it results to be
worthy and important to identify and present a model that combines all factors together, in an
effort to examine the extent to which these constructs affect financial performance. The
outcomes derived are considered to be helpful insights for the management and leadership of the
companies and for the policy making of the government, when it comes to business environment
reforms and business regulation policies. The current literature reviewed, on the performance of
businesses in Albania, focused only on specific economic sectors. To the best of the researcher‟s
knowledge, it appears that most of the studies do not consider the level of informal economy in
Albania, which puts in doubt the reliability of their results. In this regard, this research aims and
expects to modestly contribute on the subject.

1.3.Research Problem, Aim, and Question
Nowadays, changes in business environment occur on a disruptive and contiuous basis. This
makes the future performance of economic entities difficult to predict. The degree of variations
in itself, if are not manged in the levels of performance, are not of much benefit. One of the most
important problems facing businesses in developing economies is the lack of consideration of
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performance indicators. As a result, the desired goals are not reached neither incorporated in the
general strategy of a business. The scope is to examine the potential relationships among
performance measurements and indicators by considering elements from both the micro and
macro environment. This study concentrates in two main areas:
a. The focus initially is on performance measures and indicators around the world, and the
current models in use are investigated. Therefore, an extensive literature review is
conducted to analyze and explore current indicators included in various models.
b. Secondly, after examining the models abroad the study concentrates its focus in the
Republic of Albania with regard to performance metrics and indicators for companies
operating in this market to further explore the topic. The research has a qualitative and
quantitative aspect to a larger extent. To obtain reliable results, a considerable amount of
data are collected.
Above said, the main aim of this research study is to develop a model, which allows the
examination of potential indicators on the performance of businesses under study, emphasizing
also the relationship between the results obtained from statistical tests and economic intuition. As
such, this study addresses the following research question:
What are the main factors of business growth with regard to companies in the developing
market of Albania, and do these indicators have the same significant effect considering different
measures of business performance?
The study is a roadmap for examining the research question and for setting the ground for the
development of the models by considering twelve constructs: five internal driven independent
indicators (capital structure, liquidity, company size, company‟s risk, and management
efficiency); four external driven independent variables (GDP growth, exchange rates, inflation,
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and interest rates); and three dependent performance measurements variables (ROA, ROE, and
PM). For this purpose, 264 audited companies from different sectors of the economy have been
carefully examined. The time period considered lies between 2010 until 2017, making a total
observation of 2,112 data.

1.4.Rationale of the Study
The relevance of this research can be legitimized based on the followings:
a) First, the performance of companies is of great relevance since it leads to the growth of
the industry where it belongs and to the aggregate welfare of the economy. Those
economies with the most profitable industries are better at managing negative shocks and
can, therefore contribute to the wellbeing of a country. Hence, we consider the
investigation and analyzes of the determinants of financial performance of firms vital due
to their role in the whole economy.
b) Second, the study summarizes to a great extend all the theories of the firm, economic
growth and brings the relevant literature with regard to the economics of business
performance measurements and indicators. As the literature suggests, business excellence
has a straightforward implication on managers, shareholders, employees, potential
investors, policymakers, and many other interested stakeholders. That is why the
measurement of performance is crucial for an adequate management of a company and
the improvement process is not feasible if outcomes are not measured (Bourne,
Kennerley, and Franco - Santos, 2005).
c) Third, the measurements of performance identify the extent to which the use of resources
influence company‟s performance. This performance is not a snapshot of a company, but
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is rather measured over specific period (Marr and Schiuma, 2003; Micheli and Manzoni,
2010).
d) Fourth, the study uses a general to specific approach during factor consideration and
model development. Then, it conducts an empirical research on the potential indicators
affecting firm performance and the extent to which they influence business excellence,
adapted to the Albanian environment, due to the necessity of obtaining the set of
variables that reflect the image of performance in said country.
e) Fifth, most of the studies about the importance of indicators on business performance
have been focused on companies in developed markets (Greatbanks, 2000; Hvolby and
Thorstenson, 2000; Hudson, Smart and Bourne, 2001; Garengo, 2009; Garengo and
Sharma, 2012). The importance of these indicators in emerging economies, such as the
Albanian market, have not been fully investigated and the deficiency could be more
problematic and serious considering that in developing countries, economic prosperity is
more needed to improve the welfare of its citizens, therefore reducing the differences
compared to the welfare of individuals in developed countries.
f) Sixth, the current study includes a considerable number of companies for a large number
of years, 264 enterprises over 8 years, representing all the sectors of the economy. Other
relevant studies are either concentrated in a sector or a specific type of enterprise such as
small and medium ones.
g) Lastly, the findings of this research will be helpful for the management of companies
operating in Albania while making decisions with regard to strategy development and
implementation pursuing a continuous performance improvement.
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1.5.Theoretical Foundation
Throughout decades, researchers have noticed the great impact of business success on the
standards of living in a country. Many research efforts have built up theoretical background that
explain the business cycle. The later research studies empirically examined and tested these
theories that have not always supported their hypothesis. Therefore, the following section builds
up a theoretical foundation through the analysis and examination of the theories of the firm, the
theories of economic growth, measures of performance, and business environment. Lastly, the
main concepts offered by the current literature and the relationship between business
performance and economic growth is described.

1.5.1.

The Theory of the Firm

Business‟s theory has always been considered as a challenge for economists such as Holmstrom
and Tirole (1989). The theory of the firm springs from different economic theories, covering too
many elements of macroeconomics, industrial conditions, aspects of microeconomics, and
organizational behaviors (Kantarelis, 2007). If the theories can be traced, they date back to
Knight (1921) and were named “Risk, Uncertainty, and Profit” and Coase (1937) "The Nature of
the Firm" (1937). Knight‟s contribution is critical by all means. However, definitely the most
striking reason highlighted by him is the finding: “There is a lack of a theory, and this theory is
based on the costly operating markets”. Coase in his theory focuses more on the great importance
the information costs play. It develops from a straight forward scope to interdisciplinary subjects.
It seems that considerable emphasis has been given to market performance and overall economic
growth, ignoring business behavior and practices that as a consequence are poorly understood
(Demsetz, 1988).
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A business exists and is successful if it meets market demands and provides services and
products to consumers at a lower price and higher quality instead of only trying to maximize
profits and reduce transaction costs (Slater, 1997). He argues that the main objective of a
business is to create and offer services and goods that generate economic growth by providing at
benefits at the same time to the society. Business activities are dissimilar, in terms of scope, scale
and type, and the ones with a higher growth performance, apart firm specific benefits, will
contribute to the well - being of the overall economy at a higher extent (Nair and Judge, 2008).
The theory of the firm seeks to capture a set of questions. At the top stands the aggregation,
interest of business‟ behavior with regard to markets. Then surfaces to the smallest units of
production. Apparently, no single theory has addressed all of the aspects of the complicated
puzzle, neither cleared up where the analysis begins. There have been many theorizing efforts
which go on deeper to take the analysis with an emphasis on the methodological issues rather
than on the economic ones. Slater (1997) argues that there is no clear agreement across different
disciplines on the theory of the business because every decade springs up a new major theory. In
spite of the differences among theories, a common denominator is that which puts them together,
the basic neoclassical hypothesis of profit maximization approach. It seems important to
comprehend the underlying factors behind the dynamics of these institutions for a better
assessment on how institutions have affected economic development and for policy making that
connect to institutional change. The dominant theories found in the current literature are
presented below.
1.5.1.1.

Neoclassical Theory

Any debate on business theories should begin with the neoclassical theory, the predominant
approach of modern economists. Established over the last century, and discussed up to this day,
8

this approach is the most, if not the only, found in modern textbooks. Based on the view of
neoclassical theory, a business is a group of possible production plans (Henderson and Quandt,
1980). This business provides services and goods to a point where marginal revenues (MR) are
equal to marginal costs (MC), which examines the behavior of the business in seeking profit
maximization through the process of input – transformation – output, with customers having full
and free information. In addition, the concept of consumer refers to an individual who obtains
services or goods for his personal use or for somebody else‟s use (Henry, 1991). There are at
least three reasons that help explain its long survival.
a) Firstly, it poses itself in a general mathematical formalization.
b) Secondly, it is very effective for analyzing the choices of business‟s production due to
changes in exogenous environment (i.e. an increase in wages).
c) Thirdly, it is very convenient in examining the consequences of interaction among
businesses conditioned by imperfect competition.
Acknowledging these advantages, the theory also has some obvious weaknesses.
a) First, it does not clarify how the production process is organized, how different conflicts
between stakeholders are resolved, and how profit – maximization objective is achieved
(Varian, 1984).
b) Second, it does not clarify the consequences of merger and acquisition.
c) Third, the theory has little contribution on the structure of the firm.
d) Lastly, it fails to describe the development of the firm, the process of creating innovation
and managerial motivation.
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1.5.1.2.

Principal - Agent Theory

Developed some fifteen years ago, in contrast to neoclassical approach, the theory tries to
maximize value instead of maximizing profits. Principal – agent theory acknowledges conflicts
of interest between the owner and the manager (Holmstrom, 1979). The theory still considers the
firm as a set of production, but here managers make choices related to production, in terms of
investment or allocations, that the owner of the firm cannot observe. Considering that the
manager is involved in the daily operations of the firm, it is assumed that he has information that
the owner does not. Additionally, the manager has other objectives in mind apart the welfare of
the owner, as benefits on the job, empire building, an easy life, etc. Having stated these, this
approach argues that for owners it will be almost impossible to directly implement their plan on
profit maximization, by using a contract with him. Rather, the owner will seek to arrange and
coordinate his objective with those of the manager by putting him on an incentive scheme (Calvo
and Wellisz, 1978).
Principal – agent theory seeks to reduce the gap of information asymmetry between the two
parties and to figure out an effective way of cooperation with agents so that the tendency of
agent‟s uncertainty can be eliminated. The theory enhances neoclassical approach substantially,
however, it still fails to give an answer to the crucial questions of what determines a firm and the
boundaries of the firm structure. It is not possible to explain internal and external transaction
costs, and the difference of business growth performance. Lastly, the extremely simplified
approach on principal - agent conflict and the divergent complexity of mathematical models
sought to give solutions have always been considered as limitations to the Principal – Agent
theory (Pavlou, Liang, and Xue, 2007).
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1.5.1.3.

Transaction Cost economics

Whereas the neoclassical model, modified by the later principal – agent theory progressed during
the 19th century, offers a quite different approach was developing under the shade of transaction
cost economics. Coase (1937) highlighted that the existence of the firm can be traced back to
reflecting, planning, and negotiating costs that follow any transaction, which were usually
ignored by the previous models. The idea is that the main cost in the market is information cost
and bargaining over the terms of trade; if the transaction is a long-term one, in which information
and bargaining must be continuous, the cost would be exceptionally large. Transaction costs can
diminish by granting the authority on the terms of trade to one party. According to Coase, this
authority is what determines a firm: inside the firm, transactions arise because of orders given by
a manager and the price mechanism is censored.
Nevertheless, authority concentration increases the cost of potential errors by leading to higher
administrative severity. From Coase‟s viewpoint, the borders of the firm take place at the point
where the MC savings from transaction inside the firm are equal to these extra errors and
severity costs. Even though Coase‟s ideas were acknowledged as greatly original, they were
frequently cited but limited in use (Coase, 1988). Firstly, his ideas remain up until today,
difficult to formalize. Secondly, there is a theoretical weakness, identified by Alchian and
Demsetz (1972) on the role of unanimous trade within the market and authority inside the firm.
Their criticism lies in the fact that an employer cannot tell an employee what to do because in the
case of a refusal, the relationship will terminate, therefore the idea that firms characterized by the
relations of authority, indeed does not hold.
Williamson (1985) presented the deepest analysis on these costs. He acknowledged that
transaction costs may have exceptional importance if economic agents make relationships
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(investment) specific to a particular set of assets. In such situations, there may be a lot of
competition prior to these investments; afterwards parties will be, to some extent, locked into
each other. Therefore, once the relation is ongoing, external markets will not bring any support
or guide in terms of the opportunity costs to the parties. He suggested that parties involved
should negotiate details and terms of their relation as it goes along. This will bring up two types
of costs; first, costs related to the actual negotiation process itself – they may engage careless and
useless activities seeking to raise their share surplus. Second, and more important, the bargaining
power of the parties and the end portion of the surplus may carry little relation to his forecasted
investment.
1.5.1.4.

The Behavioral Theory

Behavioral theory presents the firm as a combination of individuals who have their own
objectives, pursuing realistic ones rather than profit maximization while trying to explain
decision-making process within the firm (Cyert and March, 1963). This theory views firms‟
existence as its ability to survive and reach a good level of profit by including a low level of risk
and revealing a negotiated outcome among individuals within the firm. Firm behavior is the
outcome of a complicated collective decision process (Holmstrom and Tirole 1989). The theory
is primarily concerned with the bounded rationality of economic agents. It deals with what drives
choices and how market decisions are made.
The firm‟s access to perfect and costless information is limited and its objectives are formulated
by negotiating between individuals. Nevertheless, this negotiation is difficult due to individuals‟
behavior, bounded rationality and conflicting goals for complex decisions (Nelson & Winter
1982). Therefore, the result could be local optimization instead of firm optimization. The
behavioral theory has failed to clarify the existence of the firm, its cultural context, and its
12

business performance difference, but has succeeded in explaining the process of decision making
within a firm (Greve, 2003).
1.5.1.5.

The Resource based Theory

This framework defines strategic resources with the capacity to convey comparative advantage to
the firm. If these resources are utilized by the firm then it will be able to reach a competitive
advantage (Barney, 1991). The theory requires the firm to embody competencies, capabilities
and carry out functions/ activities efficiently enough to identify new threats and opportunities so
that it can meet consumer needs (Conner, 1991). It focuses the attention on how the firm can
produce unique competencies and capabilities such as knowledge, intellectual property, and
know - how process, in a competitive environment (Collis and Montgomery 1995; Grant, 1996;
Blumentritt and Danis 2006).
The resource based theory is successful in explaining business performance difference and
behavioral activity, but has failed to point out crucial capabilities and resources that might
contribute in gaining a competitive advantage. It has failed to recognize the role of human
engagement in creating value, in clarifying the managing process of resources so that they can
hold the competitive advantage; and in explaining the outside – in and inside – out process
(Barney, 2001; Foss, Klein, Kor, and Mahoney, 2008). Additionally, the theory builds on the
assumption that resources simply exist, but it does not investigate how main capacities are
developed. Lastly, the assumption that a business can be profitable, as long as it can take
advantage of resources, in a very competitive market does not always hold. It ignores factors
outside the company that influence the industry as a whole.
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1.5.1.6.

The Theory of Innovation

The theory of the firm is still a mystery in comprehending the process of innovation of creating
new services and products. Economists may have developed a better understanding of the
aftermaths of technological change, but market determinants and the firm level still remain
enigmatic (Teece, 2010). The economics of innovation emphasizes that the constant increase of
output cannot, anymore, be explained by additional inputs in the process of production; therefore
the innovation process is crucial in understanding the economic progress with the firm
performing the main role (Lazonick, 2006). Slater (1997) argues that innovation is concerned
with the renewal of current businesses needy of transformation or with creating new businesses.
The struggle of competition can be overcome not just by varying its quantity and price, but by
using innovation techniques (Porter, 1990).
The innovative firm engages in the transformation of sectorial conditions by way of effective
resources to provide affordable and useful (low cost and high quality) output services and
products with regard to the adjusting firm that improves conditions to market and technological
constraints. The transformation of sectorial environment demands the transformation of firm
environment of individual‟s knowledge (cognitive condition), incentive and motivation
(behavioral condition), and strategic condition which is related with the degree of power on the
decision making process so that they can explore organizational integrations and financial
commitments (Lazonick and O‟Sullivan 2000). The firm that uses innovative techniques has not
as a primary concern cost increase; since in the short run this is due the market conditions and
technology. However, in the long run, the unit cost of these innovative products and services will
decline as its market share grows. Therefore, the innovative firm gains a dominant position that
generates a surplus in revenues due to investments in technology (Lazonick & O‟Sullivan 2000).
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Nevertheless, the challenges the firm will have to face may be fundamental, such as the design
and implementation of strategies and mechanisms rather than just coordinating (Teece, 2010).

1.5.2.

The Theories of Economic Growth

There are various development and growth theories built and suggested by different economists
over time. These theories can be detected back to Adam Smith who identified labor, land, and
capital as the main inputs of the economy in his book, “The Wealth of Nations” in 1776.
Schumpeter (1934) included innovation as another important factor of economic growth. Based
on the models that highlight the accumulation of capital, it is difficult to predict, giving the
assumption of diminishing return, how will growth continue after a few decades. This form of
growth, according to Krugman (1994) would not be sustainable. Therefore, Romer (1986), Lucas
(1988), and Landstrom (2008) added knowledge as an important input of prosperity in society
and economic growth. Essentially their model focuses on investments in knowledge.
Holmstrom and Tirole (1989) showed that businesses have always played an important role in
the economic growth of a country. The role of institutions and government have been critical
when considering economic development at the country level. Nevertheless, a limited number of
empirical studies have examined firm specific factors and tied its activity to the environment that
business operates (Teece, 2010). According to Hart (1989), businesses are the drivers of growth
of modern economies. However, it has been detected that the problem of undeveloped countries
is not a deficiency of potentials, but a failure to achieve that potential (Parente and Prescott,
2000). The barriers of their progress consist in the inability to exploit the technology and
resources available. This shifted the attention of economists to the study of organizations from
the political, social, and economic perspective that impede or facilitate economic activities. The
following sections present some of the most important theories of economic growth.
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1.5.2.1.

Malthusian Growth Model

Malthus (1798) argued that any progress in technology to produce more output would lead to
population growth, reducing eventually the output per person to the prior level they had before
the progress in technology. The level of output and population may grow over time; however, in
the long term, there will not be any increase in the standards of living, but there are some
constraints on population growth. According to Malthus the aggregate production function is:
(1-1)
where Y is total output, z is total factor productivity, F is a function, L is land input, and N is
current labor. As output per person increases, and nourishment improves, by choice, people will
have more children, and fertility will increase because of better nourishment. Likewise, death
rate will decrease, implying an increase in the average lifespan. The model predicts that the only
way to improve standards of living is population control.
The Malthusian model provides somewhat pessimistic forecasts concerning the outlook for long
run growth in income per capita. Why was he wrong? Firstly, the model does not allow for
increases in capital so that he could examine its effects on production. Differently from land,
increasing capital means that there is more capacity to provide additional capital. That is to say,
capital can produce itself. The Solow model (later examined) investigates the role of capital in
growth. Secondly, the model does not consider all of the impacts of economic forces on
population growth. Although it is obvious that high standard of living decreases death rates
because of better nutrition, it is proved to have a decline in birth rates. As the overall economy
progresses, there are higher and better chances to have a job outside the home, therefore more
time is spent working outside than raising children at home.
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1.5.2.2.

Solow Growth Model

Economic growth is a result of growth in output that comes due to growth in inputs or
productivity. A part of the differences in economic growth among nations is due to the level of
unemployment, or to bad macroeconomic policies that disturb the functioning of the overall
system. The Solow growth model is quite simple; however, it makes strong predictions with
regard to the sources of economic growth. The model is more optimistic about the outlook for
long run growth than the Malthusian one. According to Solow (1956), total output is a
combination of technology, labor (total employment), and capital as shown in the below
equation:
(1-2)
where Y is total output, z is total factor productivity, F is a function, K is capital input, and N is
labor input. Total factor productivity z represents the extent of sophistication of the production
process. Which means that an increase in z makes more productive both factors of the production
process, K and L, in that, ceteris paribus, higher z imply that more output can be produced
(Williamson, 2014).
According to Solow (1956), differences in the efficiency of labor are manifested in how the use
of technology can increase average labor productivity, ceteris paribus (i.e. with same amount of
capital). Capital intensity has to do with the portion of production that is set aside in the form of
buildings, infrastructure, and machines to boost productivity, ceteris paribus (i.e. using the same
technology). He emphasized that a high ratio of investment, or a big portion of physical capital
stock, although it exhibits diminishing marginal returns to a fixed labor force, overall should lead
to a high GDP.
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1.5.2.3.

Lucas Growth Model

The main flaw of the Solow growth model consists in that it does not clarify an essential
observation that is growth itself. Romer (1986) emphasized that the Solow model builds on
increases of z (total factor productivity) to provide long run increases in output; however the
forces behind are not explained. The model of Lucas (1988) highlights the concept human capital
accumulation. The consumer allocates her or his time between increasing human capital and
supplying labor in the market. The more human capital individuals have more new human capital
they can generate and more products can be produced too. Therefore, countries with a higher
level of human capital grow at faster rates.
Hence, human capital accumulation is an investment, similar to any investment in equipment and
plants, as there are connected future benefits and current costs. In contrast to physical capital,
which exhibits diminishing marginal returns, it appears to be no limit on how productive or
efficient individuals can be, given increases in skills and knowledge. Romer (1990) argued that a
main characteristic of knowledge is non - rivalry. That is to say, an individual‟s acquisition of
knowledge does not diminish the ability of another individual to get the same knowledge. On the
other hand, physical capital accumulation has the characteristic of rivalry, since the acquisition
of equipment or plants by companies consumes resources that could be used by other companies.
The production function in this model is given by the following equation:
(1-3)
Where Y is output, z is the additional product of efficiency units of labor

is the input of

efficiency units of labor in production. In other words is the demand for efficiency by companies
for efficiency unit of labor. Lucas model predicts that those countries with more efficient
education system must experience higher growth rates.
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1.5.3.

Measuring Performance

Performance measurement provides priceless information for the management body to monitor
progress, to highlight problems, and motivate employees (Santos and Britos, 2012). Cameron
and Whetten (1983) highlight three levels on the importance of firm performance for strategic
management: managerial, empirical and theoretical dimension. Through these metrics, various
stakeholders can derive a simplified picture from a complex reality.
1.5.3.1.

Firm Performance Definitions

Every group of information users perceives the concept of performance differently, perception in
line with their own objectives; therefore, there is not a unanimous agreement on the definition
and models used to measure it. Various authors have developed around the tree of performance
different branches of the same root, with regard to business prosperity. In its simplest definition,
performance:
-

It is a measure of productivity; is how to implement and run successfully a business
(Nybakk and Jenssen, 2012).

-

Refers to the measurement process of effectiveness and efficiency (Neely, Gregory and
Platts, 1995).

-

It‟s the process of matching strategies with objectives (Bititci, Carrie and McDevitt,
1997).

Well known and all accepted that the major purpose why shareholders establish and invest in a
business is to maximize their wealth, and this wealth is maximized when performance is properly
evaluated and lead towards strategic objectives. Therefore, the gauge of a company‟s
performance:
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a) Must indicate the benefit on the wealth of the shareholder over a period of time (Mwangi,
Makau & Kosimbei, 2014; Mwangi & Birundu, 2015).
b) Assesses the value of shares at the end of the period and comparing it to the value of
shares at the beginning (Cassar and Holmes; 2003).
c) Relates to any benefit derived with the aim of benefiting shareholders in any given way
(Rouf, 2011).
d) Focuses on product, shareholder gain, financial outcome, and market outcome (Danielson
and Press; 2003).
However, the criteria of profit maximization are still vague (Ndregjoni and Elmazi, 2011).
Decisions makers directly affect the interest of the shareholders, and the quality of their
decisions can be evaluated by examining the impact of their decision on the performance of the
company.
Considering the above - mentioned most in use definitions of performance, and further literature
reviewed from previous authors and others, its evolution can be classified historically as follows:
1. The period between 1950 and 1980 when there was a lack of a clear definition of
performance. This concept used to be determined through a group of indicators such as
production, costs, turnover, capacity, adaptability, etc.;
2. During the period between 1980 – 1990, performance was defined based on the level of
objective achievements;
3. The period between 1990 – 2000 when performance was defined according to the degree
of effectiveness and efficiency of the economic entity;
4. The last period from 2000 and on when performance started to be defined on the basis of
how values are made in the economic entity;
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1.5.3.2.

Firm Performance Importance

In spite of the angles performance is observed from, its continuous improvement is the aim of
any business because only through performance development can businesses grow and progress.
The main criteria to measure this performance are the ones that assess the ability of a business to
successfully meet the company‟s targets, or strategies. If a business performance is measured and
analyzed correctly and properly, it brings a great contribution to the success of an organization.
This is a process, broadly considered, that does not relate to a unique outcome, but to
simultaneous outcomes.
According to Kuegen and Krahn (1999), a company cannot control if it cannot measure. It
cannot manage if it cannot control. It cannot improve and progress if it cannot manage. The first
requirement to improve business excellence is to develop and implement a system that
adequately measures the performance of the business. This kind of system has the following
roles:
1. To check if business‟ progress has achieved its targets
2. To identify and inform the management about those aspects that are important for
business success and to identify the problematic areas
3. Lastly, it enables efficient and effective strategies since the need for improvement is
always present, regardless of the favorable results.
Following the evolvement of performance definition in the last period, other approaches dealing
with it developed. Reynaud (2003) considers the performance of business, not only a crucial
element identified with the health of an institution, but also outlines it as a component made by
social performance, environmental performance, and financial performance, all of which are seen
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to be interrelated to each other. The relationship within the broader set of components and their
respective impact elements is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Overall Performance of the Firm
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Source: Reynard (2003): “La Performanca Globale”

1.5.3.3.

Accounting - Based Measurements

Accounting – based measurements are generally considered to be very effective indices of
profitability when compared to benchmarks rates. Countless metrics indicate the level and trend
of performance from which we can mention (Al - Matari, Al - Swidi, and Fadzil, 2014):
-

Return on Assets, calculated as net income to total assets, emphasizes the assets used to
run firm activities. It indicates the money generated for every USD or LEK invested in
assets;

-

Return on Equity, calculated as net income to shareholder‟s equity, highlights leverage
capabilities and gives information on how effectively the management is using the money
of shareholders;
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-

Return on Sales, calculated as net income to net sales, indicates the parts of sales that is
converted into net income;

-

Profit Margin, calculated as net income to total revenues, points out how much is kept in
earnings for every LEK in total revenues;

-

Operating Cash Flow, calculated as net income plus non-cash expenses plus changes in
working capital, demonstrating the cash generated by the regular activity of a company in
a given time period.

-

Labor Productivity, calculated as sales to the number of people employed, provides
information in relation to the efforts and outcomes of each employee.

-

Growth in Sales, calculated as the difference between current and previous years‟ sales to
previous year sales, indicates the pattern of sales through a period.

-

Cost of Capital, calculated by the sum of interest expense and cash dividends to revenues,
emphasizes the cost of debt and equity.

-

Expenses to Sales, total expenses to total sales, determines a firm‟s financial health
accompanied with its ability to scale up or down operations;

-

Return on Investments, calculated as the return on investments to the cost of investments,
evaluates the efficiency of an investments;

-

Earnings per Share, calculated as net income minus preferred dividends to total shares,
gives information about a firm‟s profit on a per – share basis; etc.

The method has been criticized due to its backward viewing aspect. Also, the rate of profit
measured by accountants, is much limited by the standards established and is, therefore affected
by the various methods employed for the evaluation of in / tangible assets (Kapopoulos &
Lazaretou, 2007). These metrics are preferred over market–based ones in the cases where firm
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performance and corporate governance are investigated and as they present the management
outcomes. In cases when these indicators result negative or very low compared to companies in
the same business lines, the management has to update its objectives if it wants to keep its
market share.
1.5.3.4.

Market - Based Measurements

The second category of measurements is market – based measurements which is characterized by
a forward–looking element reflecting the expectations of the shareholders with regard to the
company‟s future performance. They are usually used by investors with a limitation that comes
from their perception. As the more important ones we can mention the followings:
-

Tobin‟s Q, calculated as the ratio of the market capitalization plus total debt divided by
total asset of the company, presents the company‟s future opportunities of growth;

-

Market Value Added, calculated as the difference between the market value and book
value of equity, highlights the progress of the company for its shareholders;

-

Price - Earnings Ratio, calculated as share price to earnings per share, indicates the
willingness of investors to pay per euro of earnings ;

-

Log of market capitalization, indicates the value of a company‟s outstanding shares, in
logarithm;

-

Abnormal Returns, describe the returns provided by a specific portfolio or security over a
given time period that differs from the expected one.

1.5.3.5.

Other Measurements

Some type of measurements do not fall under either marketing or accounting measurement, such
as cost per service provided, output per staff, or cost per client served. However, these are
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indicators that do not find an extensive use in the literature, leaving the emphasis on the
accounting and market based ones.

1.5.4.

Business Environment

The goal of a business is to maximize its wealth while the role of economists and scholars is to
figure out how they do so. The factors or conditions that influence business activities are referred
to as the business environment. They are random variables that affect the output in the short or in
the long run (Aburime, 2008; Al - Tamimi, and Hassan 2010). White (1986) defines business
environment as the combination of events, influences and conditions that surround it. Slevin and
Covin (1997) argue that the environment of business includes the set of institutional, political,
social, and economic conditions in which business activities are conducted. On the other hand,
Kim and Lim (1988) view business environment as only the sum of all external things that affect
the operations of a business.
Considering the above definitions, it is obvious that the environment of a business is a mixture of
dynamic and complex factors under which a business operates. More precisely, it is a
combination of legal policies, regulatory policies, institutional policies, and economic policies
that govern the activities of the business. These policies or factors can be categorized into
internal, or firm specific factors, and external, or macroeconomic factors as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Factors Affecting Business
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Macroeconomic policies affect business‟ return. A high rate of taxes, for instance, would
decrease returns, whereas inflation would lead to the instability of returns. The rule of law would
affect investors‟ decisions on the amount of investment and their form of organization (Yohane,
2004). It is the business environment that influences the economy mainly through its effect on
investment incentives. An improvement of the environment in which businesses operate boosts
returns to those lines of activities, increasing investments in these. It affects the psychology of
entrepreneurs, influencing the decisions they make. It is a pressure, competitively, on businesses
that have held privileged positions due to special access to government services or other
protections. The analysis of this environment is important, among others, for the following
reasons:
-

It helps businesses to develop strategies and generate long-term policies.

-

It allows businesses to analyze the strategies of its competitors and to take appropriate
actions.

-

Awareness about this environment will keep the business dynamic in its approach.

-

It enables businesses to anticipate the impact of economic changes on its stability.

-

Lastly, because of knowledge on the changes of this environment, mangers are
capable to adjust to the general conditions and affecting therefore the environment to
make it business-friendly.

Given the complex effects that are brought out by changes in the business environment, various
regions, industries, and organizations, are affected in different ways. Additionally, growth fed by
this environment is not just a switch towards unexplored technological land. A weak
environment may not only deter investments, but it can force businesses to costly actions to
protect themselves from the consequences of this weakness. If, for instance, control order is
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weak, businesses must invest in protective measures like private security. On the other side a
strong environment may generate excessive growth through economic–political mechanisms if
enterprises with an interest in better climates are increased (Osoro and Ogeto, 2014).
1.5.4.1.

Internal Factors

Internal factors are specifically related with the company and affect its performance. These
components are mostly impacted by the decisions of body management and are within the
capacity of the company to manipulate them. Therefore, they differ among companies. There is a
number of internal factors that contribute to the failure or success of a business or that influence
decisions taken by the management:
A. The value system of establishers and of those at the control of affairs has a crucial
significance on the decisions taken. This system is a set of components such as the mission and
the objectives, business practices and business policies, which play a crucial role in the long–
term financial health of the company.
B. The management structure of board of directors and their extent of professionalism has
an important influence on management decisions and their implementation. This component is
very important because they are the ones who will determine business‟ vision and mission,
values, goals, and policies.
C. Internal relations and power, defined as the extent to which top management is
supported, stakeholders, employees, and the board of directors. The real power in an
organization lies in the relationships among the businesses as a whole and the individuals. This
relationship in a business can be negative, resulting in barriers to success, or positive, facilitating
its progress.
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D. Human resources, such as skills, attitude, commitment, morals etc. contribute to the
weakness and strength of a business. During the last decades HRM is shifting its attention
towards adding value to its employees rather than just hiring and firing. Many times, soft skills
such as the ability to communicate, lead, and motivate can be as/or more important than
technical skills.
E. Facility and physical assets, such as technology, production capacity and efficiency that
influence the level of output companies can provide. These are important because not only do
they influence business growth, but they also tend to influence the general value of the assets in
the company.
F. Research and Development, which determines the ability of a business to create
innovative products or services. It is crucially an investment in future capabilities and technology
that is translated into new products, services and processes. This is increase in productivity is
transformed in the future in higher revenues, although actual costs in the short – run increase.
G. Marketing resources, like distribution network and quality of marketing have a direct
significance on marketing efficiency. Healthy marketing practices will act as sales catalyzer. If
this network is built well, customers will come.
H. Financial factors, like financial position and financial policies have a great impact on the
performance of a business. Among the most important internal financial factors on which this
research is founded are the followings:
1. Capital structure gives the information on how a company finances its assets, whether it
is by borrowing or by using shareholder‟s equity. The capability of firms to meet stockholder‟s
needs is strongly related to capital structure and, therefore is one of the most widespread topics
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among researchers in the field of finance. Indeed, the optimal capital structure of a company is
difficult to be determined.
2. Liquidity, refers to the ability of the company to meet its short–term obligations when
they are due (Aurime, 2005). An appropriate level of liquidity will positively affect company‟s
performance. However, liquidity ratios are more useful when used in comparative, such as using
multiple period analysis or the liquidity ratio of one business to another one or the whole
industry. A business with a low level of liquidity must raise a red flag for shareholders and
investors as a sign of difficulties that the businesses are going through.
3. Company’s size, is another important component of the internal environment. Managers
have understood that a business either grows or falls; it is not just “kept”. Nevertheless, size, in
itself, has no intrinsic value if it is not accompanied by other characteristics, such as discipline,
in order to add value (Hardwick, 1997). Size should never exceed capability nor substitute
quality.
4. Company’s risk, is used to evaluate the fluctuations of sales throughout a certain period.
The economic uncertainty of the past decades has had a great impact on how businesses operate.
Even businesses that used to have a smooth performance with the help of projections and
forecasts, now avoid conclusions that are set in stone.
5. Market share, is perhaps the most important indicator business can use to assess the
effectiveness of any potential efforts to generate revenues, such as branding, marketing etc. It
shows how your business is going with regard to your competitors, identify trends in customer
behavior, explore market opportunities, and recognize potential threats. O‟Regan (2002) refers to
market share as a business‟ sales with regard to total industry sales in a given period. Pearce and
Robinson (2003) use the same interpretation that market share is firm sales with respect to the
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sales of other competitors in the same industry. By rightly understanding this indicator,
businesses can objectively assess customer perception of new services/products, pricing
strategies, promotions, and other business initiatives.
6. The efficiency in management, is one of the main internal factors that affect profitability.
In other words, it has to do with the efficiency in managing operational expenses. Yet, there are
some financial ratios that behave as a proxy for efficiency in management such as reduction in
operational costs, maximizing incomes, or redistribution of firm‟s resources efficiently.
1.5.4.2.

External Factors

In spite of the industry the firm falls into, whether it is profitable or not, regardless of whether it
offers services or products, it cannot escape the external environment influences. All businesses
bear this impact to different extents. The degree of this risk that threaten almost all companies
needs to be addressed properly and continuously analyzed by each firm. A full analysis considers
all identified macroeconomic factors approaching its environment. Companies with a more stable
performance are better at managing different types of risks faced throughout their lifecycle
(Sangmi & Nazir, 2010).
Macroeconomic factors refer to variables that are relevant to a wide economy at the national or
regional level and influence almost the whole population rather than a few groups. According to
Deshpande, Farley, and Webster, (1993) eternal factors refer to anything that affects the direction
of a large market. A healthy macroeconomic framework comprises a careful monetary and fiscal
policies, accompanied by flexible exchange rate system, transparency, flexible attitude towards
change, skills development, friendly regulations which will not only increase investments and
yield higher returns, but will guarantee that investment‟s quality generates economic profits
needed for poverty reduction. A friendly macroeconomic environment demands good rules that
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decrease the cost of solving conflicts, rules that clarify property rights, rules that better predict
economic interactions, and rules that bring partners with insurance against abuse. These rules
need to be accessible to all, efficient, simple to be implemented, and a continuous commitment to
improve competitiveness. If regulations are simple to implement, efficient, and transparent,
businesses can function more easily within the rule of law, benefiting from its opportunities. On
the other hand, if regulations are oppressive and there is little competition, the success of a
business relies on whom you know rather than what a business can do.
Governments carefully supervise these economic performance indicators. Unanticipated events
with implications around the world, along with national disaster are qualified as macroeconomic
factors too. Certain shifts are neither negative nor positive, such as issues that intend to regulate
trade among nations. The effects of declaring null or enacting a trade embargo have different of
implications depending on the economy in which is being examined. Positive factors generally
lead to well - being and prosperity within a country or multiple countries. There are a number of
external factors that influence business that can be grouped in the followings:
A. Suppliers, defined as individuals and businesses that supply the raw materials,
intermediary products and other components to the business. Uncertainty or other problems
regarding the supply chain will force businesses to keep high costs. Relying on a single supplier
can be very risky, therefore a business should have various sources of supply.
B. Customers, as to Drucker (1994), a business primary goal is to create a customer. A
business may have various categories of customers, such as households, institutions, and
government. They are in the focus of every policy or strategy implemented, as any change in
their attitude directly affects business activities.
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C. Competitors, if not carefully considered and analyzed they can win a big part of your
market share, by offering differentiated products or by gaining a competitive advantage over the
business. With the developing globalization, the competitive environment has become wilder,
forcing companies to restructure their strategies and portfolio.
D. Society interests have to be protected by the business otherwise damage on their side may
end up in a bigger damage of the business itself. Non-governmental organizations usually raise
protests against environmental problems, child labor, deindustrialization and son on.
E. Labor unions, a collection of a group of people who bargain together for better working
conditions and higher salaries, may put pressure on the management to fulfill their demands.
Although they are popular mainly in advanced economies, businesses everywhere are becoming
more aware of the consequences they may bring.
F. Regulatory Agencies, such as government and other types of organizations that monitor
business activities, have a direct impact on business‟ decisions. The standards these agencies
prescribe affect businesses in their respective fields. An example is tax department, quality
control departments etc.
Besides the above - mentioned factors, there are some macroeconomic forces that are more
uncontrollable by the firm. In this case, the success of a business relies on its ability to adapt to
this environment:
G. Demographic environment refers to the study of the population, mainly with regard to
gender, family size, age structure, family life cycle, education, religion, nationality, income
distribution, social class, occupation etc. All of these elements have crucial implications for
businesses. The choice, for instance, to trade or produce will be affected by the size of
population. Governments always consider the demographic environment with regard licensing
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policy. If there are changes in the population, the demand for services and products will change.
If there are more people in country, potential customers, the demand for goods and services is
expected to increase.
H. Socio–cultural environment deals with consumer behavior, attitudes, social values,
beliefs, norms, and preferences, which are not static in long term, but vary over a period. Culture,
generally speaking, relates to the type of services and goods businesses should provide. The way
people dress, the materials they use to build their houses, the types of food they eat, and their
interests change from culture to culture. Thus, when designing a service or a product, a business
must consider the beliefs and values in that society. Changed attitudes of employees about the
working hours or supervisory style influence the formulation of strategies within a business.
I. Political and economic environment refer to the wide features of the political system in
which a business operates. There are several factors, under this shade, that have a great impact
on the performance of business such as:
1. Economic freedom, expressed as the right of each institution to control its own property
and labor, or concerned with the freedom of obtaining and using economic resources. A part of
the elements of economic freedom that are assessed deal with the interactions of a country with
the rest of the world. However, most of the policies address aspects within a country. The
fundamental assumption is that individuals are aware of their desires and needs and will
therefore make the best decisions. This index of economic freedom, which ranges from 0 - 100,
highlights the positive relation between economic freedom and economic goals. Higher indexes
are strongly related with higher per capita income, healthier societies, poverty reduction, and
human development. As economic freedom increases, the overall economy develops and poverty
decreases, therefore, economic freedom leads to higher prosperity. The index includes four main
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areas over which the government generally implements policy control: rule of law, government
size, regulatory efficiency, and market openness.
2. GDP growth influences the demand for goods. Declines in GDP decrease the demand for
goods and services decreases in a given country. On the other side, in a flourishing economy the
demand for goods and services increases since the wellbeing is higher. Economic development in
particular country or in the world depends largely on the quality and nature of economic policies.
If, for instance, there is a favorable environment for businesses and households to invest and
save, economic growth and business profitability is generally observed.
3. Inflation rate refers to an increase in the level of prices of goods and services offered in
an economy over a period. An unstable rate of inflation will be reflected in increased uncertainty
for businesses because they cannot be sure of what their prices and costs are likely to be. The
cost of borrowing increases, as companies need more loans to protect themselves from rising
prices (Osoro and Ogeto, 2014). If prolonged, a high rate will make exports less competitive
internationally. This translates in decreased exports, less profits; decrease in jobs, and in a
deteriorating of a state‟s trade balance.
4. Exchange rate is a challenge in itself for policy makers. Its fluctuations affect the wide
allocation of resources in a certain economy among non-tradable goods and tradable ones.
Exchange rates are a crucial gauge of the competitiveness of a country. In developing countries,
exchange rate volatility can affect investment growth and total demand, whereas an
overestimated currency inversely affects employment.
5. Interest rates is among the indicators that directly affect businesses since they borrow
money to finance their activities. An increase in the interest rate will increase company‟s interest
expense, which means that companies will need more money to pay back the loan. Besides,
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customers will tend to borrow less money, since the cost of debt has increased, reducing
therefore the demand for goods and services in the market, mainly large products such as
electrical equipment or cars.

1.6.Thesis Structure
This research is structured around six main chapters as outlined in Figure 3. Further details
about each chapter are given below.
Figure 3: Thesis outline
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Chapter 1, Introduction, explains the concepts of the topic; it gives a general overview of
businesses, their importance in our daily life and on the economy as a whole. Afterwards, the
theoretical foundation is presented, highlighting the theories of the firm and economic theories of
growth. Moreover, the internal and external environments under which businesses operate with
their respective components are discussed. Special attention is given to the measures of business
performance and the indicators that affect this performance. Lastly, the main limitations of the
study are presented.
Chapter 2, Literature Review, traces the progress on the field of business performance measures
and indicators. It is organized in sections, starting by a general review on the topic, the main
interests in this area, and then by bringing together information about all the model‟s variables,
focusing on the division as internal and external ones. A summary table is prepared at the end
based on the effect that the variables have on business performance.
Chapter 3, Research Methodology, is a detailed description of the methods used in this research.
This section outlines the approach of data collection, sources, the time frame, and their
respective limitations. Further, it presents how the models are built up, the rationale behind,
constructs used, and their analysis using EViews software. Data validity and reliability are
addressed clearly in the section.
Chapter 4, Descriptive Statistics, presents an exhaustive analysis of the data gathered and of the
environment in which these companies operate. Indicators are analyzed and the help of the
statistical software and the visual aid presents respective relationships. Considerable emphasis
has been given to the potential factors of economic fluctuations during the periods of increased
uncertainty.
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Chapter 5, Analysis of Results, prepares and analyzes reports interpreting the outcomes after
performing the statistical tests. It is a straightforward analysis of what exactly this research
observes and finds. The findings are compared with the ones derived from previous studies of
different authors, in order to highlight and measure the contribution of this study regarding the
theory of business performance measurement. The chapter ends by summarizing the three
models and tries to shed light on the differences in results.
Chapter 6 concludes and recommends highlighting the implications and applied outputs of this
research. It is a summary of the entire work starting by its objective, data observed and
implications derived. In other words is, a block scheme form, a picture of the whole research
journey. Further, this chapter outlines some recommendations based on results and ends with
suggestions that can be used to build upon on the matter of future research.

1.7.Study Limitations
This section describes the constraints placed on this PhD research from its beginning until its
end. They include constraints in terms of access, collection of data, time, and money. The
following limitations are derived:
First, information about companies and market behavior in Albania is much limited. This
research focuses only on companies in the local Albanian market, however other companies and
markets (i.e. Ballkan, Europe, etc.) should be covered and included in future studies to validate
and strengthen the findings on the sectors and the country. It does not capture the role of small
businesses that might contribute significantly on the economy.
Second, the methodological approach used in this study is mainly quantitative. Even though
there is no problem herein in terms of findings, the research cannot completely remove a possible
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loss of information and valuable data. The use of qualitative method, such as interviews or focus
groups in each company could provide more insights. Future studies need to mix both methods in
order to explore better the topic, so that better policies can be implemented to help businesses.
Third, the conception of internal–driven and external–driven indicators that potentially affect the
performance of businesses cover the most widely noticed aspects, yet it cannot claim to include
all relevant elements.
Fourth, even though the measures used for performance are widely acknowledged as reliable and
strong representative of profitability, they certainly have shortfalls. They do not account for the
risk of investment faced by shareholders nor for the time value of money. Also these metrics
have been criticized due to their backward viewing aspect. Moreover, the rate of profit measured
by accountants, is much limited by the standards established and is, therefore affected by the
various methods employed for the evaluation of in / tangible assets.
Fifth, although the study tries to increase the validity and reliability of results by including
audited financial statements, in the Albanian context it sounds quite impossible to completely
remove the issue of “financial statements manipulation” from companies. Therefore, the results
of the study may be affected by the level of informality.
Finally, the research builds on the assumption that business performance is fundamental to a
country‟s economic progress.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.Introduction
This chapter reviews the existing literature on the performance field. Articles and publications in
the literature investigated so far have revealed an increasing interest on the performance
concepts, performance measurement, performance indicators, and management of performance.
This chapter begins by examining some of the main aspects and interests on the area. The
following section reviews the literature in terms of firm specific indicators and the extent to
which they influence business performance. The last section focuses on the investigation of
macroeconomic factors on the performance of businesses.

2.2.Literature in the Performance Field
The concept of performance is extensively used across the literature including innovation,
financial, operations management and strategy. Nevertheless, a few people would agree on what
that term really means. It varies from return on investments, efficiency, sales, management,
effectiveness, resistance and many other that are not fully specified (Lebas, 1995). Researchers
have studied the performance of corporations (Melnyk, Stroufe and Calantone, 2003),
manufacturing firms (Narasimhan, Swink and Soo, 2005), businesses (Morgan and Vorhies,
2001), organizations (Burke and Liwin, 2001), supply chain (Paulraj, Chen and Flyn, 2006),
suppliers themselves (Millington, Eberhardt and Wilkinson, 2006), and supply function
(Kaufmann & Carter 2006). Moreover, authors have analyzed performance in innovative
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products (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Antonelli, 2003; Baker and Sinkula, 2007), selling
performance (Hultink and Atuahene - Gima, 2000), financial ratios (Aurime, 2005), and product
portfolio (Cooper, Edgett and Kleinschmidt, 1999).
The literature conceptualizes different aspects of performance within a business. Accounting and
operations managements in particular have drawn the attention of researchers interested in the
performance of businesses. More specifically, they have been focusing on concepts of
productivity in monetary terms and profits (Pulaj, Kume, and Cipi, 2015). Ridgway (1956) that
emphasize the importance of return on investment as a crucial aspect of financial performance,
whereas Hendricks and Singhal (2003) investigated the effects of supply chain errors on
shareholder wealth. Bull (2007) interprets the success of a firm in terms of efficiency and
effectiveness. Some of the most encompassing research on performance is on the field of
strategy (Chakravarthy, 1986; Simons, 1995). Their study was focused upon issues of how
performance can be measured, as well as what drives performance. Peters and Waterman (1982)
studied organizational performance with the purpose of unfolding the answers to achieving
performance.
Further, existing literature suggests similar terms used with regard to performance. Ritter and
Gemunden (2004) introduce the term of “product success” based on measures comprising a
business with a better market response compared with others. Success therefore is used in a
similar context to performance, showing that success can be absent or present, while
performance can be either negative or positive. However, the use of success has been limited
while performance is used more extensively in the view of its measurement and management.
The concept of value is another term broadly used in the literature analogous to performance. It
derives from the idea of value for money with regard to product and financial exchanges
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(Anderson, Thomson and Wynstra, 2000). Lindgreen and Wynstra (2005) found that value
focuses on wider issues than just costs or the purchase price. A contrast can be derived between
performance and value, as the definition of value alone does not refer to some form of
achievement whereas performance does.
Additionally, there is an emphasis on the use of measures from an external viewpoint of the
business. Johnson & Kaplan (1987) viewed the traditional approach of solely financial measures
as inappropriate in contemporary business environments and increased competition and
dynamism. Other studies investigated how non-financial indicators drive financial performance.
Anderson, Fornell, and Lehmann (1994) argued that customer satisfaction had an impact on
return investments for a sample of Swedish companies, however the relation did not occur in the
service sector. Likewise, Ittner and Larcker (1998) suggested that financial measures were
related to customer satisfaction indicators, more specifically to revenue growth and market value.
Nevertheless, their research indicated that the extent to which financial performance is driven by
non–financial indicators varies from one industry to the other, and in some cases, the influence
does not exist at all.
The area of performance measures is not only expanding, but is becoming more diverse and
specialized. Skevington (1999) worked out a set of measures on quality of life, with specific
emphasis on health. The work based on psychology describes soft elements on quality of life,
with aspects including the absence or the presence of positive emotions or feelings. Parasuraman,
Zeithaml, and Berry (1988) give another example of qualitative aspects of performance. These
authors measured performance in terms of courtesy and credibility. Nevertheless, Coombs and
Bierly (2006) argue that performance with regard to qualitative indicators in the field of
technology usually has shortcomings.
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Neely (1999) proclaimed that a transformation was occurring in the performance measurement
field, becoming an exceptionally important topic for businesses due to factors such as changing
demands, increasing competition, the role of IT (information technology), awards, and increased
initiatives. He argued that apart financial measures which indicate the results of actions already
taken, operational measures lead to future financial performance. In spite of researcher‟s
disagreement on a unanimous definition of performance, they all find common ground on the
influence of business in our daily life and its increasing impact on economic development
(Neely, 2005). According to Dotson and Allenby (2010), businesses are the pillars of the society
that provide a mapping of the future. However, due to their vagueness, they tend to vanish in the
background, requiring so a continuous reminder of their influence on the economy. Many
studies, with mixed results, are conducted on the potential factors that may affect the
performance of companies all around the world.

2.3.Business Environment in the Literature
There is an increasing literature that evaluates the effects of factors, institutions, policies, on the
performance of businesses, and economic growth. Methods used by these inquiries are different.
Regardless of the methodologies used, the claim of many scholars is that external factors can
stimulate businesses to better financial performance (Heckman and Pages, 2000). Even though
the outcomes suggest the prominence of good regulations for the development of a business, they
are subject to important constraints among others the issue of omitted variables (Mian, 2006;
Mian, Nazir, Abdullah, 2017).
Other papers analyze the effect of various aspects of firm‟s environment at the industry level.
Their work revealed that financially reliant industries grow at higher rate in financially
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developed markets and businesses in industries controlled by small firms grow quicker in
developed markets (Beck, Demirguc - Kunt and Levine, 2009). Moreover, industries with high
entry barriers experience less growth with regard to those industries where the barriers are not
too high (Klapper, Laeven and Rajan 2004). One potential shortcoming of these studies is that
they focus on the effects of individual aspects, whereas the focus of the current study is to
combine multiple aspects in a single regression. Moreover, Jibao and Kai (2010), in their
empirical research on 945 companies from different industries in China, revealed a greater effect
on performance, measured by ROA, of industry characteristics on some sectors and a higher
impact of firm specific factors on information, technology, and clothing sectors.
In a recent study, Tokuoka (2012) emphasizes that the environment of business influences
corporate investment in the case of India. Macroeconomic forces can, to a great extent, make
clear corporate investment, but they fail to fully account the recent weak performance. Whereas
it is not completely clear how significant structural forces explain the recent weak investment,
investigation of micro panel data indicates that the improvement in business environment by
decreasing the costs of doing business, developing infrastructure, careful at monetary and fiscal
policies, and upgrading the financial system may encourage corporate investment.
The following sections more specifically discuss the extent to which business performance has
been affected by a variety of indicators. Initially, the impact of internal indicators, or firm
specific factors, such as capital structure, liquidity, business‟s size, business‟s risk, business‟s
growth, and management efficiency, are described. Moreover, the review of the literature focuses
on the influence that the external environment has on business performance by describing the
impact of the following factors: GDP growth, inflation, interest rate, and exchange rates. Lastly,
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in order to have a clearer picture, Table 1 summarizes the influence of these indicators, internal
and external, on financial performance with its (their) respective author (authors).

2.3.1. Internal Factors
Internal factors have always been intriguing for the business itself and for the economists who
have always shown attention to the performance of companies. The internal environment of a
business plays an important role in mapping the unique features that distinguishes a business
from others (Aldrich, 1979). Differently from the external environment, the internal components
are to a great extent controlled by the management body of the firm. Each of the elements of the
internal environment, whether tangible or not tangible, are important to business success, based
on how each business makes use of and controls them. Business equipment, land, machinery,
plant, or any other tool used should be cost efficient in terms of their procurement, installation,
replacement, and maintenance (Nzomo, 1995). This would make possible for a manager to keep
some funds aside for other operational activities. These facilities are critical for the quality and
the quantity of the output produced, business image, market share, and general customer opinion
on the firm‟s product. All transform into sales, management efficiency, profit, and business‟s
growth that effectively determine the business failure or success (Karingiti, 1999).
2.3.1.1.Capital Structure Indicator
According to Saad (2010), capital structure provides the information on how a company finances
its assets by equity, debt, or a combination of the two, which definitely varies across firms. The
first one to initiate a theory on the value of a company is David Durand. Durand (1952) stated
that the value of a company could increase by increasing the level of debt financing. However,
he was not able to validate his viewpoint. On the contrary, Modigliani and Miller (1958)
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declared that the level of debt is irrelevant to the value of the company. Hirshleifer (1966) and
Stiglitz (1969) supported the theory of Modigliani and Miller as well. They suggested that the
decision making body should not be concerned about the capital structure of their companies.
This theory was valid only theoretically, since it abrogates the concepts of taxes. In order to
make their model more accurate, Modigliani and Miller (1963) integrated the effect of tax on
firm value and cost of capital. In the presence of this variable, the value of the company
increases as debt increases. On the contrary, Ross (1977) concluded that companies with level of
debt in their structure would be exposed to default risk because of the cost of debt, which
decreases the performance of firms.
Hadlock and James (2002) concluded that the impact of financial leverage on company‟s
performance was positive and strongly significant. The same result was achieved by a number of
recent studies (Adekunle, 2009; Margaritis and Psillaki, 2010; San and Heng, 2011; Goyal,
2013). Moreover, Tariq, Ali, Usman, Abas, and Bashir (2013) studied the factors that affect the
performance of companies in the sector of food and textile in Pakistan for the period from 2005
until 2010 and stated that leverage significantly affects the performance of both sectors
negatively. Gremi (2013) achieved similar results where he covered a period of 8 years for 12
commercial Albanian banks. The results emphasized, with statistically significant coefficient, the
positive relation between ROA and the level of debt.
In the research of Abor (2007) on 160 SMEs from Ghana and 200 SMEs from South Africa, it
was revealed that higher level of debts increase the cost of debt, which exposes companies to the
risk of default. On the other hand, Ebaid (2009) investigated the performance of companies in
Egypt and revealed that the performance of these companies was not affected by capital
structure. Pouraghajan, Malekian, Emamgholipour, Lotfollahpour, and Bagheri, (2012) examined
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the link between the performance and capital structure of companies listed in the Tehran Stock
Exchange from 2006 until 2010. The results indicated that a decrease in the level of debt would
raise profitability, therefore the wealth of shareholders. For a sample of 163 observations from
1999 to 2009, it was concluded that ROA was significantly, inversely, affected by the level of
debt in Taiwan (Lee, 2014). Cekrezi (2015) revealed the same effect where she studied the five
insurances companies in Albania from 2008 to 2013. According to the results, financial leverage
had a significant negative relation with ROA. In line with their results are other authors as well
(Kaya, 2015).
Cekrezi (2013) conducted a different approach for a sample of 65 SMEs in Albania, from 2008
until 2011; 23 companies out of 65 belonged to the commercial sector, 11 companies out of 65
were part of the service sector and the rest were part of the production and construction sector.
Instead of testing the impact of different variables on profitability, the author investigated the
impact of the other variables on leverage. The results indicated that liquidity had a positive
relation to long-term debt and a negative relation to short-term debt. Tangibility had a positive
relation to total debt and long-term debt, implying that the company does not finance with shortterm debt fixed assets. Company‟s size is positively related to the three models (short, long, and
total debt), whereas ROA is negatively related with the models, suggesting retained earnings as
the first method of financing.
2.3.1.2.Liquidity
Liquidity is defined as the ability of the company to cover its liabilities when they are due.
Browne, Carson, and Hoyt (2001) investigated a sample of 1,593 life insurance companies from
1985 until 1995 in order to determine the factors influencing performance expressed model by
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ROE and ROA. Results documented that company performance was positively influenced by
liquidity. Other authors obtained the same results as well.
Adams and Buckle, (2003) while studying the performance of insurance companies in Bermuda
for the period from 1993 to 1997, derived a different conclusion. It resulted that liquidity has an
inverse and significant effect on financial performance. In line with these results was the study of
Kaya (2015) for the insurance companies operating in Turkey from 2006 to 2013. An inverse
relation among current ratio and sales profitability ratio and technical profitability was derived.
Tariq et al. (2013) stated that liquidity was not significant at any level neither for the sector of
food nor for the textile industry in Pakistan for the period from 2005 to 2010. An insignificant
relation among liquidity and performance metrics, represented by ROA, ROE and NIM, was
derived in the study of Ongore and Kusa (2013). They analyzed the banking sector in Kenya
from 2001 to 2011 using a sample of 37 commercial banks. Moreover, Cekrezi (2015)
highlighted, once again, that liquidity was not significant in the model, (ROA was not affected)
for five insurances companies in Albania for the period from 2008 to 2013. Other authors
(Hallunovi and Kume, 2016) also suggested a weak negative relation between bank‟s
profitability (ROA) and liquidity.
2.3.1.3.Business’s size
Firm‟s performance is also influenced by its size. Although many studies that consider the
influence of size on performance have revealed a positive relation between these two variables,
there are a lot of studies that reported a negative relation among them, thus calling the attention
for further research (Wu, 2006; Punnose, 2008; Athanasoglou, Brissimis, and Delis, 2008).
Treacy (1980), supporting the results of Bowman (1980), examined the Return on Equity over 10
years of 54 industries and indicated a negative impact of size on firms‟ performance. The relation
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between firm size and ROA and ROE on 1000 firms‟ data set in the US was statistically proven
to be negatively related. (Hansen and Wernerfelt, 1989). Moreover, Kartikasari and Merianti
(2016) revealed a significant negative impact of company‟s size on ROA when examining 100
manufacturing companies in Indonesia from 2009 until 2014. In his study of firm performance in
Nigeria, Luqman (2017) reveals a negative effect of firm size (natural logarithm of total assets)
on ROA and ROE.
Hardwick (1997) suggested a positive relation between the size of a firm and its performance,
since large companies have a better efficiency due to economies of scales. A positive relation
among size and profitability was suggested by Browne et al. (2001) for the insurance companies
within a period of 10 years. Cummins and Nini (2002) suggested in their study that bigger
companies are more revenue and cost efficient than smaller companies, which may lead them to
a higher growth rate. Pouraghajan et al. (2012) emphasized a strong positive impact of the size of
the company on its performance. Malik (2011) also derived a positive relation between the size
and profitability measured by ROA for the insurance companies in Pakistan from 2005 to 2009.
Tariq et al. (2013) obtained the same conclusion where the size of the company was positively
related with the profitability of the company for the food and textile sector in Pakistan. Their
study was in line with the study of Gremi (2013) for the banking sector in Albania where the
author stated the positive influence of firm‟s size on ROA. In a research of Hallunovi and Kume
(2016), the impact of bank size on ROA was positive with a coefficient statistically significant
for 16 banks in Albania between 2009 and 2014. The same result was also achieved by recent
authors (Almajali, 2012; Dogan, 2013; Mehari and Aemiro, 2013; Burca and Batrinca, 2014;
Kaya, 2015).
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On the other side, the study of Nunes and Serrasqueiro (2008) revealed an insignificant
relationship between profitability and business‟ size for a sample of Portuguese companies. Lee
(2014), who indicated the insignificant effect of the size on ROA from 1999 to 2009 in Taiwan,
also emphasized this relation. Likewise was the study of Cekrezi (2015) in the insurance sector
in Albania. In her study, ROA was not affected by the size of the company. The studies that
addressed the effect on financial performance of size are far from being definite due to their
contradictory results.
2.3.1.4.Business’s risk
Allen and Rai (1995) stated that globalization is exposing companies to different types of risks,
independent to their business lines. He implied that shocks emerging in one market can be passed
on to other markets. There is limited empirical evidence to support this claim, due to the way this
risk is calculated. The current indicator focuses on the variations of profits (standard deviation of
EBIT), differently from many authors where risk includes one of the following:
a. Credit risk– defined as the probability of a borrower to default, or the risk of the
principal to be lost. Mainly this is a risk that affects banks since their main activity is
lending money.
b. Liquidity risk– defined as the risk that a given company would not be able to meet
short-term obligations. This indicator is treated separately in this study.
c. Foreign exchange risk – defined as the risk posed to a company from abrupt changes
in the exchange rate between two currencies. This indicator is treated separately in
this study.
d. Contingent risk– refers to a negative event that may happen in the future such as a
terrorist attack, natural disasters, or fraudulent activity.
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The research of Gremi (2013) pointed out that credit risk, for 12 Albanian banks, had a negative
impact on ROA with coefficients statistically significant for a considered period of 8 years.
Sayedi (2014) investigated the determinants of performance in the banking sector in Nigeria
from 2006 until 2011. The results indicated that credit risk had no significant effect on the
performance of banks in any of the models, neither using ROE nor using ROA. Baholli and Dika
(2014) concluded that nonperforming loan to total loan was significantly negatively affecting
return on assets (ROA) of 6 banks in Albania from 2009 to 2012. The study of Cekrezi (2015)
also indicated that company‟s risk has a significant negative relation with ROA when testing the
five insurance companies in Albania. Hallunovi and Kume (2016) also emphasized this negative
impact of credit risk on bank‟s profitability.
2.3.1.5.Market share
Different studies have linked profitability with market share (Buzzel, Gale and Sultan, 1975;
Rumelt, 1991; McGahan and Porter, 1997). The crucial question has been whether a high market
share could ensure a greater profit or not. Authors who have investigated this issue have failed to
resolve this dilemma and therefore the issue remains to date. Although the correlation between
profitability and market share has been maintained over time, it remains a generalization that has
been accepted without recognition of all it attributes (Woo, 1981). Nevertheless, researchers who
have revealed a positive link between market share and profitability have considered it as a result
rather than a cause, according to the hypothesis of efficiency (Buzzel et al. 1975; Rumelt and
Wensley, 1981; Pearce and Robinson 2003).
Hagigi, Manzon, and Mascarenhas (1990) examined the relationship between market share and
profitability in South Africa and stated that an increase in market share needs more investments,
which might lead to a decrease in profitability, at least in the short-term. Choi and Weiss (2005)
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investigated the link between performance and market share in the US property industry from
1992 until 1998. They indicated that market share is negatively related to profit. Many other
researchers have suggested that market share does not always generate more profits (Woo, 1981;
Hergert, 1984; O‟Regan, 2002). The authors suggest that managers should focus more on
efficiency, instead of gaining a higher portion of market share. Efficient companies gain high
market share and make more profits to encourage a causal link between profitability and size.
Companies that offer their customers products of high value experience a higher market share.
Better managed companies that enjoy a competitive advantage expand faster than competitors.
Differently, Jacobson and Aaker (1985) suggest a positive relationship between profitability and
market share, which could be the result of management quality. The positive link between
profitability and market share may be a result of economic stability and a competitive
environment in which the company operates (Mueller, 1986). Leverty (2001) conducted a study
of listed companies in Africa from 1996 to 2000 and suggested a positive relationship between
the two variables. Buzzel (2004), when analyzing 45 quoted companies from 1970 to 1975 in
New York, revealed that market share drives profitability in those industries where economies of
scales are high. Economies of scale bring cost advantage to larger companies.
Nevertheless, studies argue that economies of scale deplete at a small percentage of the market
(Sharp, Riebe and Danenberg, 2002). Sayedi (2014) indicated that market share had a significant,
positive effect on bank‟s performance using ROA and ROE in the banking sector in Nigeria for
the period from 2006 to 2011.
2.3.1.6.Management Efficiency
The approach of Deming (1986) is that improvement of quality management would have a direct
effect on the productivity and, therefore on profitability. Following, Deming (1993) sophisticated
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this philosophy with his well-known System of Profound Knowledge. According to him,
qualitative managers, in an effort to optimize the system, would bring long–term benefits to the
company as whole, to its shareholders, customers, employees, and to the society. This view had a
strong influence on quality evolution during the 1990s by emphasizing the importance of
management for a business. Academically, the interest in management efficiency was
consolidated in the mid-90s when researchers until then were focused on an almost operational
approach. An important milestone can be linked with a special edition published by the Academy
of Management Review in 1994 about total quality. Reger, Gustafson, Demarie, and Mullane
(1994) presented the difficulties of implementing quality in terms of management, considering
the opposition of employees encountered with change.
Powell‟s (1995) empirical study was the first to contradict the view of quality management as a
whole, considering that only three out of twelve practices linked to Total Quality Management
(TQM) were associated with higher performance. Mohrman, Tenkasi, Lawler, and Ledford
(1995) examined 500 businesses through questionnaires in the United States and revealed no
significant relationship between financial results and quality of management. The work of Ittner
and Larcker (1998), for a sample of companies from the computer and automobile industries in
Canada, US, Japan, and Germany, did not support the idea that financial performance was led
mainly by efficiency in management. The study suggested that perhaps specific techniques might
contribute towards a better performance, but other aspects of quality management do not affect
performance, such as training, teamwork, or continuous improvements. Other researchers (Staw
and Epstein, 2000; Fynes and Voss, 2001; Cho and Pucik 2005) derived the same conclusion.
The research of Chenhall (1997) revealed a positive relationship between the two variables.
Superior financial performance was mainly led by giving special attention to the efficiency in
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management. Ongore and Kusa (2013) found support of a positive relationship among
performance (ROE, ROA, and NIM) of commercial banks in Kenya and management efficiency
represented by operating profit to total profit. Contributions to the literature with regard to a
positive link between the two variables have given other authors as well (Hendricks and Singhal,
1997; York and Miree, 2004; Brito, Csillag and Brito 2006).

2.3.2. External Factors
Various macroeconomic variables are supposed to influence the profitability of business industry
differently. The impact of non-stable macroeconomic variables is harmful and comprises
collapse of businesses, financial crisis, and declining economic growth (Vladimir, 2010).
Macroeconomic policies pursued in a country affect substantially enterprises, inflation, economic
activity, unemployment, and income distribution among individuals. The success or failure of
any business depends on the ability to adjust to the environment in which the company operates.
When, for instance, the government introduces new policies, the company should be able to
adapt to these changes. Likewise, technological changes can make certain products out of date,
such as TVs or computers. Hence, if the business wants to continue its operations, it must adjust
and adapt to these changes (Wong & Mohd, 2013). The rapidly changing and dynamic
environment (economic, political, technological, socio-cultural, etc.) in which businesses
compete has a critical impact on its survival and performance, so companies must give more
attention to this environment by performing periodical scanning (Alexander and Britton, 2000).
Ogundele and Opeifa (2004) revealed that the external factors help in better visualizing business
performance and growth in an effort to improve understanding on how these factors operate
together in determining the overall future of the business.
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2.3.2.1.GDP growth
A growth in GDP implies increased economic activity in a given country driving towards a
higher business industry profitability. A country with a stable growth converts to predicable and
constant demand and business profitability. Even though it is difficult to establish the direction
of causation, the outcomes confirm that the instability of economic growth has been generally
related with low business profitability. Most of the economies around the world go through
cyclic variations experiencing periods of recession and periods of boom. As to the study of
Athanasoglou, Sophocles, and Matthaios (2005), the demand for credit increases during
economic prosperity, compared to periods when the economy is going through prolonged hard
times.
Grace and Hotchkiss (1995) investigated the long run relation of performance of companies and
economic conditions using quarterly data from 1974 until 1990. The results suggest that GDP
trend tends to have an insignificant effect on performance. Demirguc - Kunt and Huizinga (1999)
proved an insignificant relationship between GDP growth and bank‟s profitability for data
gathered over 80 countries. Naceur (2003) examined the profitability of banking sector in
Tunisia from 1980 to 2000 and pointed out an insignificant impact of GDP growth on
profitability. GDP resulted not to have a significant effect for the banking sector profitability
(ROE, ROA, and NIM) in Kenya during 2001 to 2011 according to Ongore and Kusa (2013). An
insignificant relationship was derived by various authors, too (Athanasoglou, Delis, and
Staikouras, 2006; Havrylchyk and Jurzyk, 2006; Sufian and Chong, 2008; Vong and Chan, 2009;
Hoffmann, 2011; Sharma and Mani, 2012).
Actually, empirical evidence on the behavior of investment indicates that private investment is
negatively affected by uncertainty and the instability of economic growth, similarly affecting in
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the same way profitability (Ramey and Ramey, 1995). Ramlall (2009) examined the banking
sector in Taiwan and pointed out a negative effect of GDP growth on profitability. In the study of
Sufian (2011), a negative impact of GDP on ROA was proved in a sample of Korean banks from
1992 until 2003.
Using data on fourteen banks from 1993 to 1998 over eight eastern countries, Bashir (2003)
proved a strong positive impact of GDP growth on profitability. Several researches have proved
a positive relationship between the two variables (Hassan and Bashir, 2003; Staikouras and
Wood, 2004; Kosmidou, Tanna, and Pasiouras, 2005; Anwar and Herwany, 2006; Ghazali, 2008;
Flamini, McDonald, and Schumacher, 2009; Sufian and Habibullah, 2010; Rasiah, 2010; Al –
Tamimi and Hasan, 2010; Damena, 2011; Saksonova and Solovjova, 2011; Ali, Akhtar, and
Ahmed, 2011; Gul, Irshad, and Zaman, 2011; Zeitun, 2012). Doumpos and Gaganis (2012)
measured the performance of insurance companies (no-life) and found that GDP growth has
positive impact on profitability. Hallunovi and Kume (2016) while examining the factors of
profitability in the Albanian Banking System, suggested that GDP growth has a positive
significant effect on profitability, measured by ROA.
2.3.2.2.Inflation
The rate of inflation, which refers to the overall percentage change in the level of prices over a
period of time in a given economy, has a crucial impact in the purchasing power and the cost of
production, mainly in the manufacturing industry. It originates Fisher (1933), who suggested that
a decrease in the level of prices reduces profitability and leads to a higher decline in the net
worth of a business. In times of high rates of inflation, consumers subject to a fixed level of
income will have a low purchasing power caused by a decline in the value of money, which
translates in reduced demand for goods and services (Pandey, 2009). To this regard a very well55

known theory is that of Purchasing Power Parity. It states that exchange rates in the long-run aim
to reproduce inflation rate differences between the two countries whose currencies are taken into
account. Many researches have tested the validity of this theory (Cumby and Huizinga, 1988;
Abuaf and Jorion, 1990; Flood and Taylor, 1996; Papell, 1997; Beko and Borsic, 2007; Alba and
Papell, 2007; Puci, 2014). However up to date, it remains an ambiguous issue by leaving it as
just a theory.
In pertinence to the studies, inflation decreases business sales, reduces profitability, and at
extreme cases, it may lead a business to bankruptcy (Phillips, 1999). High rates of inflation can
damage business‟s profitability by influencing the cost of inputs and decreasing the demand for
its output (Myers, 2001). However, the author emphasizes that the extent of influence depends
on the nature of business‟s activity and the degree of elasticity in demand. In the case when
competition is not too harsh, the increase in prices can be transferred to consumers, hence not
changing profit margin. In the study of Browne et al. (2001), inflation rate inversely impacted
firm performance. Pervan and Pavic (2010) found that inflation is inversely related with the
profitability ratio. The study included the insurance sector in Croatia for the period from 2003
until 2009. Additionally, Mirza and Javed (2013) affirmed a negative, significant relation with
the performance of companies in the case of Pakistan. Ongore and Kusa (2013) also affirmed the
negative and significant relation amongst inflation rate and ROE, ROA and NIM for the banks in
Kenya during 2001 to 2011. This relationship was supported by other authors, as well (Francis,
2011; Staikouras and Wood, 2004; Saksonova and Solovjova, 2011; Khrawish, 2011; Zeitun,
2012).
In some other studies, the impact of inflation rate on ROA revealed not to be statistically
significant (Sufian and Chong, 2008; Sharma and Mani, 2012). In the Tunisian banking sector
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between 1980 and 2000, the results indicated no significant impact of inflation rate on
profitability (Naceur, 2003). Mamatzakis and Remoundos (2003) analyzed seventeen Greek
banks from 1989 until 2000. They derived no link between ROA and ROE and consumer price
index (CPI). Hoffman (2011) also reveals an insignificant relationship between the two variables
in the US banking industry. Hallunovi and Kume (2016) revealed that there was no effect of
inflation on profitability for a sample of 16 Albanian banks for the period from 2009 to 2018.
Bashir (2003) derived a strong positive effect of inflation on profitability on a sample of 14
banks across eight Eastern countries from 1993 until 1998. Haron and Azmi (2004) confirmed
the positive relation of inflation and ROA of five big Islamic banks from 1984 up until 2002.
Goddard, Molyneux, and Wilson (2004) examined 583 EU banks and the results indicated high
profits during periods of high inflation. The same conclusion was emphasized by other
researchers (Kosmidou, Tanna, and Pasiouras, 2005; Athanasoglou, Delis, and Staikouras, 2006;
Havrylchyk and Jurzyk, 2006; Anwar and Herwany, 2006; Flamini, McDonald, and Schumacher,
2009; Damena, 2011; Davydenko, 2011; Ali, Akhtar, and Ahmed, 2011). However, Osoro and
Ogeto (2014) claim that the empirical evidence on the potential relationship between profitability
and inflation is ambiguous and, therefore needs further research.
2.3.2.3.Exchange rate fluctuations
Using a flexible system of exchange rates, the demand and supply for currency in the foreign
exchange market determine the price of the currency. Continual changes of demand and supply
affected by many internal and external factors are responsible for the fluctuations of the currency
(Pandey, 2009). These variations expose businesses to the risk of foreign exchange. A stable
environment of exchange rates offers forecast-able costs. Moreover, since economies are
engaging more openly in international trading, businesses are more exposed to this type of risk,
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which is divided into three categories, transaction exposure, translation, and economic exposure.
Shapiro (1975) studied the effect of exchange rate volatility on multinational firm performance
and suggested that exporting companies gain from a depreciation of the domestic currency.
Jorion (1991) emphasized that the degree of foreign involvement affects the degree of exposure.
Patro, Wald and Wu (2002) also highlight that foreign exchange exposure varies with the degree
of foreign activity. According to Baggs, Beaulieu, and Fung (2009) a negative relation between
the appreciation of the domestic currency and the level of profits was found; this effect was
bigger in larger companies since they serve to larger markets and are more vulnerable to
fluctuations of exchange rates. A strong negative effect on sales with the appreciation of the
domestic currency was found since firms, in an effort to keep the market share, do not increase
prices. Annual data for profit, debt, revenues, assets, equity, employment level, industry, and
location were gathered from 1986 until 1997. Kituku (2014) examined the effects of exchange
rate fluctuation on financial performance of 12 vehicle companies operating in Kenya from 2003
to 2012. The results indicated that the variations of foreign exchange rate have a negative effect
on ROA. Sayedi (2014), while analyzing the determinants of bank‟s performance in Nigeria,
suggested that the effect of exchange rate fluctuations on ROE was negative with a coefficient
statistically significant, but had no significant effect using ROA.
Nevertheless, Griffin and Stulz (2001) suggest that the effect of exchange rates can be ignored.
The study of Hallunovi and Kume (2016) also indicated that the effect of variations of exchange
rates on bank‟s profitability (ROA) was not significant in Albania. Most of the literature claims a
negative impact of exchange rate volatility while other authors argue that its effect could be
ignored (Bartov & Bodnar, 1994; Bernard & Galati, 2000).
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Even though there is a unanimity among economists in reducing their external vulnerability,
there is no consensus on the choice of exchange rate system in this matter. At the focus of this
dispute, in emerging markets, a depreciation of the home currency would bring a collapse in the
balance sheet of the firm, leading to decline in total output
2.3.2.4.Interest rates
The Interest Rate Parity (IRP) theory states that changes in interest rates will affect exchange
rates, thus depreciation of the currency is expected if interest rates are high and vice versa.
Having said this, the opportunities to profit from interest rate differentials are cancelled out, by
giving no stimulus of borrowing in a currency that offers low interest and investing the funds in a
currency that offers a high interest (Hoyt, 1994). The IRP is important in the study because it
helps in explaining why businesses may not attain good financial performance due to loans that
are taken at high interest rates. Since companies, in an effort to expand their businesses, engage
in borrowing transaction they are subject to the fluctuations of these rates. In some borrowing
contracts, a business is affected by the interest rates for the entire period that the contract is
outstanding. Interest rates can affect business‟s profitability both positively and negatively,
depending on its position, borrower or lender. Nevertheless, excessive fluctuations of interest
rates can significantly threaten business‟s earnings, push up operating expenses, may influence
the underlying value of assets, can affect the present value of future cash flows and liabilities
(Myers and Steward, 1984).
Declining interest rates equate to a lower cost of borrowing, affecting so, positive business‟
performance (Staking and Babbel, 1995). Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) examined data of
banks in 80 countries and concluded that interest rates had a positive effect on bank‟s
profitability. In as study of fourteen Islamic banks of eight Eastern countries from 1993 to 1998,
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a strong positive impact was proved on interest rates on banks profitability (Bashir, 2003).
Athanasoglou, Brissimis, and Delis (2008) supported the same relationship between the two
variables on a sample of Greek banks. Several other authors proved the positive impact of
interest rates on bank‟s profitability (Hassan and Bashir 2003; Staikouras and Wood 2004;
Goddard, Molyneux, and Wilson 2004; Kosmidou, Tanna, and Pasiouras, 2005; Anwar and
Herwany, 2006; Aburime, 2008; Sufian and Habibullah, 2010; Rasiah, 2010; Davydenko, 2011).
Mamatzakis and Remoundos (2003) revealed no significant effect of interest rates on ROA and
ROE for seventeen Greek commercial banks. Over a sample of five big banks in Macao, Vong,
and Chan (2009) revealed an insignificant effect of interest rate on ROA. Hoffmann (2011)
studied the US banking system using an OLS and indicated no significant relationship. Haron
and Azmi (2004) proved an indirect relationship of interest rate on ROA of five major Islamic
Banks from 1984 to 2002. Ramlall (2009) analyzed Taiwanese banks and suggested a negative
impact of interest rate on profitability.
The following table presents a summary of the literature discussed above. It includes only those
authors who have investigated the impact of the selected independent variables on firm
performance. The impact on performance is divided as positive, negative, and insignificant with
their respective authors.
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Table 1: Summary of Literature

IMPACT ON
VARIABLE

AUTHORS
PERFORMANCE
Durand, 1952; Modigliani and Miller, 1963; Hadlock and
Positive

James, 2002; Adekunle, 2009; Margaritis and Psillaki, 2010;
San and Heng, 2011; Goyal, 2013;
Ross, 1977; Tariq, Ali, Usman, Abas, and Bashir, 2013; Gremi,

Capital
Structure

2013; Abor, 2007; Pouraghajan, Malekian, Emamgholipour,
Negative

Lotfollahpour, and Bagheri, 2012; Cekrezi, 2013; Lee, 2014;
Cekrezi, 2015; Kaya, 2015;
Modigliani and Miller, 1958; Hirshleifer, 1966; and Stiglitz,

Insignificant

1969; Ebaid, 2009;

Positive

Browne, Carson, and Hoyt, 2001;

Negative

Adams and Buckle, 2003; Kaya, 2015;

Liquidity

Tariq, Ali, Usman, Abas, and Bashir, 2013; Ongore and Kusa,
Insignificant

2013, Cekrezi, 2015; Hallunovi and Kume, 2016;
Hardwick, 1997; Browne, Carson, and Hoyt, 2001; Cummins
and Nini, 2002; Pouraghajan, Malekian, Emamgholipour,
Lotfollahpour, and Bagheri, 2012; Tariq, Ali, Usman, Abas,

Positive

and Bashir, 2013; Gremi, 2013; Hallunovi and Kume, 2016;

Company‟s

Almajali, 2012; Dogan, 2013; Mehari and Aemiro, 2013;

Size

Burca and Batrinca, 2014; Kaya, 2015;
Treacy, 1980; Bowman, 1980; Hansen and Wernerfelt, 1989;
Negative

Wu, 2006; Punnose, 2008; Athanasoglou, Brissimis, and Delis,
2008; Kartikasari and Merianti, 2016; Luqman, 2017;

Insignificant

Nunes and Serrasqueiro, 2008; Lee, 2014; of Cekrezi, 2015;

Positive
Company‟s

Allen and Rai, 1995; Gremi, 2013; Baholli and Dika, 2014;
Negative

Risk
Insignificant

Cekrezi, 2015; Hallunovi and Kume, 2016;
Sayedi, 2014;
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Positive

Deming, 1986; Deming, 1993; Chenhall, 1997; Ongore and

Kusa, 2013; Hendricks and Singhal, 1997; York and Miree,
2004; Brito, Csillag and Brito 2006;
Management
Efficiency

Negative
Insignificant

Mohrman, Tenkasi, Lawler, and Ledford, 1995; Ittner and
Larcker, 1998; Staw and Epstein, 2000; Fynes and Voss, 2001;
Cho and Pucik 2005;

Positive

Hassan and Bashir, 2003; Staikouras and Wood, 2004;
Kosmidou, Tanna, and Pasiouras, 2005; Anwar and Herwany,
2006; Ghazali, 2008; Flamini, McDonald, and Schumacher,
2009; Sufian and Habibullah, 2010; Rasiah, 2010; Al –
Tamimi and Hasan, 2010; Damena, 2011; Saksonova and
Solovjova, 2011; Ali, Akhtar, and Ahmed, 2011; Gul, Irshad,
and Zaman, 2011; Zeitun, 2012; Doumpos and Gaganis, 2012;

GDP growth

Hallunovi and Kume, 2016;
Negative

Ramlall, 2009; Sufian, 2011;

Insignificant

Grace and Hotchkiss, 1995; Demirguc - Kunt and Huizinga,
1999; Naceur, 2003; Ongore and Kusa, 2013; Athanasoglou,
Delis, and Staikouras, 2006; Havrylchyk and Jurzyk, 2006;
Sufian and Chong, 2008; Vong and Chan, 2009; Hoffmann,
2011; Sharma and Mani, 2012;

Exchange

Positive

Shapiro, 1975;

Negative

Pandey, 2009; Baggs, Beaulieu, and Fung, 2009; Kituku, 2014;
Sayedi, 2014;

Rate
Fluctuations

Insignificant

Griffin and Stulz, 2001; Hallunovi and Kume, 2016; Bartov
and Bodnar, 1994; Bernard and Galati, 2000;

Positive

Fisher, 1933; Bashir, 2003; Haron and Azmi, 2004; Goddard,
Molyneux, and Wilson, 2004; Kosmidou, Tanna, and

Inflation

Pasiouras, 2005; Athanasoglou, Delis, and Staikouras, 2006;
Havrylchyk and Jurzyk, 2006; Anwar and Herwany, 2006;
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Flamini, McDonald, and Schumacher, 2009; Damena, 2011;
Davydenko, 2011; Ali, Akhtar, and Ahmed, 2011;
Negative

Pandey, 2009; Phillips, 1999; Myers, 2001; Browne et al.,
2001; Pervan and Pavic, 2010; Mirza and Javed, 2013; Ongore
and Kusa, 2013; Francis, 2011; Staikouras and Wood, 2004;
Saksonova and Solovjova, 2011; Khrawish, 2011; Zeitun,
2012;

Insignificant

Naceur, 2003; Mamatzakis and Remoundos, 2003; Sufian and
Chong, 2008; Hoffman, 2011; Sharma and Mani, 2012;
Hallunovi and Kume, 2016;

Positive

Banks: Demirguc - Kunt and Huizinga, 1999; Bashir, 2003;

Athanasoglou, Brissimis, and Delis, 2008; Hassan and Bashir
2003; Staikouras and Wood 2004; Goddard, Molyneux, and
Wilson 2004; Kosmidou, Tanna, and Pasiouras, 2005; Anwar
Interest

and Herwany, 2006; Aburime, 2008; Sufian and Habibullah,

Rates

2010; Rasiah, 2010; Davydenko, 2011;
Negative

Myers and Steward, 1984; Staking and Babbel, 1995; Ramlall
(2009); Haron and Azmi, 2004;

Insignificant

Mamatzakis and Remoundos, 2003; Vong and Chan, 2009;
Hoffmann , 2011;
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1.Introduction
This chapter presents the genesis of the research study and explains the process of decision
making behind the selected methodology. It begins by presenting various methods of research
and the research design framework, prior to providing a discussion to the selected ones. In line
with the chosen approaches, the chapter goes on with further discussions which include model
specifications, details on sampling, unit of analysis, data collection, and time horizon. Lastly, the
research quality including objectivity, validity, reliability and generalizability is given.
Figure 4: The Research Process

Methodological Approach

Research Design

Research Quality

Model Specification

Data Collection
Sampling
Time Horizon

Source: Research Onion

3.2.Methodological Approach
Research methodology relates to the practices and principles that emphasize research and the
approach of determining relevant methods of how research can be conducted. Methodology can
be divided into theory testing with emphasis on measurement or theory building with emphasis
on meaning (Healy & Perry 2000). Further, research approach can be either theoretical or
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empirical (Zikmund, 2003). The theoretical approach is deductive or inductive and can be used
to test or/and build a theory and they draw different conclusions. The deductive approach, which
is theory-testing, starts with an abstract of a specific known hypothesis, reasonable relationships
among concepts, and inclines toward empirical examination (Zikmund, 2003). The inductive
approach, which is theory building, begins with observations of specific events and inclines
toward generalization and reaching conclusions. The empirical approach can be quantitative,
qualitative or a combination of both. The quantitative approach seeks to comprehend the
relationships among ideas and quantify the collection of data and analysis procedure that is
appropriate for measuring (Malhorta, 2004). The aim is on the collection, analysis and the
presentation of numerical data using statistical technics on a relatively large sample (Creswell,
2003). The qualitative approach focuses on gaining deeper insights about a specific event and
figuring out what promoted it rather than generalizing (Yilmaz, 2013).
Based on this discussion, this study uses the deductive approach based which moves toward the
empirical examination. The quantitative approach is mainly used to analyze the relationships
among the variables chosen, to quantify and compare the relationships between the indicators; to
test the hypothesis of the model using statistical tools, to include a relatively big sample of
businesses covering almost of the sectors of the economy, to process data and analyze results
with regard to the presentation of numbers and significance levels, and to display the results as a
recommendation for necessary actions involving limited period of time.

3.3.Research Design
Research design is a framework and plan that combines the procedures and methods of the
collection of data and analysis to give a better answer to the main research question (Burns &
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Bush 2006). The research design initiates the conceptual mode, information needed, sampling
method and size, selected method, measurement procedures and tools of analysis and linking all
of them to the basic research question (Yin, 1994). Research design is classified into predictive
and descriptive, explanatory, causal research, exploratory and diagnostic depending on the aim
and the nature of the study (Davis, 2005). Predictive and descriptive research, study the
characteristics of the phenomenon with regard to the questions who, what, where, when, and
how, without explaining the causes of the results (Zikmund, 2003; Neuman 2006). Causal and
explanatory research, study the phenomenon to determine the relationships among the factors
that are causing various behaviors (Cooper & Schindler 2003). Exploratory research aims to
discover information about the research problem and to clarify and understand the problem
without giving compelling evidence (Burns & Bush 2006; Neuman, 2006). Lastly, the diagnostic
research addresses the understanding of behaviors and attitudes and is closely associated with the
descriptive one (Zikmund 2003).
Considering what is discussed above, this study uses exploratory research to obtain more
knowledge with regard to the research problem and to clarify the research questions, to construct
the hypothesis and the model, predictive and descriptive research were used to review the body
literature to gain knowledge of past understanding of the research problem, and lastly the causal
and explanatory research were used to identify the relationships among the variables so that the
researcher can understand the links within the model.

3.4.Population and Sample
The process of sampling in this study includes the following steps: defining the population and
the sample, determining the target population and the sample frame, selecting the sample unit,
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and determining sample size. The entire collection of elements about which information is
sought is referred to as the population, whereas the sample is a subset of the population. The
target population is the entire of elements that needs to be investigated (Neuman, 2006). A good
sample must be chosen randomly, must be unbiased and relatively large (Hussey & Hussey
1997). The sampling process includes the steps of selecting an adequate number of elements out
of the population, so that by examining and analyzing the sample, understanding its
characteristics and properties, would be possible to generalize the characteristics and the
properties of the population. The sampling frame consists of a particular list that brings close all
the elements of the population (Zikmund, 2003). The sample unit consists of the smallest unit out
of which the sample can be selected. The best sample size is not just decided by its size relative
size to the population, but on the degree of precision required, on the diversity of the elements
selected, and on the number of different elements analyzed simultaneously. To select an optimal
sample size an interval between 30 and 500 is appropriate for most of research (Roscoe, 1975).
Whereas Green (1991) argues that the sample size depends on the number of underlying
variables in the model and should be 5–10 times more than the number of independent
indicators.
In this study, the target population comprises each economic entity, as derived by the General
Directorate of Taxation located in the Republic of Albania based on the Law of Large Taxpayers.
Based on the list obtained from the GDT the population consists of 715 active enterprises
operating in Albania as by the end of 2017. The sample frame includes the economic entities
from the list of GDT about which financial statements are available at the National Business
Center. Economic entities are obliged to publish their financial statements at the NBC after the
year 2008, which limits our study to the period 2010 – 2017. In order to increase the validity of
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the results are chosen only those companies about which their financial statements are audited.
Therefore, based on the Article 41, of the Law No. 10 091 date 5.03.2009: Legal entities obliged
for the statutory audit of financial statements are:
a) all commercial companies, regardless of their form, which apply international financial
reporting standards
b) all joint stock companies, which apply for financial reporting, national accounting
standards;
c) limited liability companies that apply for financial reporting, national accounting
standards, when, over two years in succession, they exceed two of the following three
indicators:


the total of balance sheet assets at the end of the respective accounting period
amounts to / or exceeds 50 million ALL;



the amount of income from the economic activity (turnover) in that accounting
period amounts to / or exceeds the amount of 100 million ALL;



Has on average, 30 employees during the accounting period;

Based on the above explanations the sample size is reduced to 264 companies operating in
Albania from 2010 until 2017 comprising all the sectors of the economy by using a probability
sampling technique.

3.5.Data Collection and Data Sources
Various sources are used to gather the data needed for this study. The list of Large Taxpayers
operating in Albania was derived from the General Directorate of Taxation. Secondary data were
gathered from financial statements for 264 businesses at the National Business Center (NBC) of
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Albania. The use of secondary data instead of primary ones is cost efficient and time saving.
Also, it enables a larger sample than in the case of preparing and distributing a questionnaire to
gather all the relevant information, which would increase nonresponse rate and/or the level of
errors. Moreover, financial statements downloaded from the NBC give more reliability to the
information as they were prepared for governmental instances. The indicators from these
statements were further used to calculate the required ratios to build the econometric model. Data
on the type and number of businesses for each sector were obtained from the Institute of
Statistics (INSTAT). The part of the macroeconomic indicators are extracted from the World
Bank Indicators and the Bank of Albania. The research study covers the period from 2010 until
2017, annual frequency of the indicators for 264 companies operating in Albania, making a total
of 2,112 observations (264 companies over 8 years).

3.6.Model Specifications
The study is based on secondary data derived from published financial statements at NBC of
businesses operating in Albania from 2010 until 2017 for 264 businesses from all sectors of the
economy. Further indicators on macroeconomic developments are obtained from the World
Bank. Empirical tests are conducted using EVIEWS software version 10 through which
inferential statistics is applied by using multiple regression model. In line with previous studies
and to better estimate the degree of certain economic affects and specific factors on firm
financial performance the following models will be considered:
Model 1:
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Model 2

Model 3

Where:
α = is the intercept of the model;
βt = are the regression coefficients (parameters);
ROA = Return on Assets;
ROE = Return on Equity;
PM = Profit Margin;
CS = Capital Structure
Liq = Liquidity;
C.size = Company‟s Size;
C.risk = Company‟s Risk;
M.Effic = Management Efficiency;
GDPgr = GDP growth;
ERfluct = Exchange Rate Fluctuations;
Infl = Inflation Rates
IR = Interest Rates
µ = the error term, represents the margin of error in a statistical model.
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The R–squared will indicate the part of variation of the dependent variable, financial
performance that is explained by the independent variables. Afterwards, the Null hypothesis will
be tested against the alternative ones by performing a multiple regression for each of the three
models. If the p-value of the model is less than 0.05 then the model is significant. The variables
for which the p-value for each t-statistic will be higher than 0.05 will be removed from the
models. A dependent variable, related with a statistically significant coefficient has a high
importance in the estimation model.
Figure 5: Model Visualization

The process of multiple regression involves making sure that the data set have met a series of
assumptions (before running the regression) as follows:
a) The dependent variable should be calculated and measured on a continuous scale; the
case when the variable can take on any value between its maximum value and its
minimum value.
b) The model specified should be linear in parameters (β), but not necessarily in variables
(X), to provide a meaningful estimation of the coefficients.
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c) The number of observations should not be smaller than the number of independent
variables. Further, it requires no linear relationships among two independent variables.
d) The average value of the errors should be zero. As a matter of fact, if an intercept is
included in the regression equation the assumption will never be violated (Brooks, 2008).
e) Normality assumption is required in order to conduct a joint or single hypothesis test
about the model parameters. Jarque-Bera test is mostly applied for normality indicating a
non - normal distribution for p–values lower than 0.05. However, for sample sizes that
are sufficiently large, the violation of this assumption is negligible. The Central Limit
Theorem appeals that as the mean of a sample, in large ones, converges to the population
mean, the mean of the sample converges to a normal distribution (Brooks, 2008).
f) Variables should be tested for multicollinearity. This is the case when in the model there
is a very high inter – correlation among the independent variables. Standard errors will
increase compared to the case of low or no degree of multicollinearity. For this test is
used the Variance Inflation Factor. If the VIF of the variables results to be less than 0.2 or
above 10 there is presence of multicollinearity in the data set, otherwise multicollinearity
is not an issue for concern in the dataset (Gujarati, 2004).
g) The observations should be independent, not serially correlated. If they are repeated
overtime, it is likely that they are related. The Durbin - Watson will test the following
hypothesis:
H0: No serial correlation
H1: Serial correlation
The Durbin - Watson ranges from 0 to 4, indicating a positive serial correlation for values from 0
to around 1.7, a negative serial correlation from about 2.3 to 4. The values within 1.7 to 2.3 are
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not considered a red flag, therefore, outside this interval measures should be taken to correct the
situation.
h) The data are homoscedastic, which is they all have the same variance along the line. If
the data set is heteroscedastic then the variance increases as the number of observation
increases. If hederoscedasticity is neglected then, we will have biased standard error,
false results and incorrect conclusion of the statistical significance of the coefficients. By
using the Breusch-Pagan test we test the following hypothesis:
H0: Homoscedasticity
H1: Heteroscedasticity
If the p-value < 0.05 the Null Hypothesis is rejected and heteroscedasticity is present, otherwise,
if p-value > 0.05 we accept Null Hypothesis. If present, the t-statistics and standard errors should
be corrected accordingly.

3.7.Panel Data
Panel data are a combination of time series and cross sectional data. Panel data are useful in
cases when variables cannot be observed or measured and over variables that changes over time
but not across groups. These data have observations on multiple elements (n entities), each of
which is measured at various time periods (T). Hence, in a panel data the total number of
observation is nT. Panel data can be either short or long; a short panel data includes many entities
- n is large, but few time periods - T is small; whereas a long panel data has few entities - n is
small, but many time periods - T is large. Further, they are divided into balanced or unbalanced
panel data. In a balanced panel data, all entities in the data set have observations in each time
period. In the case when entities in a data set include different number of observations, it can be
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said that the panel data is unbalanced (Cameron and Trivedi, 2009). The current study includes a
short panel data where the number of entities is large, 264 entities, and T is small, 8 years. Also
focuses on a balanced panel data-each entity includes the same number of observations.
With panel data the mostly estimated models are the poled model, the fixed and random effect
model. The pooled model assumes that the intercept is the same for each company and each year.
The main problem with this model is that it does not consider for individuality or heterogeneity
that may exist among the companies. The fixed effect allows companies to have its own
intercept. The term fixed effect is because of the fact that although the intercept may differ
among companies, it does not vary over time. The random effect assumes that the companies
have a common mean value for the intercept. Presenting all the models is not the appropriate
thing to do; if one model is wrong the other is right. Therefore, in the model the Fixed Effect is
used, considering the fact that entities have their own intercept.

3.8.Model Justification
The current section presents the rationale behind the three models used and the measurements for
the study variables. It starts with the rationale of accounting based measurements and the three
metrics of performance introduced above such as Return on Assets, Return on Equity, and Profit
Margin. Afterwards, the selected independent variables are presented along with their
measurement.
3.8.1. Dependent Variables
Although there are many measurements of performance which relate to different fields, the
current study focuses on these measurement with regard to corporate governance with financial
performance, which is highly dependent on accounting-based indicators. This is due to the fact
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that these indicators are very effective in measuring technical efficiency, since the main element
of business organization is its operation function with regard to the transformation of inputs into
outputs. The analysis of Al - Matari, Al - Swidi, and Fadzil (2014) with regard to the
measurements of firm performance for a sample of 282 research studies showed that 88 papers
have used ROA as a measure of performance; 74 studies have included Tobin - Q (market based
measurement), 52 researchers have been focusing on ROE, 15 studies used Profit Margin, 9
Return on Sales, and the rest of the authors have used other measures of performance.
Nevertheless, no specific metric is perfect and various ones are applicable depending on the
circumstances.
3.8.1.1.Return on Assets
ROA, calculated by net income to total assets, is an indicator that measures long-term
profitability, but receives less attention from investors and executives. Selling and Stickney
(1989) look at ROA as a measure of business‟ success in making use of assets to produce profits
without considering how these assets are financed. This metric avoids the potential problems or
distortions created by executive bodies while implementing financial strategies such as the ones
stated above. Different concerns with ROE have led many investors and analyst to focus their
attention on another metric of a company‟s performance. ROA considers asset used by the
company to finance and uphold business activities. It indicates the extent to which a firm is
capable of generating a good return on these assets instead of just showing healthy returns on
sales indicator (Gentry and Shen, 2010). Namely, it shows the efficiency of the resources used to
produce income. A high ROA indicates a more efficient company in using its assets. Asset lower
companies need a lower level of net income to uphold the business compared to asset heavy
companies where thick margins are needed to generate a high ratio of return on assets. The use of
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ROA as the main performance indicator shifts the attention of management on the assets that are
necessary to run successfully a business. ROA, long-term trend, tends to highlight leverage
capabilities. A number of authors have used ROA as a measure of performance including here
Browne, Carson, and Treacy (1980), Bowman (1980), Hoyt (2001), Naceur (2003), Haroon and
Azmi (2004), Malik (2011), Pouraghajan, Malekian, Emamgholipour, Lotfollahpour, and
Bagheri (2012), Gremi (2013), Cekrezi (2013), Tariq, Ali, Usman, Abas, and Bashir (2013), Lee
(2014), Sayedi (2014), Cekrezi (2015), Hallunovi and Kume (2016), Karitakasari and Merianti
(2016) etc.
3.8.1.2.Return on Equity
ROE, calculated by net income to shareholder‟s equity, is a ratio that indicates how much profit a
company acquired with regard to shareholder equity derived from the balance sheet. It is the
return on investments for stockholders; therefore, the firms with the highest ROE are more likely
to generate a higher profit and more easily will it be for the business to raise money for growth
(Szymanski, Bharadwaj, and Varadarajan, 1993). Most investors and analysts focus on Return on
Equity as their main gauge firm performance. In other words, it is a mirror of how effectively
and efficiently firm management is using the money of the shareholders. According to Tailab
(2014), some industries enjoy a higher ROE as they need little assets while others need large
infrastructure prior to starting generating profits.
Although other valuation methods are in use, ROE has proven to be abiding, since it focuses on
the return to the shareholders of the firm. However, ROE can conceal many potential problems.
If investors are not being cautious, it can turn the attention from business essentials and may lead
to unpleasant surprises (Babalola, 2013). Firms can implement strategies to artificially keep a
high level of ROE, for a period of time, meanwhile hiding weak performance in business
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essentials. Increasing leverage can help in having a high ROE although operational profitability
might be deteriorating. If profitability keeps on deteriorating, more leverage will be imperative to
maintain the desired level of ROE, increasing so the exposure of the company to economic
downturns. Exaggerated debt can become a significant burden for a firm during economic
downturn and may lead to the bankruptcy of the company (Ghazouani, 2013). But to let ROE
decrease may be more dangerous since it influences the performance of stock at once. The
hazard on the other side is less quantifiable and less instantaneous, which is why there is a
comprehensible attraction to prevent immediate danger. Various authors have been focusing on
ROE as their dependent variables such as Bowman (1980), Treacy (1980), Naceur (2003),
Mamtzakis and Remoundos (2003), Ongore and Kusa (2013), Tariq, Ali, Usman, Abas, and
Bashir (2013), Sayedi (2014), Luqman (2017) etc.
3.8.1.3.Profit Margin
PM, calculated by net income to total revenues, is another measure considered to be very precise
and more reliable with regard to financial performance than other measures such as Return on
Sales. This metric determines the ability of a firm to grow and augment its market and it is an
insight in deciding the portion of revenues that can be distributed to shareholders (Fairfield and
Yohn, 2001). This ratio gives an indication on whether a company is well managed or not. The
common ground among ROE, ROA, and PM is net income; nevertheless, what is different with
ROE is equity and with ROA are total assets. Thus, two businesses may have the same profit
margins, but if shareholder‟s equity or the amount of total assets is different, their respective
ROE and ROA will differ. Still, while profit margins of the two businesses may be similar, the
amount of net income and total revenue can be quite different. Among the authors that have used
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this metric, we can mention Brown and Caylor (2004), Bauer, Eichholtz and Kok (2009), Azam,
Usmani and Abassi (2011), Obiyo and Lenee (2011), Ghahroudi (2011) etc.
3.8.2. Independent Variables
The determinants of firm performance, or the independent variables of the model, include firm
specific ones and external factors. These are stochastic variables that affect that output. Internal
factors have always been intriguing for the business itself and for the economists who have
always shown attention to the performance of companies as they are, to a great extent, controlled
by the management body of the firm. Whereas the external factors go beyond firm control and
influence the performance of companies. The overall financial performance of companies in
Albania in the last years has been improving. Nevertheless, this doesn‟t mean that all firms are
profitable, there are many companies declaring losses. Studies have shown that firm specific and
wide factors influence the performance of companies. To the best of researcher‟s knowledge,
variables such as company‟s risk calculated by the standard deviation of EBIT to EBIT, and the
lending interest rates effect on firms has not taken too much consideration. Most studies focus on
bank‟s profitability. The study incorporates both sides with the purpose of investigating which
dimension mostly affects companies operating in Albania.
3.8.2.1.Capital Structure
Capital structure, calculated by total debt to total assets, gives the information on how a company
finances its assets, whether it is by borrowing or by using shareholder‟s equity. The capability of
firms to meet stockholder‟s needs is strongly related to capital structure and, therefore is one of
the most widespread topics among researchers in the field of finance. Authors that have used
financial leverage ratio as an independent variable on performance are Hadlock and James
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(2002), Abor (2007), Adekunle (2009), San and Heng (2011), Goyal (2013), Gremi (2013),
Cekrezi (2015), Lee (2014), Kaya (2015) etc.
3.8.2.2.Liquidity
Liquidity, calculated by current assets to current liabilities (current ratio), refers to the ability of
the company to meet its short–term obligations when they are due (Aurime, 2005). Liquidity
ratios are more useful when used in comparative, such as using multiple period analysis or the
liquidity ratio of one business to another one or the whole industry. A business with a low level
of liquidity must raise a red flag for shareholders and investors as a sign of difficulties that the
businesses are going through. Several authors have examined the impact of current ratio policies
on performance (Adams and Buskle, 2003; Ongore and Kusa, 2013; Cekrezi, 2015; Kaya, 2015;
Hallunovi and Kume, 2016) etc
3.8.2.3.Company’s Size
Company‟s size, calculated by the natural logarithm of total assets, is another important
component of the internal environment. The question to whether quantity wins out over quality
has always been intrigue and confusing. However, a business that is not growing, is declining.
Managers have understood that a business either grows or falls, it is not just “kept.”
Nevertheless, size in itself has no intrinsic value if it is not accompanied by other characteristics
such as discipline, in order to add value (Hardwick, 1997). Size should never exceed capability
nor substitute quality. In general, businesses express their size in terms of the number of
employees or the amount of total assets they possess. Size has been tested empirically in various
studies from which we can mention Hansen and Wernerfelt (1989), Hardwick (1997), Wu
(2006), Punnose (2008), Athanasoglou, Brissimis, and Delis (2008), Dogan (2013), Gremi
(2013), Hallunovi and Kume (2016), Kartikasari and Merianti (2016), Luqman (2017) etc.
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3.8.2.4.Company’s Risk
Company‟s risk, is used to evaluate the fluctuations of sales throughout a certain period. The
economic uncertainty of the last decades has had a great impact on how businesses operate. Even
businesses that used to have a smooth performance with the help of projections and forecasts,
now avoid conclusions that are set in stone. Therefore, the focus has been shifted towards
identifying and managing risk before they are affected (Allen and Rai, 1995). Generally, authors
have been focused on credit risk and NPLs to total loans. Studies that have been focused on the
impact of risk on performance are Allen and Rei (1995), Gremi (2013), Sayedi (2014), Baholli
and Dika (2014), Cekrezi (2015), Hallunovi and Kume (2016) etc.
3.8.2.5.Management Efficiency
The efficiency in management is one of the internal factors that affects profitability. The
indicator has to do with the efficiency in managing operational expenses. However, many times,
the efficiency of management is related to the assessment of the quality of staff, control systems,
discipline, and many others (Ongore and Kusa, 2013). Yet, there are some financial ratios that
behave as a proxy for efficiency in management such as reduction in operational costs,
maximizing incomes, or redistribution of firm‟s resources efficiently. One of the most used ratios
to measure management efficiency is operating profit to total revenues (Ittner and Larcker, 1998;
Staw and Epstein, 2000, York and Miree, 2004; Cho and Pucik, 2005; Sangmi and Nazir, 2010;
Ongore and Kusa, 2013) etc.
3.8.2.6.GDP growth
GDP growth indicator refers to the annual percentage change of Gross Domestic Product.
Declines in GDP decrease the demand for goods and services decreases in a given country.
Additionally, the profitability of companies is affected, which could further lead to a rise in
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unemployment rate. On the other side, in a flourishing economy, the demand for goods and
services increases since the wellbeing is higher. If, for instance, there is a favorable environment
for businesses and households to invest and save, economic growth and business profitability is
generally observed. This indicator has been used in various papers to see its influence on
profitability (Grace and Hotchkiss, 1995; Naceur, 2003; Athanasoglou, Delis, and Staikouras,
2006; Havrylchyk and Jurzyk, 2006; Sufian and Chong, 2008; Vong and Chan, 2009; Hoffmann,
2011; Sharma and Mani, 2012) etc.
3.8.2.7.Exchange Rate Fluctuations
Fluctuations of exchange rate, are one of the most significant macroeconomic influences for a
company and its management as it is a challenge in itself for policy makers. Its fluctuations
affect the wide allocation of resources in a certain economy among non-tradable goods and
tradable ones. Exchange rates are a crucial gauge of the competitiveness in a given country. An
appreciation of the real exchange rate is explained as a decrease in competitiveness, whereas
depreciation accelerates economic growth (Sayedi, 2014). A consistent appreciation of real
exchange rate is a sign of potential currency crisis. In developing countries, exchange rate
volatility can affect investment growth and total demand, whereas an overestimated currency
inversely affects employment. The currencies considered are LEK and EUR, this is due to
volume of transaction that Albania has in this currency. According to the Bank of Albania most
of our exports and imports go in Italy and other Euro area (Appendix: Table A.1 and A.2).
Moreover, the direct quotation is used, which means the amount of LEK needed for one unit of
EUR. The effect of this indicator has been investigated among others by Jorion (1991), Bernard
and Galati (2000), Wald and Wu (2002), Bags, Beaulieu, and Fung (2009), Kituku (2014),
Hallunovi and Kume (2016) etc…
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3.8.2.8.Inflation Rate
Inflation rate is represented by the annual percentage change of the level of prices of goods and
services offered in an economy. An unstable rate of inflation will be reflected in increased
uncertainty for businesses because they cannot be sure of what their prices and costs are likely to
be. This loss in business confidence may lead to a decrease in the level of capital investment.
The cost of borrowing increases as companies need more loans to protect themselves from rising
prices (Osoro and Ogeto, 2014). If prolonged, a high rate will make exports less competitive
internationally. This translates in decreased exports, less profits, decrease in jobs, and in a
deteriorating of a state‟s trade balance. Inflation impact on performance has been investigated by
Phillips (1999), Myers (2001), Pervan and Pavic (2010), Francis (2011), Osoro and Ogeto
(2014), Hallunovi and Kume (2016) etc.
3.8.2.9.Interest Rates
Interest rates, is represented by the rate at which banks charge for lending a loan. An increase in
the interest rate from banks will increase company‟s interest expense, which means that
companies will need more money to pay the loan back. Moreover, customers will tend to borrow
less money, since the cost of debt has increased, therefore reducing the demand for goods and
services in the market, mainly large products such as electrical equipment or cars. When the
opposite happens, borrowing money from the bank becomes less expensive, for businesses and
consumers, which will result in an increase in the demand for goods and services (Crowley,
2007). This indicator has been considered by Staking and Babbel (1995), Demirguc – Kunt and
Huizinga (1999), Hassan and Bashir (2003), Goddard, Molyneux, and Wilson (2004), Anwar and
Herwany (2006), Aburime (2008) Sufian and Habibullah (2010), Davydenko (2011) etc.
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3.9.

Research Quality

The research study pursues a gradual logical, rigorous and organized method while identifying
problems, collecting data, analyzing them and drawing valid outcomes there from. According to
Creswell (2003) the quality of a research is tested by the validity and reliability of the research
instrument. The quality measurements of this study include objectivity, validity, reliability, and
generalizability, which are treated in the following paragraphs.
The fundamental issue is whether the conclusions of the study depend on the conditions of the
researcher and the subjects (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). Objectivity may be referred to as external
reliability, emphasizing the replicability of the study by other parties. Objectivity also depends
on the findings and is threatened by the use of imperfect methodologies. In this study, objectivity
was set up by the results of the advanced statistical tools with attention given to the methodology
and research design.
Validity refers to the ability of the instruments to measure what is supposed to be measured and
on the integrity of the generation of constructs (Zikmund, 2003). Validity can be either external
or internal. External validity relates to whether the conclusions can be generalized and fitted
beyond a particular context (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). In this research, validity is achieved by a
relatively large sample size where the analysis of a higher level of observations leads to a higher
probability of drawing valid results. The matter with internal validity is whether the results of the
study make sense to the studied elements and to the audience of the readers. It means that any
modification to the dependent variable, cause and effect relationships, can be ascribed only to the
manipulation of independent variables (Yin, 1994). Kvale (1989) defines validity as the process
of questioning, checking, theorizing, rather than a rule based correspondence strategy between
the real world and the conclusions of the study. Internal validity in the study is achieved by
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appropriately defining concepts, extant review of the literature, comments from experts, pretesting, and the use of statistical tests.
Reliability refers to whether the investigation process is consistent, stable across researchers and
methods, and resistant over time (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Yin, 1994). Reliability in a research
study should minimize biases and errors and demonstrate that the same results can be obtained if
the study is repeated under identical conditions (Hussey & Hussey 1997). It can be internal,
expressed by the extent to which measurement items are consistent, and external, expressed by
the resistance of the variables/tests. However, reliability is rarely perfect and the improvement
can be done through clearly conceptualizing the variables and by using accurate measurement
levels. In this study, reliability is set up by conceptualizing constructs, carefully choosing the
independent variables, and reliable evaluation.
Generalizability refers to the extent of application of the research findings in one setting to
another context and requires links to the unstudied elements of the case (Sekaran, 2003). There
are three levels of generalization: from the sample chosen to population, case to case transfer,
and analytic (Firestone, 1993). In this study, generalizability is achieved by obtaining a large
sample size through the probability sampling technique.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

4.1.Introduction
Descriptive statistics chapter includes organizing, tabulating, classifying, examining and
transforming data in a format that is appropriate for decision making (Zikmund, 2000; Burns and
Bush, 2006). Data gathered on macro and micro business related factors make up the empirical
basis for this study. Descriptive statistics about patterns in the sample allow us to interpret and
understand further insights, however they do not provide information on multiple relationships
among the variables (Neuman, 2006). Tables and graphs are used to arrange and classify data
against other data set. The chapter is divided into two main parts. The first part focuses on the
macroeconomic environment in Albania and its development throughout the period by
considering the means of GDP growth, Exchange Rate Fluctuations, Inflation, and Interest rates.
The second part focuses on the microeconomic side by analyzing the sample chosen and its
distribution, by considering means for each year and for each sector for ROE, ROA, PM, Capital
Structure, Liquidity, Company‟s Size, Company‟s Risk and Management Efficiency.

4.2.Macroeconomic Environment
Since the fall of communism in 1990, the onset transition movement toward an open market
economy, Albania has gone through some tense, big economic changes. During the last decades,
large changes have taken place in Albania leading to an important economic shift as services and
construction replaced agriculture and industry as the primary contributors to the Gross Domestic
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Product. According to the report of European Commission, the private sector dominates and
contributes to 80% of GDP. The involvement of state in the economy remains limited focusing
on energy, transport and water supply.
Agriculture‟s role in the economy has been decreasing over years, with a more stable pattern
after 2010. The mean for the period stand at 22.1% of GDP with its maximum of 22.9 in 2014
and its minimum of 20.6% in 2010 (Appendix: Table A.3). In 2012, agriculture production
increased slightly, due to improved production in olives trees and fruits. The low level of interest
for investments in this sector is due to several factors that tis sector faces such as poor marketing
of products, migration from rural areas, not properly developed irrigation systems, low
development of the processing industry, poor technology, and weak organization of the farmers.
Nevertheless, with the road infrastructure and energy improving rapidly, agriculture sector looks
more attractive.
Graph 1: Sector's Contribution to GDP
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In 2013, the Albanian government allocated about €7 million for direct support and investments
schemes in agro – processing and agriculture. Efforts are being made to set up a land cadaster,
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although with very slow progress. The work on electronic information system, animal register or
farm register must intensify. The plan of the Ministry of Agriculture was focused on farms
financial support, improved marketing strategies, and a better technology available for farmers,
with the objective of increasing production and ensuring a higher quality of the foods to gain a
larger share in the international market and meet the European Union requirements for this
sector.
The industry sector overall has been decreasing, with regard to the contribution to GDP. The
average contribution for the period analyzed stands at 25.8%, with its lowest point in 2016 and
highest one in 2010, respectively 23.7% and 28.7%. The priority of the government is for
Albania to be able to meet all of its energy needs and to become self–sufficient. The goal, in the
long–run, is to transform the country into a critical player in the region by exporting surplus
capacities. Therefore, investments have been focusing on improving the distribution and
transmission network, and diminishing the losses in the network. Further measures were
undertaken on the collection of receivables. Fiscal incentives were used to encourage power
generation. Companies investing in this area are excluded from custom duties on the import of
equipment and machineries needed for the construction of such plants. Mining industry is still on
the process of privatization and the Albanian government is offering concession for operation
and construction in this sector. A 30-year concession was signed in 2000 with an Italian
company, DARFO, to exploit 100 percent Ferro–chromium and 50 percent chromium reserves.
Mining permits are increasing over years with more than 800 private companies operating in
Albania. The contribution of construction sector to GDP growth is estimated to be at 1.4%. The
expansion in the construction activity was driven by a higher level of public investment.
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Contrarily, the granted construction permits do not indicate an improvement in the trend of
construction.
Service is the sector that contributes the mostly to GDP. On average for the period the
contribution stands 52.1% with its minimum in 2011 at 50.9% and its maximum in 2017 at
53.7% of GDP. The trend indicates that the Albanian economy is on its way to becoming a
service dominated economy. The strongest part is tourism, which is traditionally an important
source income mainly during the summer. Infrastructure has historically been an obstacle for
tourism; however, in the last few years the sector has followed an upward trend and seems to
continue this pattern in the future. According to World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) the
total contribution of tourism to Gross Domestic Product in 2017 reached about 27% of GDP
(Appendix: Table A.4). Interestingly, tourism is dominated by small, local operators with no
important involvement of foreign investors. The information and communication technology is
also an important contributor to the service sector. There is an increasing demand which has
exceeded the progress in the infrastructure of telecommunication, which has led to a necessity
for further improvements and upgrades. In this regard, the Albanian government has stimulated
the progress made in e–government and the development of online services for business
activities.

4.2.1.

GDP growth

During the last decades, Albanian macroeconomic performance has been relatively successful
compared to its economic competitors with alike characteristics. Average GDP growth, at 2.5%,
was higher than Montenegro, Serbia and Macedonia, and slightly lower than Kosovo, 2.40%,
0.89%, 2.32% and 3.53% respectively (Appendix: Table A.5). Nevertheless, the crisis of 2008
affected the economy of Albania. In 2011, the growth of GDP, as per data from the World Bank,
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stood at 2.6%, significantly lower than the growth of 2010 of 3.7%. The pattern continued in
2012 with a further decrease reaching 1.4%. The reduction was mostly caused by low level of
investments (Appendix: Table A.6), higher risk premium in the financial markets, and reduced
fiscal stimulus that led in turn to weak aggregate demand. GDP growth decelerated further in
2013 reaching its lowest point of 1.1%. This deterioration reflected partly the prolonged
recession in the euro zone, particularly the weak economic activity of Italy and Greece; the two
main economic partners of Albania. However, the shrink of the Albanian economy was led also
by internal factors, related to political uncertainty with regard to the governmental elections in
June 2013.
Graph 2: GDP growth (2010 - 2017)
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The situation improved afterwards registering a GDP growth of 1.8% in 2014, 0.7% higher than
the previous year. This slight improvement was attributed to the recovery outset of the euro zone,
mainly of Albania‟s trade partners. The improved performance reflected the increased domestic
demand, showing that the Albanian government was very carefully acting with the medium run
policies of fiscal tightening, which were launched by the beginning of 2014. The economic
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growth of 2015 was mostly driven by a rebound in investment and strong domestic demand.
Construction, among the economic sectors, was the one with the highest growth. In 2016 and
2017, economic growth continued its increasing trend reaching 3.4% and 3.8% respectively. The
acceleration was mostly fostered by the level of exports of goods and services (Appendix: Table
A.7), the work on the gas project, the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP), which was reflected in the
fixed capital formation. This increasing trend is foreseen to continue in 2018, 2019, and 2020
due to rises in consumption and investment both in public and private, resulting therefore in
decreases of unemployment.

4.2.2.

Exchange Rate Fluctuations

For several years the Albanian LEK has been relatively stable against the EUR, nevertheless,
after 2008 the Albanian LEK has depreciated against the main foreign currencies, mainly the
EUR and the USD. This pattern reached its peak in 2011, when EUR could be exchanged on
average for 140.33 Albanian LEK.
Graph 3: Exchange Rate Fluctuations
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The depreciation of LEK was namely driven by an increased number of transactions in EUR
mainly in the real estate market and higher level of government expenditures (Appendix: Table
A.8). After 2013, Albanian LEK, supported by relatively high interest rates of local currency,
although declining, and increased remittances (Appendix: Table A.9) in foreign currency of
Albanians working in the euro zone, ALL starts appreciating. On average for the period, 1 EUR
was exchanged for 138.58 ALL. The maximum is on 2011 and its minimum value is on 2017,
when 1 EUR was exchanged for 140.34 ALL and 134.13 ALL respectively. On the other side
EUR depreciation has increased the threat of secondary banks. There is an increasing perception
by banks about the currency exchange rate as it is not good for those bank which have given
loans in euro.

4.2.3.

Inflation Rate

The mean inflation rate from 2010 until 2017 is 2.2%, with a maximum rate of 3.6% in 2010,
and a minimum rate of 1.3% in 2017. Fiscal and monetary policy objective have been focusing in
maintaining a competitive position and stabilizing inflation rate. The inflation rate decreased
with 1.5% from 2011 to 2012. The main items that experienced a decrease were the categories
“Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco” and “Medical Care” (Appendix: Table A.10). From 2013
until 2016, the inflation rate in Albania went below the minimum target decided by the Bank of
Albania of 2%, mainly due to the decline in imported inflation (Appendix: Table A.11). The
slight increase of inflation rate in 2015 reflects increased electricity tariffs, and the higher excise
duty on tobacco (Appendix: Table A.12). Nevertheless, this upward shift, mixed with a slight
increase in domestic and external demand (Appendix: Table A.13), was to a great extent offset
by lower international prices on oil and other commodities. By the end of 2017, a further
increase in domestic consumption and international prices moved inflation to about 2%.
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Graph 4: Inflation Rates
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Interest Rate

Lending rate refers to the rate that banks offer for lending, which meets the short-term and
medium-term financing needs of the private sector. It is normally differentiated according to the
solvency and soundness of the borrower. The mean interest rate for the period has been 10%,
with a maximum rate of 12.8% in 2010, and a minimum rate of 7% in 2017. Interest rates on
loans to private sector have been on a descending trend since 2007. Following the years of the
worldwide economic downturn, the monetary policy of the Bank of Albania has been loosened
consistently with international interest rates pattern and to stimulate economic growth by
supporting lending, consumption, and investments. Generally, financial intermediation level in
Albania has gone through significant growth, going from 30% in 2007 to 41% in 2011
(Appendix: Table A.14). In 2017 in spite of constant decrease of the interest rate, credit to
private sector decreased reaching 35% of the GDP, which was attributed to the decrease in
lending to enterprises. During 2017 banks slightly tightened lending standards by decreasing the
maximum amount of loans granted and by further increasing collateral requirements.
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Graph 5: Interest Rates
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4.3.Microeconomic Environment
Firm specific factors are specifically related with the company and affect its performance. These
components are mostly impacted by the decisions of body management and are within the
capacity of the company to manipulate them, therefore they differ among companies. The
following section focuses on firm specific factors after presenting the overall situation of active
enterprises operating in Albania.

4.3.1.

Business Outlook

An important area of progress has been in the regulatory business framework, which has been
significantly modernized. Among the accomplishments are the reduction of costs of registering a
business, and the time from thirty-six days to five days. Moreover, improvements have been
made in the regulations to easy credits to the private sector and to protect shareholders. However,
construction permits, enforcing contracts, and property rights are areas where Albania seems to
perform poorly, compared not only with the region, but also worldwide comparison.
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Graph 6: Active Enterprises by Economic Activity
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According to the Institute of Statistics (INSTAT), the number of active enterprises registered at
the National Business Center (NBC) at the end of 2017 stands to 162, 452 businesses (Graph 6).
There is noticed a decreasing pattern of enterprises in the “Producers of Good” category up to
2014. Under the Law on agriculture entities, a huge number of cooperatives have been registered
for the production of vegetables, oils, and cereals. This increased the number of Agriculture,
Forestry and fishing category from 2,260 in 2014 (INSTAT) to 21,194 and 32,659 in 2015 and
2016 respectively. Up to 2014 “Construction” and “Industry” sectors have increased the number
of new enterprises. Afterwards, it is noticed that there is a reduction in this categories. A
decreasing trend with regard to the number of active enterprises is noticed in the „Producers of
Services” category. After 2015 “Trade”, Transport and Storage”, and “Accommodation and Food
Service” categories result in a decrease of active enterprises, whereas the number of companies
in the category of “Information and Telecommunication” and “Other Services” has an increasing
pattern. Nevertheless, this category represents the larger part compared to the former category.
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As it can be observed from Graph 7, based on the data from INSTAT, enterprises with 50+
employees contribute the most to the economy with the exception of “Accommodation and Food
Service” in which 1–4 employees per enterprises give a value added of 53%. This is attributed to
the low number of workers that a coffee bar may need to function, as there are many of those
operating in Albania. Also “Trade” sector includes many enterprises wit 1–4 employees by
contributing with 27% of the value added. In the “Industry” sector they provide to the economy a
value added of about 80%. The second class of enterprises contributing to the economy are those
companies with 10–49 employees leaving behind 5–9 employees and 1–4 employees per
enterprises mainly in the “Industry” sector due to the requirements of the businesses in this
category.
Graph 7: Value Added by Economic Activity
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Graph 8 reflects the mean share for the period considered of each category in terms of active
enterprises, employed individuals, turnover, and value added to the economy. Only active
enterprises are calculated for the period 2010 until 2017, whereas the three other variables are
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until 2016 due to the fact that Results of Structural Survey of Economic Enterprises for 2017
from INSTAT is published on February/ March 2019.
With regard to active enterprises “Trade” category holds the largest share, about 38% of the
total, and stands the second with regard to employed individuals, about 26%. Moreover, “Other
Services” and “Accommodation and Food Services” represent 17.5% and 15.3% respectively.
However, when it comes share of employment, “Accommodation and Food Services” is the
category that bears the minimum rate. “Information and Communication” captures only 2% of
the total number of active enterprises and ensures about 9% of employment together with
“Transport and Storage”. “Industry” sector, although with 8.6% share of enterprises, provides
about 29% of employment.
Regarding the turnover that each category contributes, “Trade” is the leader of all the sectors
with a contribution of about 50%, although translated in value added to the economy stands at
second at about 21%. “Industry” sectors follows “Trade” with regard to the turnover by
providing about 24% of total turnover and leads sectors in terms of value added with about 34%
of influence to the economy. “Accommodation and Food Services” is the category that
contributes the least, both in terms of turnover and value added.
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Graph 8: Mean share of each category in terms of active enterprises, people employed, turnover, and value added
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Note: The economic activities include all enterprises that produce goods or services for the market. Agriculture, hunting and fishing activities, financial and insurance activities, public and defense administration; compulsory
social security and extraterritorial organizations and bodies are not part of the survey for employed, turnover and value added graph
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4.3.2.

Sample Analysis

As defined and explained in the Methodology section, the population for this study includes 715
active enterprises by the end of 2017. About 65.5% are dominated by the “Producers of
Services” and 34.5% are categorized as “Producers of Goods”. In the first category, the leader is
“Trade,” which comprises about 43% of the total population with 304 enterprises.
“Accommodation and Food Services” bears the minimum part, 0.7% or 5 businesses in total
accompanied by “Agriculture, Fishing and Forestry.” Afterwards, “Industry” holds most of the
enterprises followed by “Construction” with respectively 18.3% and 15.5%, translated into 131
and 111 active ones.
Graph 9: Sample Distribution
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Out of the population, 264 companies were chosen to be investigated. Generally, the distribution
among categories has been proportionate with the major part selected from “Trade”, “Industry”
and “Construction” with 113, 52, and 42 enterprises. The largest gap is in the “Services” sector3.2%, due to issues with regard to the financial statements of these companies such as the nonclassification of assets and liabilities in current and long term ones, which makes it impossible to
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calculate the current ratio (liquidity ratio). Most of businesses were located in Tirana, 69.7%,
followed by Durres with 10.6%, Fier 4.5%, Elbasan 3%, Shkoder 3.65% and Others 9.5%. Out
of the sample chosen, 184 enterprises were located in Tirana, 28 in Durres, 12 in Fier, and the
rest distributed along Albania (Appendix: Table A.15).
4.3.2.1.

Return on Assets

As an indicator of business profitability with regard to its assets, the ROA of Albanian
companies has been relatively good from 2010 until 2017, with a mean value at about 7%, and a
minimum and a maximum value of -36% and 75%. This means that on average for every LEK
invested in the assets of companies, it results a profit worth of 7 LEK. During 2010 the
efficiency of business‟s management in using its assets to deploy profits has been the highest,
8.1%, whereas the poorest performance has been in 2012, when the indicator reached 6.4%. It
seems like the effects of the 2008 financial crisis after 2010 were more obvious in Albania. This
goes in line with GDP growth rate, as in 2010 the rate of growth in Albania has been the highest,
whereas in 2012 and 2013 were recorded the lowest rates.
Graph 10: Return on Assets - Mean / Year
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The negative values reflect mainly the performance of the “Trade” sector, whereas the positive
ones are mostly from the “Service” sector. “Rossmann & Lala” in the trading activity cosmetic
products, “Huawei Technologies Albania” in the “Information and Telecommunication” sector
“Eurotech Cement” in the trading activity of construction materials, and “Blue Point Pertoleum”
in the trading activity of petrol, reflect some of the negative extreme values of ROA, standing at
-36.7%, -34.9%, -34.7% and -32.5% respectively. “Rossmann & Lala” was a relatively new
company in the Albanian market, opened in July 2008, which led to losses during the first years,
and afterwards the situation improved. Also “Huawei Technologies Albania” is a company in the
“Information and Telecommunication” sector opened in 2008 as part of Eagle Mobile enterprise.
The companies that have the highest ROA are companies dealing with casinos / lotteries, such as
“Astra Albania”, “Apex AL” and “Mediterranean Shipping Company” in the “Transport and
Storage” activity.
Graph 11: Return on Assets - Mean / Sector
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Graph 11 presents ROA in terms of each sector. As a matter of fact, ROA is more useful when
comparing enterprises within an industry rather than when comparing sectors in itself, due to the
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fact that different sectors use assets differently. Usually, the ROA for service oriented companies
will be higher than for construction or industry oriented companies. As it can be observed from
Graph 11, “Accommodation and Food Services” reflects a negative ROA, however it is to be
noted that the sample for this category includes only 1 company, “Mak Albania shpk,” oriented
towards hotels and food services. Throughout the period, the company has suffered huge losses
from its operational activity. Although “Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing,” “Construction,” and
“Industry” sectors have the lowest ROA, it is not definitely a negative indicator since they need
more resources and capital investments for their business to run. As to be expected, “Service”
category bears the largest ROA, with a mean value of 14.5%, followed by “Transport and
Storage” with a value of 11.6%.
4.3.2.2.

Return on Equity

ROE is considered a mirror of how effectively and efficiently business management is using the
money of shareholders. On Average, the Return on Equity for the period has been at about 20%;
meaning that Albanian companies are earning 20 LEK for every LEK of shareholder‟s equity.
From Graph 12 it is noticed that some extreme values affect the mean of the period. These are
analyzed separately and ROE pattern is presented also without these values. During 2010, the
rate of Return on Equity of “Huawei Technologies Albania”, a company in the “Information and
Communication” sector, is at about -660%. Most likely this is due to the fact that the company
was a recent one in the market, registered at NBC in 2008; therefore, the Net Income for 2010
and 2011 have been negative, with losses of more than 500 ml LEK, which has caused a ROE at
this value. In 2011, “Sideral”, in the “Industry” sector, and “Albanian Satellite Communications”
in the “Information and Communication” sector registered ROE at -504% and -1,505%
respectively. The former has suffered huge losses after 2010, although at a decreasing path.
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These negative losses, accompanied with an increase in the level of debt led to this ratio. The last
one, has losses only in 2011, mixed with a decrease of Equity from the previous year from 50 ml
LEK to 3 ml LEK which produce a negative ROE at this degree.
During 2012 “Hyundai Auto Albania” in the trading sector of automobiles produces a ROE of 970%. “Inter Distribution Services” and “ZI.CO” in the “Trading” sector, due to an increase in
the level of assets and liabilities, accompanied by positive profits register an extreme value of
ROE for 2013 of +750% and 510% respectively. In 2016, “Eurotech Cement” records a ROE of 480% for 2016, whereas extremist value is registered in 2017, with a ratio of 11,600% produced
by “Tring TV” as a result of sharp decrease of Equity in 2017 from 2016. In the case when
outliers are removed the mean for the period goes to 16.7%, with a maximum value of 22.6% in
2010, and a minimum value of 14% in 2016. Although the curve becomes flatter, we notice a
decrease after 2010, and an improvement in 2016 and 2017.
Graph 12: Return on Equity – Mean / Year
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As in the case of ROA, the comparison of ROE should be made in the context of companies in
the same industry, the progress in a given period, because some sectors of the economy require
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more capital; therefore ROE in some sectors will be lower than in some others. Graph 13 is
presented to give a general overview of each sector rather than comparison. Sectors such as
“Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing”, “Construction”, “Industry”, as highlighted by the theory
produce lower ROEs, with an average of 10%, than the “Producers of Services” with an average
of 23%, as the latter needs less investments in capital. The means of some sectors change after
the vales above are removed from the analysis, as it is noticed in the case of “Information and
Telecommunication” sector.
Graph 13: Return on Equity - Mean / Sector
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Profit Margin

Profit Margin determines the ability of a firm to grow and augment its market and it is an insight
in deciding the portion of revenues that can be distributed to shareholders or reinvested in the
company. Basically, it measures how much out of every LEK of sales a business actually keeps
in earnings. From 2010 until 2017, Albanian companies have been able to keep in earnings, on
average, about 5.5 LEK from each LEK of sales. Profit Margin has ranged from 5.7% in 2010 up
to 6.2% in 2017, with a minimum 4.9% in 2016. However, the data set for this variable is
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influenced by some extreme values which are analyzed separately. There are in total four
companies with a number of observations of 7 highlighted as outliers. “Hygeia” as health
provider has a Profit Margin of -397.4% attributed to low revenues with regard to the level of
expenditures, by causing large operational losses and net income losses due to interest expenses
as a result of high level of debt (long term debt in 2011 reached 5 billion LEK with more than
200 ml LEK interest expense). “Unioni Financiar” in the “Service” sector, as a money exchange
and money transfer office, records the highest Profit Margin for three consecutive years, 2011,
2012, and 2013 with values of 208.6%, 165.5% and 192.7%.
Graph 14: Profit Margin - Mean / Year
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“Mak Albania” (Sheraton) although established since 1994 undergoes throughout the period
large operational losses. In 2016 these loose are deepened by the sale of some investments (-800
ml LEK), which took Profit Margin ratio at -234.5% and -158.3%. The last one is “KESH”
which in 2014 reached a Profit Margin of -141.2% due to a decrease level of revenues generated
throughout the year and an increase in the expenditures. Losses of the company are also result of
unpaid bills that the company does not expect to collect anymore.
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In terms of sectors, “Service”, “Construction” and “Transportation and Storage” are the ones that
bear the highest margins, with 9.4%, 8.1%, and 8% respectively. Nevertheless, across sectors, a
lower ratio does not necessarily mean a worse performance, since they have different revenue
streams and business models. “Accommodation and Food Services” as stated above presents a
negative ratio.
Graph 15: Profit Margin - Mean / Sector
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Measures of Performance in Comparison

The common basis among ROA, ROE, and PM is net income; however, what is different with
ROA are total assets and with ROE is equity. Therefore, two businesses in the same industry
may have the same Profit Margins, but if the equity of shareholders or the level of total assets
differs, their respective ROA and ROA will be different. Still, while Profit Margins of the two
businesses may be alike, the amount of total revenue and net income can be fairly different. ROE
is more a hint, indicating that managers are giving to shareholders more for their money.
Therefore, by looking at both of these metrics, investor can get a clear picture on the
effectiveness of management. After all, there is little correlation among ROA, ROA and PM
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despite that all of these variables make use of net income as determining element. If ROE
outlines leverage abilities, ROA is a good measure of a business's quality, whereas profit margin
is a good measure of the business's performance trend.
Graph 16: Comparison of ROA, ROE, and PM
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Throughout the period investigated, it seems like ROA and PM are closer to each other than
ROE, which seems to be quite higher in terms of years and sectors. There might be different
reasons for this, one as will be shown latter, is the level of leverage which goes to on average for
the period at about 60%. In this case, shareholder‟s equity falls behind assets by the amount of
debt, providing therefore a higher ROE. Assets will always be more than equity unless the firm
has no liabilities, making equity and assets equal. The opposite might happen in those cases
when the firm borrows a lot of money by creating a big gap between assets and liabilities. With
liabilities exceeding assets, there will be a higher ROA as equity will be negative.
The above stated is reflected in Graph 17, as well where the metrics are reflected in terms of
each sector. “Service” and “Transport and Storage” have higher ratios than the “Producers of
Goods” as they are more capital intensive than the retail sector. As in line with the impact to
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GDP, “Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing” record the lowest ratios, by contributing to the
economy at a modest level. Investors are the ones that are more interested about these ratios than
mangers might be. They consider them to decide whether to put money into given company or
industry, or for banks to determine if a loan should be granted to a business or not.
Graph 17: Comparison of ROA, ROE, and PM
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Capital Structure

Expressed by total debt to total assets, capital structure ratio measures the part of company assets
that is financed by debt. On average for the period examined, 56.3% of total assets have been
financed by debt in Albania, with a minimum average of 51.7% in 2017 and a maximum one in
2010 of 60.6%. This means that Albanian companies are financing their assets with 56% debt
and about 44% from shareholder‟s equity. The trend of leverage of private enterprises has been
decreasing as also the ratio of credit to private sector shows a decreasing trend (Appendix A –
Table A1:14), mainly after 2011. Enterprises that have in their asset structure more current than
long term assets tend to rely more on debt to finance their activities than those companies with
more fixed assets (Appendix: Table A.16). Credit to big businesses is larger in portion than that
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of small and medium enterprises, 57%, 22%, and 21% respectively (Appendix: Table A.17 and
A.18). The problem is that financial intermediates being afraid of credit risk are not providing
enough finances for the private sector, which could boost further the economy.
Graph 18: Capital Structure – Mean / Year
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Capital structure ratio varies significantly by industry. “Industry” sector, such as mining, is often
not suitable for debt as there is too much uncertainty and their cash flow profiles can be unstable
as well as a high uncertainty about their capability to pay back the debt. The “Industry” sector
stands in terms of leverage at 51%. Other sectors, such as “Services,” include insurance and
banking, which use great amounts of leverage as their business models need huge amounts of
debt. However, most banks and insurance companies are not in the data set due to them not
classifying assets in short and long term ones; therefore the ratio for this sector is low, 41.5%.
“Trade,” included in the “Producers of Service” finance their assets with a relatively high level
of leverage, at about 60%. “Agriculture, forestry and fishing” sector has suffered from the lack of
investment before 2010, when only 2% of lending would go to this sector. After 2014, lending to
this sector doubled as a result of AgroCapital project supported by USAID signed with “BKT”
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and ProCredit banks. Also, the financial support of Albanian government at about $10 annually
has facilitated private investments in the processing of food.
Graph 19: Capital Structure - Mean / Sector
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4.3.2.6.

Liquidity

The liquidity of a company, expressed by current assets to current liabilities, measures the ability
of the company to meet its current liabilities. It‟s an indicator of firm opportunity to grow since
the cash left can be used to further expand the business. From 2010 until 2017, on average, the
ratio for Albanian companies has been at 6.5 with a maximum value of 25 in 2017 and a
minimum one of 2.6 in 2014. The ratios seems a bit high as they are affected by a few outliers.
“Western Atlas,” a company in the “Industry” sector during 2017 decreases its current liabilities
by almost 99%, keeping current assets at about the same level, which increases the ratio to
5675.34. “Royal” company focused in the “Trading” sector, during 2012 and 2013 decreases
current liabilities which pushes the ratio to 563.14 and 540.97 respectively. Moreover, “Klodi,”
“Autopasion,” and “Air BP” operating in the “Trading” sector during 2012, 2016 and 2017 as a
result of changes in the structure of current assets and liabilities recorded ratios of 247.45, 188.53
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and 106.02. The last outlier detected is “SMO” in the “Construction” sector which recorded a
ratio of 143.73 during 2016. If these values are removed from the analysis, the mean for the
period goes to 2.9, from 6.4, meaning that for every LEK of liabilities Albanian enterprises have
2.9 LEK of assets to meet these obligations. The highest ratio of liquidity again is for the 2017
period at 3.1, which coincides with the recovery of the economy affecting therefore business
prosperity.
Graph 20: Liquidity - Mean / Year
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The ratio of liquidity with regard to each sectors after outliers are left aside, stands the highest
for the “Service” and “Trade” sectors at 3.2. This means that for every one LEK in current
liabilities, companies in these sectors have 3.2 LEK in current assets. “Agriculture, Forestry, and
Fishing” has the lowest ratio of 1.1. Nevertheless, despite being the lowest compared to other
sectors, the ratio is considered a sufficient one. Usually those companies that have difficulties in
meeting current liabilities are exposed to a greater risk of going bankrupt. It seems that liquidity
ratio in Albania is too high which may indicate that companies are not using their current assets
or short term financing efficiently. However, a high ratio is considered better from investors than
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a low one, as companies with high ratios are more likely to meet their liabilities that are due
within 12 months.
Graph 21: Liquidity - Mean / Sector
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Company’s Size

Firm‟s performance among other factors is affected by its size. The larger the firm size, the
easier is for the company to get external or internal funds, which in turn affects the value of the
firm itself. The trend of company size in Albania has been increasing from 2010 until 2017, as
the value of total assets throughout the period goes from a minimum of 8.8% in 2010 to a
maximum value of 9.1% in 2017. This is an indicator of a good development of enterprises,
which gives positive signals to potential investors and leads to an increase in value and
performance, reflecting, therefore a better yield achievement in the future and a gain in market
power. As companies in Albania increase in size, they can take advantage of the economies of
scales. Nevertheless, this overall increase in size is not reflected in an increasing trend of
performance indicators as it was shown above. However, the relationship will be tested in the
multiple regression using EViews software.
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Graph 22: Company's Size - Mean / Year
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Company’s Risk

This ratio assess the fluctuations of EBIT throughout a certain period. From 2010 until 2017 as it
is observed from Graph 23, company‟s earnings have been quite unstable. In this variable there
are a few values that have affected the data set which are highlighted separately.
Graph 23: Company's Risk - Mean / Year
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Three of them belong to the “Trading” sector: “Beni” in 2013, “Blue Point” in 2015 and 2016,
with ratios of -324.24, 173.35, and 92.67. Two companies in 2012, “Dajti” and “Eurogjici”
reached values of 100.42 and 196.8 respectively, in the “Construction” and “Service” sector. The
last one is in 2017 “RS&M” in the “Transport and Storage” sector. After outliers are removed
the mean for the period goes to 0.852 variation from 1.18, with a minimum value of 0.537 in
2015 and a maximum one in 2017 of 1.093. The more earnings fluctuate, the more difficult it is
to forecast revenues in the future.
4.3.2.9.

Management Efficiency

Management efficiency ratio is one of the main internal factors that determine the profitability of
a company. The higher this ratio, the more efficient is the management of the company in terms
of income generation and operational efficiency.
Graph 24: Management Efficiency - Mean / Year
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The ratio indicates the part of revenues that is translated into operational profit. For the period
the mean value of profit generation is 8.1%, the minimum value stands at 7.8% in 2011 and the
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maximum at 8.5% in 2010. There are 4 values highlighted as outliers with the first one in 2010
of -380%, of “Hygeia” in the „Service” sector. In 2014, “KESH” in the “Industry” sector records
a negative extreme value of -116%. The last to observations are in 2017 of “Mak Albania” and
“Lorena” in the “Accommodation and Food Service” and “Construction” sectors with values of 153% and +122.5% respectively. After outliers are removed, the mean for the period goes to
8.4% with the more efficient management still in 2010. This could have been a result of the
favorable economic growth the country was experiencing, as GDP growth was higher during that
period.
Graph 25: Management Efficiency - Mean / Sector
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The Efficiency with regard to each sector has been higher in the “Service” sector of 11.8%. For
every one LEK in sales, companies in this sector make 11.8 LEK in operating earnings. The
sector with the worst efficiency is “Accommodation and Food Services.” However, it is to be
emphasized once again that only one company is included in that category. Nevertheless, the
ratio some industries due to their profile will have lower/higher profit margin ratio, which does
indicate that the industry‟s performance is worse/better.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

5.1.Introduction
In the following paragraphs we present the results of the econometric test performed using
EVIEWS software. It is a straightforward analysis of what exactly this research observes and
founds. The chapter is dived into six parts. The first part focuses on the assumptions that the data
must fulfill prior the regression. Aftewards are shown the results of the regression for each
model, using ROA, ROE, and PM as measures of performance. Lastly, a summary of the three
models is presented with a further analysis regarding the impact that the independent variables
have on each metric.

5.2.Prior Multiple Regressions
Prior running the regression, observations were transformed into log as a method of variance
stabilizing. Additionally, log transformation is used as a transformation to normality and is
preferred in most of the cases since it anticipates the assumptions prior a statistical tests, which
have to do with the standard errors. Considering that the ratios of some indicators result to be
negative, and as the logarithm of a negative number does not exist, the software automatically
uses the missing values method. In order to assess, if and to what extent, the results are affected
by the logarithm of negative value (as it does not exist) in appendix is tested another model by
using as a dependent variable the log of revenues to total assets. As the regression output
indicates, the results are quite the same, emphasizing the importance of the same variables and
the same relationships. The model is significant as the p-value is lower than 0.05 with an R115

squared at about 89%. Results indicate that size, risk, management efficiency, and exchange
rates significantly influence the financial performance of companies, as expressed by Total Asset
Turnover. The other variables such as capital structure, liquidity, GDP growth, inflation, and
interest rates resulted not to be statistically significant (Appendix: Table A.19).
Our initial tests indicated no evidence of multicollinearity, as the Variance Inflation Factor was
low for all the independent variables. Additionally, the correlation matrix for the explanatory
variables indicates no substantial collinearity as the r < 0.9. Initial tests also indicated no
presence of autocorrelation in the three models, but revealed evidence of heteroscedasticity.
Therefore, we ran the regression, with corrected standard errors to correct the issue of
heteroscedasticity providing robust variance estimates.

5.3.Return on Assets as Measure of Financial Performance
The first model tested, uses ROA to measure the performance of companies against all the
independent variables. The ratio indicates the extent to which a firm is capable of generating a
good return on assets as opposed to only showing healthy returns on sales indicator. A high ROA
indicates a more efficient company in using its assets.
Table 2: Regression Output – ROA as Dependent Variable

Variables
c
company size
company risk
management efficiency
exchange rates
R-squared
Adjusted R – squared
Mean dependent variable
Std. deviation
F – statistic
Prob (F-statistic)

Coefficient
30.221
-25.354
-1.307
0.439
-3.865

Std. Error
1.994
0.675
0.064
0.081
0.858

t - statistic
15.16
-37.563
-20.351
5.41
-4.503

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.854
0.830
-1.347
0.567
35.858
0.000
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The output of regression is presented in Table 2. As it can be observed, the regression has an R2
of about 0.85, meaning that about 85% of the variation of financial performance, expressed by
ROA, is explained by the independent variables. Namely it shows how the model of linear
regression is supporting the phenomenon under study. From the table we conclude that the model
is significant, as the p – value is lower than 0.05. This shows that the data are good for making
conclusions on the population‟s parameter. The outcomes indicate that company‟s size,
company‟s risk, management efficiency, and exchange rates significantly influence the financial
performance of companies, as expressed by ROA. The other variables such as capital structure,
liquidity, GDP growth, inflation, and interest rates resulted not to be statistically significant,
therefore were removed from the model. From the data, the conclusively proved regression
equation can be written as follow:

ROA will decrease by 25.354 percent if company size increases by one percent ceteris paribus,
will decrease by 1.307 percent if the risk of companies increases by one percent ceteris paribus,
will increase by 0.439 percent if the management efficiency increases by one percent ceteris
paribus, and will decrease by 3.865 percent if exchange rates by one percent ceteris paribus.

5.4.Return on Equity as Measure of Financial Performance
The second model tested, uses ROE to measure the performance of companies against all of the
independent variables. The ratio indicates the return on investments for stockholders; therefore,
firms with the highest ROE are more likely to generate a higher profit, and more easily will it be
for the business to raise money for growth. It represents, in other words, how effectively and
efficiently firm management is using the money of the shareholders. As in the first model,
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multiple regression analysis was performed to test the magnitude of the variables on business
performance, expressed by ROE.
Table 3: Regression Output - ROE as dependent Variable

Variables
c
capital structure
company size
company risk
management efficiency
exchange rates
interest rates
R-squared
Adjusted R – squared
Mean dependent variable
Std. deviation
F – statistic
Prob (F-statistic)

Coefficient
23.673
0.444
-18.176
-1.141
0.366
-3.32
-0.379

Std. Error
2.693
0.044
0.862
0.065
0.084
1.259
0.119

t - statistic
8.789
10.017
-21.095
-17.609
4.339
-2.636
-3.193

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.792
0.758
-0.920
0.534
22.947
0.000

The output of regression is presented in Table 3. The regression has an R2 of about 80%,
meaning that 80% of the variation of financial performance, expressed by ROE, is explained by
the independent variables. From the table it is observed that the model is significant, as the pvalue is lower than 0.05. This shows that the data are good for making conclusions on the
population‟s parameter. The results indicate that capital structure, company‟s size, company‟s
risk, management efficiency, exchange rates, and interest rates significantly influence the
financial performance of companies, as expressed by ROE. The other variables such as liquidity,
GDP growth, and inflation resulted not to be statistically significant, therefore were removed
from the model. From the data, the conclusively proved regression equation for the second model
is:
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ROE will increase by 0.444 percent if capital structure increases by one percent ceteris paribus,
will decrease by 18.176 percent if company‟s size increases by one percent ceteris paribus, will
decrease by 1.141 percent if the risk of companies increases by one percent ceteris paribus, will
increase by 0.366 percent if management efficiency increases by one percent ceteris paribus, will
decrease by 3.320 percent if exchange rates increase by one percent ceteris paribus, and will
decrease by 0.379 percent if interest rate increase by one percent.

5.5.Profit Margin as Measure of Financial Performance
The third model tested, uses PM to measure the performance of companies against all of the
independent variables. The ratio determines the ability of a firm to grow and augment its market
and gives an indication on whether a company is well managed or not. As in the previous
models, multiple regression analysis was performed to test the magnitude of independent
variables on business performance, expressed by PM. The output of regression is presented in
Table 4.
Table 4: Regression Output - PM as Dependent Variable

Variables
c
company size
company risk
management efficiency
exchange rates
R-squared
Adjusted R – squared
Mean dependent variable
Std. deviation
F – statistic
Prob (F-statistic)

Coefficient
12.502
-5.118
-0.311
0.555
-3.932

Std. Error
1.978
0.68
0.063
0.08
0.853

t - statistic
6.319
-7.527
-4.938
6.947
-4.611

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.829
0.802
-1.358
0.523
29.897
0.000
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The regression has an R2 of about 0.83, meaning that 83% of the variation of financial
performance is explained by the independent variables. From the table it is observed that the
model is significant, as the p–value is lower than 0.05. This shows that the data are good for
making conclusions on the population‟s parameter. This indicates that company‟s size,
company‟s risk, management efficiency, and exchange rates significantly influence the financial
performance of companies, as expressed by PM. The other variables such as capital structure,
liquidity, GDP growth, inflation, and interest rates resulted not to be statistically significant,
therefore were removed from the model.
From the data, the conclusively proved regression equation for the third model is:

PM will decrease by 5.118 percent if capital structure increases by one percent ceteris paribus;
will decrease by 0.311 percent if company‟s size increases by one percent ceteris paribus; will
decrease by 0.311 percent if the risk of companies increases by one percent ceteris paribus; and
will increase by 0.555 percent if management efficiency increases by one percent ceteris paribus.

5.6.Summary Output for the Three Models
Table 5 presents a summary of the three models. In each case liquidity, GDP growth, and
inflation were proved to be statistically insignificant. This means that these variables do not have
an important impact on financial performance of Albanian companies from 2010 until 2017. The
results indicated that size, risk, and exchange rates negatively affect the three metrics used.
Differences are with regard to capital structure use and interest rates impact on each of the
metrics. A further analysis on the related variables is presented below.
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Table 5: Summary Output of the Three Models

VARIABLES

MODELS
ROA

ROE

PM

Capital Structure

Insignificant

Positive

Insignificant

Liquidity

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Company's Size

Negative

Negative

Negative

Company's Risk

Negative

Negative

Negative

Management Efficiency

Positive

Positive

Positive

GDP growth

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Exchange Rate Fluctuations

Negative

Negative

Negative

Inflation

Insignificant

Insignificant

Insignificant

Interest Rates

Insignificant

Negative

Insignificant

Capital Structure
As it is observed in the above table, capital structure has a positive and significant effect only in
the case of ROE, whereas for ROA and PM the variables results insignificant. One reason for
this is the fact that leverage is part of ROE but not part of PM and ROA, in the way that leverage
directly affects the return on equity. The decrease of leverage in financing companies‟ assets
shifts them in using more equity, and as equity increases, leads to a decrease of Return on Equity
of about 35%, on average. Most of the variation of leverage arises within industries and is more
stable over periods of times, as the standard deviation throughout the period varies by only 2%,
whereas between industries the standard deviation goes from 7% to 25%. Firms in some
industries have very similar capital structure, such as in transport and agriculture, whereas
companies in other industries, as in the pharmaceutical production, leather, or in the production
of construction materials are financed quite differently. Moreover, as the table indicates, the
leverage ratio has the same significant effect on ROE in each industry. The positive and
significant effect may be a result also of the use of more short-term debt relative to long term
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one, as the structure of the companies in the sample have about 66% in their assets, categorized
as current assets, and 34% as long-term assets. Interestingly enough, capital structures‟ effect is
positive and significant in the sector of “Information and Telecommunication” when it comes to
ROA and PM. This means that this sector can benefit more from debt since they need less assets
to run their business, therefore the return on assets and profit margin is positively affected.
Table 6: Capital Structure’s effect on each sector

Sector
Industry
Construction
Trade
Transport
Information
Services

Capital Structure
ROA
ROE

PM

Coefficient

Prob.

Coefficient

Prob.

Coefficient

Prob.

0.052
0.105
-0.098
-0.278
0.760
-0.070

0.575
0.388
0.101
0.153
0.041
0.515

0.421
0.472
0.423
0.415
1.919
0.454

0.002
0.002
0.000
0.045
0.005
0.002

0.053
0.105
-0.106
-0.263
0.773
-0.074

0.563
0.392
0.070
0.171
0.038
0.477

The capital intensity ratio for this sector is about 1.7, compared to “Industry” or “Construction”
with capital intensity ratios of 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. The capital intensity ratio results to be
relatively high for the service sector, as health providers are included there and various insurance
companies and banks are not in the sample due to the format of their balance sheet. A high
leverage has a positive impact when sales increase since net income increase faster than in the
case of lower leverage. The opposite happens for companies with high leverage in the case of a
decrease in sales due to faster declines of net profits. The leverage, although decreasing, has been
relatively high in general for each sector and mainly for the sector of “Information and
Telecommunication” (60%), accompanied also with a moderate level of cap intensity has been
translated positively in the performance of companies within the category by reaching a ratio of
about 6%, when the variations are relatively high, ranging from 1.5% to 9%.
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Liquidity
Liquidity has resulted to be insignificant in all regressions. As it is observed, when tested against
sectors, still the influence is unimportant in each case. As in the case of GDP growth and
inflation (later examined) one possible reason this statistical result may be the low variation of
this variable compared to other independent variables, as measured by the coefficient of
variation. The CV are the lowest for inflation, GDP growth, and liquidity (0.019, 0.029, and
0.038 respectively) compared to the CV of other variables such as management efficiency, size,
or risk (0.444, 0.906, and 0.369). Another reason may be the fact that the ratio used in this study
represents the least liquid one, since it includes inventory, which in our study a relatively good
one. Most likely, in the case of quick ratio or cash ratio the situation would have been different,
since they use more liquid assets in order to cover current liabilities. It is to be noted that,
although liquidity has weak effect on performance, the relationship is positive in each test and
sector. In spite of the significance, this indicates that the better companies are at managing
liquidity the higher the progress of firms.
Table 7: Liquidity effect on each sector

Liquidity
Sector
Industry
Construction
Trade
Transport
Information
Services

ROA

ROE

PM

Coefficient

Prob.

Coefficient

Prob.

Coefficient

Prob.

0.066
0.147
0.031
0.055
0.422
0.057

0.506
0.162
0.201
0.820
0.233
0.706

0.181
0.167
0.023
0.046
0.473
0.175

0.052
0.113
0.269
0.827
0.308
0.314

0.064
0.148
0.034
0.066
0.428
0.050

0.512
0.161
0.191
0.780
0.228
0.740

Further, it is well known that the performance of some companies is pro-cyclical, of some others
counter-cyclical, and a-cyclical for some. If companies are classified based on their co-
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movements with regard to economic growth and re-tested, the results are quite the same.
Liquidity‟s influence on ROA, ROE and PM is insignificant regardless of how the performance
of the companies moves in relation to GDP growth.
Table 8: Liquidity effect on ROA based on cyclicality

Classification
C-cyclical
A-cyclical
P-cyclical

No
46
116
102

Liquidity - ROA
Coefficient Std. Error
-0.042
0.038
-0.025
0.057
0.042
0.038

t-Statistic
-1.097
-0.431
1.109

Prob.
0.273
0.667
0.268

t-Statistic
1.004
0.537
1.965

Prob.
0.316
0.591
0.051

t-Statistic
-2.244
1.308
0.201

Prob.
0.056
0.191
0.841

Table 9: Liquidity effect on ROA based on cyclicality

Classification
C-cyclical
A-cyclical
P-cyclical

No
49
120
95

Liquidity - ROE
Coefficient Std. Error
0.062
0.062
0.013
0.024
0.120
0.061

Table 10: Liquidity effect on ROA based on cyclicality

Classification
C-cyclical
A-cyclical
P-cyclical

No
49
97
118

Liquidity - PM
Coefficient Std. Error
-0.072
0.032
0.082
0.063
0.004
0.019

Company Size
Based on the statistical results, company‟s size was proved to have a negative influence on the
three metrics used. The effect remains the same and significant when tested against sectors. The
exception is in the case of “Transport and Storage” for PM, with a weak but insignificant effect,
as a service oriented company. In today‟s world, firm‟s size is considered vital to its success due
to economies of scale, in an effort to decrease production costs and increase market share.
However, size in itself has no intrinsic value if it is not accompanied by other characteristics,
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such as discipline, in order to add value, and it should never exceed capability nor substitute
quality. Theories on the optimal size of firms, postulate that tis construct is dependent on a
number of factors, such as the structure of market in which they operate (monopoly, oligopoly,
perfect competitive markets etc.). The most important conclusion is that size is more important
for small companies since they grow faster than large corporations. The negative relationship in
our result may be an indices to the fact that companies analyzed have already reached their peak
considering the sector or market in which they operate, and the focus should be more on its
diversification product and gaining a competitive advantage rather than only cost considerations.
Many studies indicate that for large firms, even in the case of a positive relationship, returns in
profitability are much smaller for big companies (Lee, 2009). In other cases in various industries
profitability increases with size at a decreasing pace until starts eventually declining (Blease et
al., 2010).
Table 11: Company's size effect on each sector

Company’s size
Sector
Industry
Construction
Trade
Transport
Information
Services

ROA
Coefficient
-29.683
-27.160
-23.323
-14.505
-0.529
-23.669

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000

ROE
Coefficient
-25.658
-15.699
-16.836
-10.994
-0.743
-20.104

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.048
0.000

PM
Coefficient
-9.150
-6.619
-3.030
4.921
-0.524
-3.471

Prob.
0.007
0.041
0.016
0.092
0.003
0.044

Company Risk
Company risk revealed a negative impact on the measures of performance expressed by ROE,
ROA, and PM. There is not much to be analyzed with regard to the impact of sales fluctuations
on the performance of companies, as the more they vary the more unstable is the situation which
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eventually will have an effect on profitability. Much of the variation is reflected in the
“Telecommunication” and “Service” sector. Media and consumer services in the sample are
highlighted as the most volatile business lines when it comes to the fluctuations of sales.
Table 12: Company's risk effect on each sector

Company's risk
Sector
Industry
Construction
Trade
Transport
Information
Services

ROA
Coefficient
-1.415
-1.368
-1.300
-1.364
-1.980
-1.249

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

ROE
Coefficient
-1.214
-1.204
-1.112
-1.245
-2.812
-0.993

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.006
0.000

PM
Coefficient
-0.416
-0.369
-0.303
-0.360
-0.983
-0.250

Prob.
0.000
0.008
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.024

Management Efficiency
The variable of management efficiency positively affected the three variables with a significant
impact. Businesses in an effort to maximize their profits have shown more carefulness in
managing the resources available. Differently from profitability ratios, this variable is a more
specific measurement since it reveals how well the companies are managing their expenses to
generate revenues. The impact of the variable is the same in each sector and for each metric. As
it seems the relationship with the progress of the company is very strong, and more cautiousness
they show the better the performance since it will generate more incomes. Companies in the
“Construction” and “Service” sectors have been better at managing this ratio, which has resulted
to be around 11 and 11.8 percent respectively, whereas the worst performance goes for
“Agriculture” with a ratio of about 5%. Additionally, if we have a look at asset management, the
ratio stands at about 1.2 for the companies examined. This indicates the efficiency in managing
firm‟s assets in generating resources. Trade is considered to be the sector with highest average, at
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about 1.96 with the highest variation within this sector too (1.05 compared to 0.67 of
construction).
GDP growth and Inflation
When it comes to the importance of GDP growth and inflation on the economy and businesses,
investors are inclined to study these metrics before they even take the first step. In our case,
inflation and GDP growth were proved to be insignificant in all the regressions. One reason for
this is that companies included in the sample are large ones, and usually, big corporations are
better at bearing the pressure of inflation and the ups and downs of the economy, as these are
offset by the savings of firms. Generally are the small firms that take a hit on margin. If we have
a look at inflation rate, beside 2010 and 2011, the rate has been within the target of the Bank of
Albania. The insignificance can attributed to the relatively stable rate within the period of
examination. Additionally, if the coefficient of variation for these variables is considered,
compared to the other variables, it results that the variations are smaller compared to the
variations of firm specific factors. The CVs are the lowest for inflation, GDP growth, and
liquidity (0.019, 0.029, and 0.038 respectively) compared to the CV of other variables such as
management efficiency, size, or risk (0.444, 0.906, and 0.369).
Table 13: GDP growth effect on each sector and co-movements

Sector
Construction
Industry
Information
Services
Trade
Transport

ROA – GDP growth

GDP growth
Coef.

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C-cyclical

A-cyclical

Procyclical

0.212
-0.095
0.231
-0.311
-0.062
-0.012

0.102
0.073
0.171
0.034
0.071
0.088

2.082
-1.309
1.347
-9.042
-0.874
-0.136

0.038
0.192
0.183
0.000
0.382
0.892

3
9
4
8
18
2

14
24
5
9
52
10

25
19
2
9
43
4
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If we classify them based on co-movements, we notice that the performance of 44 companies
moves in the opposite direction of economic growth. In the sample, the performance of 102
companies is classified as pro-cyclical, and 114 result to be a-cyclical. If we compare the effect
of GDP growth on each sector with regard to the number of companies in each group,
unsurprisingly, the p-value is significant in those cases where most of the companies are part of
the pro-cyclical trend, such as the construction case. For the rest of the companies, as most of
them are part a-cyclical group, the p-value is higher than 0.05.
Additionally, if we consider the effect of GDP growth on ROE and PM after companies have
been classified based on cyclicality, the effect is negative and important for countercyclical firms
in both cases, is insiginificant for a-cyclical companies, and positive and significant for
procyclical businesses. Overall, in each case most of the companies are classified as a-cyclical
which might be a reason why the effect of GDP has been insignificant.
Table 14: GDP growth effect on ROE based on cyclicality

Classification
C-cyclical
A-cyclical
P-cyclical

No
49
120
95

GDP growth - ROE
Coefficient Std. Error
-0.383
0.036
-0.088
0.045
0.073
0.081

t-Statistic
-10.673
-1.947
0.895

Prob.
0.000
0.052
0.037

t-Statistic
-4.814
-1.555
2.947

Prob.
0.000
0.121
0.003

Table 15: GDP growth effect on PM based on cyclicality

Classification
C-cyclical
A-cyclical
P-cyclical

No
49
97
118

GDP growth - PM
Coefficient Std. Error
-0.411
0.085
-0.087
0.056
0.186
0.063

Lastly, an important element to be highlighted is the difference between economic development
and economic growth. The latter is defined as increases in real output due to the use of additional
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resources over time by leading therefore to higher productivity. The former is a more general
term that includes not only increases in real output but also institutional, structural and
technological changes in the production of goods and services. Therefore, the use of this
construct to explain variation of business performance may result in a better explanation. Lastly,
as it happens in many cases, companies do not meet objectives due to excessive corruption and
bureaucracy.
Exchange Rate
Based on regression results the effect of exchange rate fluctuations is negative and significant in
each of the metrics used to represent performance. As most of our companies are in the
construction sector, it is known that most of the transaction in the real estate market is conducted
in EURO, which eventually affects the profitability of companies. Next, the majority is in the
trading sector, highlighting also the part that they are categorized as large companies, they
engage in larger and foreign markets more than small businesses do, therefore get affected by the
fluctuations of currencies used during transactions. An increase in the exchange rate means that 1
EUR will be able to buy more Albanian LEK, by depreciating in this was the domestic currency.
A depreciation of the currency will make imported goods more expensive relative to domestic
ones, which will shift the demand of customers to foreign markets. Also, as the price of imported
inputs increases, the cost of production raises by affecting directly the amount of earnings left to
the company, mainly if they sell the final goods in local currency.
Interest Rate
The cost of borrowing expressed by the interest rates had a positive impact on ROE, whereas the
effect on ROA and PM was insignificant. This can be explained due to the direct impact interest
rate have on ROE with regard to the other metrics of performance. As interest rates increase, the
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cost of borrowing increase, which affects the net income of all the companies that have borrowed
money to finance their activities. However, increases in interest rates, as they make borrowing
more expensive, will push businesses toward using more capital than leverage, therefore the
decrease of leverage due to higher interest rates will result in a lower ratio of ROE. The opposite
happens when interest rate go down.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1.Review
Performance measurement provides priceless information for the management body to monitor
progress, highlight problems, and motivate employees. Therefore, the first requirement to
improve business excellence is to develop and implement a system that adequately measures the
performance of the business. Through these metrics, various stakeholders can derive a simplified
picture from a complex reality. All firms at microeconomic level, need to measure its economic
and financial performance in order to reach to the properly optimized managerial decisions,
based on complex information regarding as many activities within the company as possible.
While a synthetic picture of the company‟s financial position and its performance is found in the
annual financial statements, to run on a long-term and forecast its performance is needed to
develop, strategies based on proper and mean metrics and relevant coherent financial and
economic policies resulted from a good knowing of internal and external factors. The qualities of
managerial options and stratigic decision depend on the ability of identifying those elements that
efficiently used could lead to increasing of a healthy performance.
The main aim of this research study was to examine the impact of potential indicators on the
performance of businesses under study, emphasizing also the relationship between the results
obtained from statistical tests and economic intuition. As such, this study addressed the
following research question: what are the main factors of business growth with regard to
companies in the developing market of Albania, and do these indicators have the same
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significant effect considering different measures of business performance? This research paper
tested the influence of capital structure, liquidity, company size, company‟s risk, management
efficiency, GDP growth, exchange rates, inflation and interest rates on firm‟s performance of 264
large companies operating in Albania from 2010 until 2017, represented by three metrics of
measuring performance, namely ROA, ROE, and PM. These metrics as measures of profitability
reflected different aspects of a company.

6.2.Study Conclusions and Recommendations
The following section provides along with conclusions some possible recommendations. We
have classified conclusions and recommendations derived from this study into three sections
with regard to companies, government, and Bank of Albania.

6.2.1. Economic Enterprises
In general terms, regression outcomes indicated that liquidity, GDP growth, and inflation were
statistically insignificant. This means that these variables did not have an important impact on
financial performance of Albanian companies from 2010 until 2017. The results indicated that
size, risk, and exchange rates negatively affected the three metrics used. Differences are with
regard to capital structure use and interest rates impact on each of the metrics.
ROA, ROE, and PM (together with ROS etc.) are representative of short-run financial
performance, but on the other hand they serve as a bases of long-term strategic decisions. Among
many metrics that represent financial performance, the most appropriate indicator is chosen and
proven to be ROA, then ROE and PM afterwards. A high ROA attracts investors and firms
should “Cut costs and increase sales to become competitive”.
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The findings for Return on Assets suggest that Albanian companies have been using internal
funds to finance their projects as opposed to more costly and riskier external financing. This
could be explained as well by taking into consideration the bank restrictions to loan to them. The
increase of ROA can be achieved through asset cost decrease or Net Income increase - through
increases of revenues from sales or variable or fixed cost decrease. The decrease of variable cost
can be done through payroll cost decrease, or fixed assets cost reduction. Cost of long-term
assets is recommended to be decreased by introducing more leasing or renting long-term assets,
avoiding them sit idle for long-term. Excessive payroll costs can be reduced through the increase
of productivity and decrease of number of employee. Firms, also should eliminate excess
inventory levels that increase cost without increasing sales.
Another way of keeping high ROA, is keeping an eye on value added chain costs such as
improving the customer service, exploring new marketing segments. So, avoiding not value
added processes and making efficient and improving the existed once, it is a way to improve
probability and performance of a firm. Reducing costs of supplies, materials through exploring
new better suppliers. Reducing shipping cost, negotiating it or charging it as a fee to customers.
ROE, as an indicator of firm‟s financial leverage has to be carefully balanced between debts and
equity capital. As a firm‟s leverage increases, the company is likely to find it more difficult to
survive during the periods of down fallings especially, but doing well during boosting periods.
However, as results indicate, increases in leverage are not necessarily bad for companies, as far
as the cost of borrowing is lower than the cost of shareholder‟s capital. A tool to improve
performance through ROE can be sales boosts, infusing investment capital allocated to improve
and increase the value of assets. ROE is correlated with ROA and Net Income, among other
metrics - such as TAT (Total Asset Turnover) and ROS (Return on Sale). It is shown that ROS
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decreases when ROA and Net Income decreases and the other way around. So, cutting costs and
increasing sales to become competitive is critical of company success.
Moreover, ROE measures managerial ability to generate income from its equity. To maintain a
good ROE, firms should balance the equity with leverage, although they do not have a good
operational profitability. A ROE negative comes when Net Income is negative. But a negative
Net Income is not always a bad investment. A ROE 10% is strong to cover its costs of capital. A
negative ROE when accompanied by healthier free cash flow, means most of the times stronger
ROE than it looks at first glance.
Competitive advantage of big companies compared to small once, and multinationals to locals,
can easily move from one country to the other. Sales can be shifted easily from low income to
high income markets, or vice versa when products become obsolete by extending their life. As
Specialization gains firms shift production to lower income countries. Differences in government
regulations make firms shift their production or services to places with lower taxes, easer
regulations, and higher incentives. Risk is better managed when company adapts easy to changes
in regulations.

6.2.2. Government
Identifying the main performance drivers and quantifying their influence on companies can
generate alternatives closer and closer to future success. The quantification of business
performance drivers are decisive not only in business strategy design but in government
economic policy making as well. Therefore, in order to encourage business growth governments
should implement stable competitive regulations in long-term that facilitate market competition
which leads to economic efficiency and higher living standards. These instruments should give to
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businesses and other interested stakeholders confidence that will be no arbitrary change in the
rules and they will be non-discriminatory. Regulations should incentive companies to stay on
board and further invest or start to invest. Additionally, government in Albania must reduce
company taxes to be competitive in the region, and to attract more FDI to help companies
improve their performance. A synchronization between monetary and fiscal policy is needed so
that already enacted policies from respective bodies give their desired effect. Government should
provide incentives to increase asset investments in order to improve performance. Since asset
investment is considered a high-risk step for many businesses, firm‟s future expectations will
influence investments assessment and eventually decision-making. Lastly, incentive for
employment against employee number decrease, by the companies when they strive to improve
performance. In most of the cases, companies consider a cut-off in expenses as the best and
immediate way to get out of a difficult situation. However, as many cases indicates (i.e. Albanian
Airline) a careful examination of the situation may result in a better outcome than the removal of
staff. Therefore, government should try incentive schemes to engage companies in a better
collaboration with their employees, as they are tied to the progress of the firm.
To sum up, regulatory reforms are considered a very delicate process. Therefore, continuous
monitoring is critical, as improvements to handle undesirable effects need to be abrupt.

6.2.3. Bank of Albania
The role of the Bank of Albania is indispensable to the proper functioning of the economy. As an
independent institution its main general goals are to balance unemployment and inflation and to
stabilize the domestic currency. The Bank of Albania should increase crediting to companies in
order to increase investment in assets and technology. This can be done by better controlling
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interest rates. Interest rates impact on investments is immediate due to the increase in the cost of
debt. Additionally, economic entities may expect customers to reduce their spending, therefore
the return on investing would be lost. Although the pattern of interest rates have been on a
decreasing trend, yet credit to private sector has gone through further declines. This could be a
result of tightening lending standards and increasing collateral requirements from second level
bank. However, the Bank of Albania must better coordinate monetary policy within the financial
intermediations to obtain the expected results. Further, the Bank of Albania, can influence
floating exchange rates. A weak currency has an undesirable influence on the overall economy.
As results also indicated, the depreciation of LEK is negatively related to the performance of
companies. It inversely affects capital inflow and imports, which are considered the cell of any
healthy economy. In addition, no actions from central banks will allow the domestic currency to
fall further. As a matter of fact, no country with a weak currency has successfully faced recession
periods nor governmental debt. Although for inflation was proved an insignificant effect, which
may be attributed to “within the target”, the BoA must consider that high inflation decreases
business sales, reduces profitability, and at extreme cases, it may lead a business to bankruptcy.
Therefore, a stable inflation rate, will help business prosperity and attract other investors as well.

6.3.Suggestions for Future Research
The actual model focuses on the empirical examination of financial performance with regard to a
set of factors from both the environments that are considered important based on the literature.
Data availability is a major issue in finance studies of the financial metrics of the Albanian
companies. If one variable is not computable, then the entire firm year has to be excluded from
the sample. This changes the number of observation in the entire sample, which consequently
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restricts the variations in findings. The factors that determine firm performance of the Albanian
companies therefore can be further studied and researched. So, future research can incorporate
other explanatory indicators or/ and other dependent variables, as representative of performance.
The use of non-financial indicators may be an area of interest and could give more explanations
to the performance trend.
Considering that this research focused only on companies in the Albanian market, other
companies and markets abroad may be covered and included to validate and strengthen the
findings on the sectors and the country. Companies may be classified based on their reaction to
economic fluctuations. Further, the study does capture impact of the indicators on Small and
Medium Enterprises nor emphasizes the role of SMEs on the economy. An analysis of this class
of businesses may derive further and better outcomes and suggestions.
Future research with the incorporation of qualitative methods, such as interviews or focus groups
in each company could provide more insights, so that better policies can be implemented to help
businesses. Lastly, a comparative study with regard to performance measurements and indicators
can be of great benefit.
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Table A.1: Main Export Partners

Main origins of exports 2016
Italy
Kosovo
Greece
Malta
Other countries
Total
Source: Bank of Albania

Percentage of Total
55%
7%
4%
4%
30%
100%

Table A.2: Main Import Partners

Main origins of imports 2016
Italy
China
Turkey
Greece
Other countries
Total
Source: Bank of Albania

Percentage of Total
29%
9%
8%
8%
46%
100%

Table A.3: GDP - Composition by Sector

Year

Agriculture Industry

2010
20.66%
2011
20.96%
2012
21.66%
2013
22.43%
2014
22.90%
2015
22.86%
2016
22.89%
2017
22.60%
Mean
22.12%
Source: INSTAT

28.7%
28.2%
26.5%
26.4%
24.6%
24.2%
23.7%
23.8%
25.76%

Service
50.7%
50.9%
51.9%
51.1%
52.5%
53.0%
53.4%
53.7%
52.13%
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Table A.4: Tourism Contribution to GDP

Year

Contribution to GDP
Total
Direct
Indirect

2012
8.19%
16.76%
24.95%
2013
7.64%
15.78%
23.41%
2014
8.13%
16.64%
24.78%
2015
8.02%
16.58%
24.60%
2016
8.53%
17.51%
26.04%
2017
8.64%
18.04%
26.67%
Source: World Travel and Tourism Council

Table A.5: GDP Growth of Countries in the Region

Year

Albania
2010
3.71
2011
2.55
2012
1.42
2013
1.00
2014
1.77
2015
2.22
2016
3.35
2017
3.84
Mean
2.48
Source: World Bank

GDP Growth
Kosovo
Montenegro
3.31
2.73
4.81
3.23
2.90
-2.72
3.43
3.55
1.20
1.78
4.09
3.39
4.07
2.95
4.47
4.30
3.53
2.40

Serbia
0.58
1.40
-1.02
2.57
-1.83
0.76
2.80
1.87
0.89

Table A.6: Investment Level

Gross Fixed Capital
Formation (MLN LEK)2
2010
9.14
352,412,000,000
2011
8.13
381,944,000,000
2012
7.45
353,044,000,000
2013
9.82
352,088,000,000
2014
8.69
337,087,000,000
2015
8.69
351,815,000,000
2016
8.79
361,989,000,000
2017
7.92
N/A
Mean
8.58
355,768,428,571
1
2
Source: World Bank and INSTAT
Year

FDI % of GDP1
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Table A.7: Exports in Albania

Year

Exports as %
of GDP

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Mean
Source: World Bank

27.98
29.24
28.94
28.92
28.21
27.27
28.92
31.52
28.9

Table A.8: Government Expenditures in Albania

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Mean
Source: INSTAT

Government Expenditures
144,678
149,288
151,214
155,680
167,371
170,213
178,465
N/A
159,558.4
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Table A.9: Remittances in EUR

Year

Remittances in
EUR (MLN)

2010
1,198
2011
1,114
2012
1,104
2013
965
2014
1,073
2015
1,165
2016
1,180
2017
1,156
Mean
1,119.6
Source: Bank of Albania

Table A.10: Consumer Price Index by Groups

Items

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Food and Non-Alcoholic Beverages
Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco
Clothing and Footwear
Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas and Other Fuels

104.4
111.8
98.1
102.8

102.4
102.3
97.8
100.9

104.2
103.5
96.3
100.3

102.2
107.0
98.1
101.3

104.3
105.8
98.3
99.5

103.3
100.9
99.1
100.6

Furniture Household and Maintenance
Medical Care
Transport
Communication

100.9
107.8
105.9
100.2

101.4
102.8
104.4
100.0

100.6
99.6
100
100.5

99.4
95.5
100.8
99.6

99.9
98.1
98.0
101.5

100.2
100.1
98.1
100.2

Recreation and Culture

101.1

101.7

100.6

100.2

100.6

100.9

Education Service

100.1

101.6

101.5

103.5

108.8

100.2

Hotels, Coffee, and Restaurants

101.3

101.7

102.2

102.1

100.8

100.0

100.3

105.9

99.6

106.7

99.5

101.2

Goods and Various Services
Source: INSTAT
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Table A.11: Inflation Rates in Main Partners

Inflation Trend

Year
Italy
2010
1.54
2011
2.74
2012
3.04
2013
1.22
2014
0.24
2015
0.04
2016 -0.12
Mean
1.24
Source: World Bank

Turkey

Greece

8.57
6.47
8.89
7.49
8.85
7.67
7.78
7.96

4.71
3.33
1.50
-0.92
-1.31
-1.74
-0.83
0.68

Kosovo

China

3.50
7.32
2.49
1.76
0.42
-0.54
0.30
2.18

3.33
5.41
2.64
2.63
2.00
1.44
2.00
2.78

Table A.12: Excise Duty on Tobacco

Year

Excise Duty

2002
20 lekë / package
2004
25 lekë / package
2006
40 lekë / package
2009
50 lekë / package
2011
70 lekë / package
2012
3500 lekë / 1000 piece
2014
4500 lekë / 1000 piece
Source: Customs Authority of Albania
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Table A.13: The Level of Consumption

Year

Consumption (MLN LEK)

2010
2011

961,912
1,011,826

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Mean
Source: INSTAT

1,032,478
1,073,609
1,119,647
1,146,558
1,186,805
N/A
1,076,119.3

Table A.14: Credit to Private Sector

Credit to private
sector as % of GDP
2010
39.08
2011
41.15
2012
40.80
2013
39.79
2014
39.26
2015
37.15
2016
36.56
2017
35.00
Mean
38.60
Source: World Bank
Year
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Table A.15: Business Sample Location

Location

No

Percentage of Total

Tirane
Durres
Fier
Elbasan
Shkoder
Kruje
Berat
Gjirokaster
Vlore
Kavaje
Korce
Lac
Lezhe
Lushnje
Bulqize
Tepelene

184
28
12
8
7
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

69.70%
10.61%
4.55%
3.03%
2.65%
1.52%
1.14%
1.14%
1.14%
0.76%
0.76%
0.76%
0.76%
0.76%
0.38%
0.38%

Total
264
Source: Author’s Calculation from the Data Set

100.00%

Table A.16: The Structure of Assets and Liabilities

Year

Assets
Current

Liabilities

Long term

Current

Long Term

2010
66.6%
34.4%
2011
65.6%
34.4%
2012
65.7%
34.3%
2013
66.8%
33.2%
2014
66.4%
33.6%
2015
66.2%
33.8%
2016
65.6%
34.4%
2017
64.9%
35.1%
Source: Author’s Calculation from the Data Set

74.6%
74.6%
74.8%
76.1%
75.2%
74.5%
75.3%
74.7%

25.4%
25.4%
25.2%
23.9%
24.8%
25.5%
24.7%
25.3%
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Table A.17: Credit Structure by Size

Credit Structure by Size

Percentage of Total

Small
Medium
Big
Total

22.3%
21.3%
56.4%
100%

Source: Bank of Albania

Table A.18: Credit Structure by Size and Term

Credit Structure by Size and term
Small
Medium
Big

Short Term
Medium Term
Long Term
31.0%
35.5%
46.2%
19.3%
18.9%
19.6%
49.8%
45.6%
34.2%

Total

100%

100%

100%

Source: Bank of Albania

Table A.19: Regression Output – TAT as Measure of Performance

Variables
c
company size
company risk
management efficiency
exchange rates
R-squared
Adjusted R – squared
Mean dependent variable
Std. deviation
Prob. (F-statistic)

Coefficient
17.749
-20.244
-0.996
0.994
-0.057

Std. Error
0.055
0.025
0.002
0.002
0.016

t - statistic
318.638
-809.733
-657.262
570.415
-3.433

Prob.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.899
0.889
0.002
0.383
0.000
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Table A.20: Return on Assets - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Return on Assets
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

Maximum

0.0814
0.0683
0.0641
0.0657
0.0656
0.0708
0.0696
0.0729
0.0698

Median

0.6250
0.6603
0.6668
0.6296
0.7220
0.6815
0.7351
0.7509
0.7509

Minimum

0.0556
0.0521
0.0411
0.0432
0.0403
0.0377
0.0404
0.0457
0.0439

Mode

-0.3673
-0.3495
-0.3199
-0.3457
-0.3246
-0.3086
-0.3125
-0.2652
-0.3673

0.0006
0.0024
0.0071
0.0046
0.0044
0.0000
0.0206
0.0204
0.0028

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0066
0.0064
0.0059
0.0063
0.0069
0.0071
0.0069
0.0072
0.0024

Standard
Deviation
0.1080
0.1040
0.0956
0.1028
0.1121
0.1148
0.1120
0.1171
0.1085

Table A.21: Return on Assets - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Return on Assets
Sector
Accommodation and Food
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
-0.0733
0.0183
0.0508
0.0486
0.0687
0.1459
0.0653
0.1164
0.0698

Median
-0.0246
0.0092
0.0352
0.0355
0.0419
0.0951
0.0465
0.0784
0.0439

Minimum
-0.2085
-0.0641
-0.2127
-0.2892
-0.3495
-0.3125
-0.3673
-0.1847
-0.3673

Maximum
-0.0147
0.1158
0.2896
0.3703
0.4908
0.7509
0.6007
0.7410
0.7509

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.0028

Standard
Error of Mean
0.0292
0.0073
0.0031
0.0036
0.0127
0.0130
0.0031
0.0140
0.0024

Standard
Deviation
0.0825
0.0359
0.0562
0.0731
0.1196
0.1881
0.0923
0.1588
0.1085
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Table A.22: Return on Equity - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Return on Equity
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

0.1994
0.1120
0.1117
0.2063
0.1730
0.1522
0.1209
0.5898
0.2082

Maximum

Median

1.3028
2.0371
2.7398
7.5261
2.8874
0.9991
0.9990
116.7019
116.7019

Minimum

0.1893
0.1562
0.1083
0.1213
0.1071
0.1029
0.1041
0.1068
0.1206

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0315
0.0635
0.0414
0.0393
0.0214
0.0130
0.0239
0.4417
0.0565

Mode

-6.6897
-15.0554
-9.7049
-2.2929
-1.1644
-0.7500
-4.8897
-1.4556
-15.0554

0.0017
-0.2520
0.0087
-0.0054
-0.0294
0.0008
0.0012
0.0213
0.0613

Standard
Deviation
0.5117
1.0314
0.6731
0.6379
0.3470
0.2112
0.3877
7.1773
2.5984

Table A.23: Return on Equity - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Return on Equity
Sector
Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
-0.113
0.071
0.134
0.105
1.343
0.245
0.168
0.228
0.208

Median
0.000
0.000
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.200
0.100
0.200
0.121

Minimum
-0.400
-0.400
-0.600
-5.000
-15.100
-1.300
-9.700
-1.000
-15.055

Maximum
0.000
0.500
0.800
1.200
116.700
1.300
7.500
1.000
116.702

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.061

Standard
Error of Mean
0.064
0.035
0.008
0.016
1.340
0.024
0.019
0.025
0.057

Standard
Deviation
0.181
0.171
0.143
0.335
12.573
0.349
0.568
0.283
2.598
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Table A.24: Profit Margin - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Profit Margin
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

Maximum

0.0572
0.0557
0.0577
0.0543
0.0502
0.0572
0.0487
0.0624
0.0554

Median

0.6814
2.0857
1.6548
1.9268
1.1357
0.4679
0.8228
1.0348
2.0857

Minimum

0.0460
0.0418
0.0384
0.0377
0.0361
0.0401
0.0444
0.0462
0.0407

Mode

-3.9735
-1.1493
-0.6305
-1.1334
-1.4119
-0.5289
-2.3448
-1.5826
-3.9735

0.0225
0.0645
0.0007
0.0168
0.0388
0.0062
0.0140
0.0070
0.0070

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0167
0.0123
0.0092
0.0112
0.0099
0.0066
0.0115
0.0097
0.0040

Standard
Deviation
0.2720
0.1991
0.1492
0.1823
0.1607
0.1068
0.1873
0.1573
0.1821

Table A.25: Profit Margin - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Profit Margin
Sector
Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
-0.6500
0.0042
0.0810
0.0596
0.0534
0.0981
0.0270
0.0789
0.0503

Median
-0.2000
0.0000
0.1000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1000
0.0000
0.1000
0.0000

Minimum
-2.3000
0.0000
-0.3000
-1.4000
-1.0000
-4.0000
-1.1000
-0.1000
-4.0000

Maximum
-0.1000
0.1000
1.0000
0.7000
0.7000
2.1000
0.5000
0.4000
2.1000

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Standard
Error of Mean
0.2970
0.0042
0.0058
0.0084
0.0176
0.0289
0.0028
0.0092
0.0040

Standard
Deviation
0.8401
0.0204
0.1066
0.1713
0.1654
0.4168
0.0846
0.1040
0.1853
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Table A.26: Capital Structure - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Capital Structure
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

Maximum
0.606
0.594
0.577
0.567
0.568
0.546
0.533
0.517
0.563

Median

1.4987
1.3274
1.3259
1.1330
1.2213
1.3080
1.4468
1.5741
1.5741

Minimum

0.6465
0.6201
0.5928
0.5815
0.5868
0.5428
0.5342
0.4950
0.5797

Mode

0.0176
0.0175
0.0120
0.0108
0.0166
0.0164
0.0049
0.0128
0.0049

0.4679
0.4151
0.1477
0.2468
0.2531
0.4270
0.4903
0.3756
0.4679

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0159
0.0158
0.0151
0.0149
0.0147
0.0146
0.0146
0.0149
0.0054

Standard
Deviation
0.2588
0.2571
0.2460
0.2427
0.2395
0.2378
0.2367
0.2582
0.2463

Table A.27: Capital Structure - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Capital Structure
Sector

Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
0.3938
0.7370
0.5941
0.5114
0.6019
0.4152
0.5984
0.5972
0.5634

Median
0.3647
0.7675
0.6259
0.5171
0.6152
0.4044
0.6032
0.6416
0.5797

Minimum
0.3330
0.5696
0.0060
0.0168
0.0602
0.0176
0.0049
0.1360
0.0049

Maximum
0.5338
0.8549
0.9563
1.5741
1.3270
1.0528
1.4987
0.8680
1.5741

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.4679

Standard
Error of Mean
0.0251
0.0204
0.0121
0.0124
0.0320
0.0169
0.0080
0.0168
0.0054

Standard
Deviation
0.0709
0.0998
0.2211
0.2517
0.2999
0.2434
0.2403
0.1906
0.2463
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Table A.28: Liquidity - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Liquidity
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

2.8927
2.8580
5.8754
5.0370
2.6190
2.8823
3.8499
24.9934
6.3760

Maximum

Median

42.4107
47.7194
563.1465
540.9740
37.2843
59.2351
188.4737
5675.3478
5675.3478

Minimum

1.5451
1.5291
1.5156
1.5442
1.5132
1.6958
1.6774
1.7405
1.5825

Mode

0.2157
0.1423
0.0806
0.2960
0.1263
0.0642
0.0655
0.0917
0.0642

1.7476
2.2110
7.2694
3.1526
3.2139
1.6957
1.6774
6.2514
1.7476

Standard Error
of Mean
0.3059
0.3069
2.3405
2.0701
0.2201
0.3403
0.9083
21.4908
2.7179

Standard
Deviation
4.9700
4.9865
38.0285
33.6357
3.5766
5.5296
14.7576
349.1841
124.9048

Table A.29: Liquidity - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Liquidity
Sector
Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
1.0213
1.0590
3.0085
16.4230
2.0394
3.1507
5.0238
1.6659
6.3760

Median
0.8894
1.1080
1.5672
1.6750
1.3345
1.9050
1.5873
1.4524
5675.3478

Minimum
0.7495
0.4776
0.7119
0.3450
0.3825
0.0642
0.0832
0.4513
1.5825

Maximum
2.0420
1.4949
143.7308
5675.3480
16.4123
37.7667
563.1465
4.9084
0.0642

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1.7476

Standard
Error of Mean
0.1482
0.0617
0.4634
13.6384
0.2727
0.2757
0.9511
0.0731
2.7179

Standard
Deviation
0.4193
0.3024
8.4941
278.1720
2.5583
3.9769
28.5973
0.0731
124.9048
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Table A.30: Company’s Size - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Company's Size
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

8.8049
8.8747
8.9012
8.9298
8.9728
8.9982
9.0269
9.0478
8.9446

Maximum

Median

11.0149
11.1590
11.2238
11.2671
11.2313
11.2386
11.2367
11.2367
11.2671

Minimum

8.8141
8.8733
8.8900
8.9090
8.9464
8.9596
8.9817
8.9892
8.9187

Mode

7.7301
7.7147
7.8166
7.8745
7.8925
7.7994
7.7935
7.8775
7.7147

8.2763
8.3242
8.1645
8.2490
8.3112
8.3507
8.3641
8.3845
8.2673

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0313
0.0313
0.0319
0.0316
0.0311
0.0306
0.0302
0.0306
0.0111

Standard
Deviation
0.5087
0.5093
0.5184
0.5128
0.5051
0.4975
0.4911
0.4970
0.5101

Table A.31: Company’s Size - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Company's Size
Sector
Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
9.8337
8.7878
9.1246
9.1230
9.0727
8.8025
8.8473
8.6953
8.9446

Median
9.8574
9.0167
9.1045
9.0896
9.0944
8.7324
8.8084
8.6981
8.9187

Minimum
9.6297
7.7582
8.0082
7.9297
8.1629
7.9033
7.7301
7.7147
7.7147

Maximum
9.9580
9.3538
10.4695
11.2671
9.7782
9.8819
11.1630
10.1091
11.2671

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
8.2673

Standard
Error of Mean
0.0411
0.1108
0.0234
0.0257
0.0435
0.0352
0.0162
0.0449
0.0111

Standard
Deviation
0.1163
0.5444
0.4292
0.5235
0.4082
0.5071
0.4859
0.5083
0.5101
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Table A.32: Company’s Risk - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Company's Risk
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

1.0844
0.8167
1.7757
-0.6276
1.0893
1.1918
1.2885
2.8308
1.1812

Maximum

Median

34.1907
29.7608
196.8029
20.0117
39.6450
173.3429
92.6749
459.8835
459.8835

Minimum

0.5653
0.4925
0.5699
0.4955
0.5170
0.4656
0.4313
0.3824
0.4740

Mode

-25.1010
-20.5634
-41.8323
-324.2474
-7.6933
-53.5722
-14.6298
-17.0250
-324.2474

0.3359
0.3035
3.0279
0.8596
0.3912
0.4404
0.6986
0.4083
0.3359

Standard Error
of Mean
0.2325
0.1928
0.8375
1.2483
0.2291
0.6916
0.4248
1.7706
0.3128

Standard
Deviation
3.7779
3.1333
14.1934
20.2833
3.7220
11.2372
6.9020
28.7689
14.3762

Table A.33: Company’s Risk - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Company's Risk
Sector
Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
-1.3808
0.3254
1.7581
0.8685
1.6920
1.7954
0.5213
4.3148
1.1812

Median
-1.4782
0.8715
0.6757
0.5215
0.6827
0.4435
0.4195
0.4149
0.4740

Minimum
-2.1570
-11.4462
-17.8316
-14.1285
-14.6298
-25.1010
-324.2474
-12.2053
-324.2474

Maximum
-0.3117
3.7506
100.4284
33.7680
59.6489
196.8029
173.3429
459.8835
459.8835

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.3359

Standard
Error of Mean
0.2466
0.5595
0.3581
0.1279
0.7378
1.0042
0.4408
3.6003
0.3128

Standard
Deviation
0.6974
2.7412
6.5645
2.6089
6.9215
14.4821
13.2520
40.7332
14.3762
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Table A.34: Management Efficiency - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Management Efficiency
Year

Mean

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

Maximum

0.0854
0.0779
0.0816
0.0811
0.0809
0.0821
0.0793
0.0816
0.0812

Median

0.7538
0.6401
0.7488
0.7241
0.7148
0.6031
0.6305
1.2252
1.2252

Minimum

0.0719
0.0659
0.0585
0.0569
0.0592
0.0605
0.0618
0.0631
0.0612

Standard Error
of Mean

Mode

-3.8095
-1.0309
-0.4969
-1.0914
-1.1610
-0.5782
-0.5107
-1.5374
-3.8095

0.0601
0.0671
0.0196
0.0391
0.0574
0.0610
0.0678
0.0720
0.0387

0.0165
0.0097
0.0075
0.0097
0.0092
0.0075
0.0074
0.0101
0.0036

Standard
Deviation
0.2680
0.1573
0.1221
0.1569
0.1490
0.1221
0.1203
0.1644
0.1636

Table A.35: Management Efficiency - Descriptive Statistics / Sector
Management Efficiency
Sector
Accommodation and Food Services
Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Construction
Industry
Information & Telecommunication
Services
Trade
Transport and Storage
Total

Mean
-0.4073
0.0434
0.1128
0.1035
0.0853
0.0993
0.0570
0.1030
0.0812

Median
-0.1873
0.0527
0.0914
0.0726
0.0733
0.1218
0.0461
0.0729
0.0612

Minimum
-1.5374
-0.4116
-0.2861
-1.1610
-0.8782
-3.8095
-1.0914
-0.1211
-3.8095

Maximum
-0.1033
0.2014
1.2252
0.7538
0.6757
0.6427
0.4839
0.4699
1.2252

Mode
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
.00387

Standard
Error of Mean
0.1719
0.0242
0.0062
0.0091
0.0168
0.0228
0.0029
0.0097
0.0036

Standard
Deviation
0.4861
0.1183
0.1140
0.1852
0.1577
0.3288
0.0862
0.1096
0.1636
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Table A.36: GDP growth - Descriptive Statistics / Year
GDP Growth
Year
Mean
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

0.0371
0.0255
0.0142
0.0110
0.0177
0.0222
0.0335
0.0384
0.0249

Maximum
0.0371
0.0255
0.0142
0.0110
0.0177
0.0222
0.0335
0.0384
0.0384

Median

Minimum

0.0371
0.0255
0.0142
0.0110
0.0177
0.0222
0.0335
0.0384
0.0239

0.0371
0.0255
0.0142
0.0110
0.0177
0.0222
0.0335
0.0384
0.0110

Mode
0.0371
0.0255
0.0142
0.0110
0.0177
00.022
0.0335
0.0384
0.0110

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002

Standard
Deviation
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0098

Table A.37: Exchange Rate Fluctuations - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Exchange Rate Fluctuations
Year
Mean
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

0.0433
0.0187
-0.0095
0.0091
-0.0021
-0.0016
-0.0170
-0.0236
0.0022

Maximum
0.0433
0.0187
-0.0095
0.0091
-0.0021
-0.0016
-0.0170
-0.0236
0.0433

Median
0.0433
0.0187
-0.0095
0.0091
-0.0021
-0.0016
-0.0170
-0.0236
-0.0019

Minimum
0.0433
0.0187
-0.0095
0.0091
-0.0021
-0.0016
-0.0170
-0.0236
-0.0236

Mode
0.0433
0.0187
-0.0095
0.0091
-0.0021
-0.0016
-0.0170
-0.0236
0.0433

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0001
0.0004

Standard
Deviation
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0013
0.0000
0.0015
0.0200
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Table A.38: Inflation - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Inflation
Year
Mean
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

0.0355
0.0345
0.0203
0.0194
0.0163
0.0191
0.0128
0.0190
0.0221

Maximum
0.0355
0.0345
0.0203
0.0194
0.0163
0.0191
0.0128
0.0190
0.0355

Median
0.0355
0.0345
0.0203
0.0194
0.0163
0.0191
0.0128
0.0190
0.0193

Minimum
0.0355
0.0345
0.0203
0.0194
0.0163
0.0191
0.0128
0.0190
0.0128

Mode
0.0355
0.0345
0.0203
0.0194
0.0163
0.0191
0.0128
0.0190
0.0355

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0002

Standard
Deviation
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0078

Table A.39: Interest rates - Descriptive Statistics / Year
Interest Rates
Year
Mean
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Total

0.1282
0.1243
0.1088
0.0983
0.0866
0.0873
0.0965
0.0695
0.0999

Maximum
0.1282
0.1243
0.1088
0.0983
0.0866
0.0873
0.0965
0.0695
0.1282

Median
0.1282
0.1243
0.1088
0.0983
0.0866
0.0873
0.0965
0.0695
0.0974

Minimum
0.1282
0.1243
0.1088
0.0983
0.0866
0.0873
0.0965
0.0695
0.0695

Mode
0.1282
0.1243
0.1088
0.0983
0.0866
0.0873
0.0965
0.0695
0.1282

Standard Error
of Mean
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004

Standard
Deviation
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0185
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